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ITINERARY

April 17
(Thursday) 1050 Arrive Dacca from Calcutta (possibly

by charter aircraft)

1245 Briefing at McNamara's quarters Storrar,
Denness, van Nimmen)

1315 Lunch free

1430 Meeting with Minister for Planning

and Planning Commission members

1630 Meeting with Finance Minister

1845 Meeting with President Zia

2000 Dinner hosted by President Zia

April 18

(Friday) 0800 Field trip with President Zia

1300 Return to Dacca

133D Lunch at Storrar resi4ence

1530 Meeting with Minister for Health and

Family Planning

1630 Meeting with Ministers for: Agriculture;

Power, Flood Control and Water Resources;

and Local Government and Rural Develop-

ment

1730 Meeting with Ministers for: Jute;

Petroleum and Mineral Resources; and

Commerce

1930 Dinner hosted by Finance Minister

April 19

(Saturday) 0800 Meeting with Minister for Industries

(Deputy Prime Minister)

0900 Meeting with Minister for Education

-(Prime Minister)

1100 Departure for Calcutta/Katmandu



AIRPORT STATIEMENT

BANGLADESH

I greatly appreciate the eind invitation to visit your

country. This visit will be for me an opportunity to assess at first

hand the progress achieved so far and the problems and prospects for

economic development.

This is my third visit to Bangladesh since Independence.

We, at the World Bank, take pride in having been associated with your

efforts to develop your economy since 1977. The Bank has so far com-

mitted a total of $1,274 million to assist some 50 projects in the key

sectors of Bangladesh's economy--agriculture, transport, electric power,

water supply, industry and poulation planning. Soee$2e-eTITrob of

this amount has come from the International Development Association

which provides interest-free-loans on very long terts. We have helped

to organize the Bangladesh Aid Grdup to coordinate development assis-

tance from several donors.

Much has been achieved by Bangladesh in the last eight years.

But much more needs to be done. There is an urgent need to increase

food production and employment opportunities, particularly in the rural

areas. The potential is th6re. Bangladesh is currently engaged in the

task of reappraising its past development strategy and preparing the

Second Five-Year Plan focusing attention on the key development issues.

We, at the World Bank, are ready to assist you in the immense task of

improving standards of living of the people of Bangladesh.



PROGRAMME
FOR

THE VISIT OF

H. E. MR. ROBERT S. McNAMARA
PRESIDENT OF THE WORLD BANK GROUP

To

BANGLADESH

('April 17-19, 1980)



H. E. Mr. Robert S. NleXamara, President of the
World Bank Group.

M[EMBERS OF THE ENTOURAGE

1 Mr. W. Dlavid Hoppr, Vice-President, South
Asia Region, World Bank.

2 Mr. C. K. Coch-Weser, Personal Assistant to
Mr. MeNamara.
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ACCOM1ODATION

State Guest House (Padma)

Magbazar, Dacca.

Tele :407917

407919

407932

407936
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PROGRAMMVIE

TJI RSDAY, THIE 17TH APlRI L, 1980)

Tine Schedule

1050 Hours Arrive Dacca by Special iman light.

300 Quiet Lunch.

430 Mc, Mtinig with Homn'be Miister fK,
to Planning.

1615

1630 ,, Meeting with IH1on'ble NIiniter f
Finance (at State Guest House).

I45 ,, CurtCy Cali on Hon'Ie President

2001 ,, Dinner by Hon'ble President



FRIDAY, THE 18TjI APRIL 1980 SATURDAY. TIE 19111 APRIL 1981.
Tbume Schedule Time SekeLLle

0590 Hours Lej,e for (,< Butur h P14our8 ?dmjw Uth Hodbly Dx.
0! 1ours Metm wý th Hofl r rmHelteopter tO isit a CanafI 2Ii i trI (l reo 'sllr\u

Proje il lunchi at (ios Baar iistr In-hreo tyoindustries

150 t Return to D)acca. 0900 .. M1eeting with Honle Priye Miister

1600 , Meetin2 with ionble Miniters for 1030 , Press conerence at State Guest Huse.A2riculture, Power, aer Resources
& F. C. and, L. G. R. D. & Co- 12O (N. . Depar, Dcca by BGI-491
operaties (in the oflce of Hon'hlc
Mlirister for . G. R. D. and Co-
operatives).

\ wAeeling ith Hon'hle \i2nis c
Jute Petroleui and Mieral Re -

ce and (onimerce (in the li
, f Hen'bk \inieter for ConunecI

Mlgeen with Honble Ainster fo
Health and Populaion Control .nd
Hon'lk Siate Minster and Hi dle

D \inser for Health and PoruLi-
1on Cntro.

2000 Dmner b Hon'He \HNnser 1 r
I inance ti Hotel Intercontinat-
Dacca),
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W ORLD BANK RESIDENT \MSSION
[';PORTANT TELEPHIONES~

222, New Eskaton Road, Dacca.
INISTRY OF FINANCE

EXTERNAL RESOURCES DLVISIO\ Tele: PABX Nos 40000 -- 5

PABX 31511-29
Name Office Residence

\arne Otice Residence
tf HJnbLe Dr. u1 N. } lua 4 45 313316 1. Mr. Alexander Storrar. 405583 301352

\1inistr for Financ. Chief of Mission.

2. Ho-nble Mr. A, auddIn Khan, 40478 333312. Mr. Alan 405405
linis Deputy Chiefof MS2nss11.

3. r. A1.A. \ÅLuhith. 31162 3 22 2
S1eretary, LRD. 3. Mr, Armand Van Nimaen, 4,5 3z:860

4. \lr. Shatiul Alan. 318s7 1 31 8923 Senior Economist.
ÄddL Seeretare, ERD.

5. NIr \1. Lutrt ahil Nlajid. 31l88 317307
Jomq Sectretary, ERD

6, \ir. \1 A. ilatin Laskai. 404953 311243
Pr;vate Secretary,
\linister for Finance.
7 ir. Abu Salch, 317536 . .
Section Officer, FRID

N \lr. Abdul Awwal, 3]7930 283607
Public Relations Ovce.

9. Mr. Sk.M, Abdul Niannan. 317535 317793
Protocol Ofteer. ERD
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12
Narne 01Cee Residene

OTHER TELEPHONES
7. Hlonble Kazi Anwarul 404263 311248

Narme Office Residence aque,
MIinister for Power, Flood

1. Hon'ble Mr. Shah Azizur 404010 404100 Control and Water
Rahin, Resources.
Prime Minister.

8. Hon'le Mr. AkbarHossain. 404051 3 75
2. Honb'le Mr. Jamaluddin 252100 281596 Minister for Petroleum and 40428 3N412

Ahmed, 242111 Mineral Resources,
Deputy Prhie Minister,

3. Hon'ble Prof. Md. Shamsul 404008 403315 9. Hon'ble M r. M. Saifur 44 3021485
Haque ' Rahman, 30326 
Minister for Foreign Affairs. Minister for Commerce.

10, Høn'le Vr, Abdur Rah- 2ý5815 401404414. Hon'ble Dr, Fasihuddin 314086 401388 man Bdwas 2 3810
Me.Ihtab, ra T .212
Mienisb flinister for Jute,Mnisicr for Plannine.

5. Abdul Halim 404170 403748 . on'ble Prof \. Maun. 404260 460424
Choudhury, .Mr r Health and 404082 402445
Minister for LGRD and Cento.

12- Mr. S.A.M.S. Kibria, 252050 310397
6. Hon'ble Mr. Nurul Islam. 404149 301018 Secretary, 282967

Minister for Agriculture 40422 303045 Mmistry ofForeignAffairs.
and Eorests.
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Office Residence MISCELLANEOU"S

13. Chief of Proticol, 4i4204 1. Bag1ahaba (xchanue) . 40 14 n x-9
\iinistry of Foreign Affairs.

14. Mr, Khan-e-Alam Khan, 242775 400249 2. Daca Arport (Exchange) 310151
Co>mmissioner, 3, Bangladesh Bman (Airpor) 12111
Dacca Division.

4. Police Exchange 244231--39
15. Militv, Secretary to the 404191 404303

Pres i dlen t. 5. Police Control Room . 44444

16. Mr. F'ruq Ahmed, 404123 259068 6. P. G. Hi . . 255194 -99
Private Secretary to
the President. 7. Dacca MedLLical College [Hospital 254171-75

8. Hl Family Hospita . 4001 1 -3

9, Central Transport Pool 242209
281 734

10. Time Enquiry 14

11, Overscas Cails 102

12. Hotel Irtercontinental .. 252911-19



NOTES H. E. Mår. Robert S. MIcNaiara, President of the
World Bank Group.
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1. Nir. . David Hopprir, \Vicc-Presideiit, South
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Mr. McNamnara.
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background

r% -JadeShn oTe s wimpy
department of state deoember 1978

OFFICIAL NAME: People's Republic of Bangladesh

PEOPLE population belong to the Bengali
"Bengal Na- ethnic group and speak Bangla (f(?i--

13 ingladesh (literally CHINA
tion") is the world's eighth most-p-opu- merly called Bengali), Urdu-speakirig

lous r2tion, Consen,ative proj( ctiuiis non-Bengali Muslim immigrants from

show it,, p ipulnfion dotihhng h , the India and V2Ti0JS tribal groups make NEPAL BHUTend ot' thi ccntun,. Average tfen'sity is up, the rest. LnI_,li h is still used in INDIA
about peopIc per .qoare kilometer urban centers arid among the AN 1)(1,530 sq. mi), (A jriilar density in
the United Stitos would have all ofAbe INDIAH ISTOR Ypr cent worL l population living in tile BURMA
conlinent,il U S ) I-he areaw around Although it is a young nation,
Dacca and Comilla are the most BangtacicOi has a rich historical anti
densely .iLAth;J; the Chittagong Hill cultur tl past, The geographic region of
tracts in the southeast and the East Bengal has been a racial arJ Bay 086,flpal

Sundarbans forest areas in the south- religious melting pot for successive
west the least. influxes of di p3TAC PCOJIIeS - Dravi- Hindu dynasties g lve way to Muslim

Citizens of Bangladesh are called dians, Aryans, Mongolians, Arabs, rule abou t 120 0 A, D. -
Bangladeshis. About 98 percent of the Persians, and Turk . Bu :idhist and The influenL:e of Islam played a

PROFILE (241,000). TERRAIN: Flat. CLIMATE-. INDUSTRY- Products-jute jZoods, tex.
Tropical monsoon. tiles, leather, sugar, fertilizer, paper, phar-

People Government maceuticals. Percentage of GDP: 8.
POPU LATION S S ifl ion (1978 est.). TYPIE: Presidential. DATE OF IN. NATURAL RESOURCES: Natural gas.ANNUAL GROWTH RA'ILz ' 2,8',e (1978 - TRADE (1978). Exports-$497 million:gali 98%, QEPkNDE_NC-E: Dec., 16,est.). ETHNIC GROUPS. Ben 197L CON.

tribal, Muslim, non STITUTION: V- (g_,g22qsju e, %&, k9W, seafood, Part-
-Bemph iminigrants from Nov. 4, 1972. [3RANCHES - _L

;cr (FY 1977)-US, UK, Italy, Pakistan,India. RELIGIONS. MuNfin1_85%, Hindu Executive- President. Legislal;i,c Parli3- USSR, Mozambique. Imports-$1.3 billion-
14%, less than 1% ChFiAian, Buddhist, ment (to be elected), Jud2c[L'I-Supreme

Court. POLIT foodgrains, fuels, raw cotton, yarn, manu-
(official), ]CAL PARTIES: 20 permitte,animist. LANGUAGES. Barigla factured goods. Partners (FY 1977)-US,

Lnglish. EDUCATION: Years compulsory, to function. SUFFRAGF Universal over
18. ADMINISTRATIVE SUBDIVISIONS. USSR, Japan, United Arab Emirates, UK.

na- Pcrc,- itage attendanc, -5. Literacy-

22", III'ALTH: Infant rnortal,,I. rate- 140 19 Districts. DEFENSE AND POLICE: I I% OFFICIAL EXCHANGE RATE: about

Pe 00 (US-17/1,000). Life,'vpectan-ey- of national budget (1978). FLAG- Bright 15 taka=LISSI (linked with British pound).

yfs., WORKFORCE (26.2 million): red circle on dark green field. AID RFC]EIVED. Total-

A riculture-78%. Industry and com- Economy $6.2 billion (Dec. 1971-June 1978) com-

merce-8%. Service - 14%. mitted. US aid-$1.275 billion (Dec.
GDP. $7.2 billion (FY 1978). ANNUAL 1971-June 1978).

Geography GROWTH RATE. 8',-_ (FY 1978). PER
CAPITA INCOME: PER CAPITA MEMBERSHIP IN INTERNATIONAL

AREA: 142,775 sq. km. (5 ,548 . GROWTH RATE. 6%, (FY1978). ORGANIZATIONS: UN and its specialized
m"- slightly smaller than Wis ' CITIES- AGRICULTURE: Land 66%. Products- agencies, Asian Development Bank, Com-
Capital-Dacca (pop. 2 million); Chittagong rice, jute, tea, sugar, wheat. Percentage of monwealth of Nations, IMF, World Bank
(890,000), Kbulna (437,000), NarayangaDj GDP-60. Group (HIRD, IFC, IDA),

0
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between the Hindu and Muslim Linguage. By_tbc mid-1960' . seeming India and Pakistan and despite appeals
Bengalis became apparent. The Muslim djsp iTifics hetwocri th f List's ancl by third parties for restiaint, open
League was founded in Dacca as an West',; sh3re of levelopmerit expendi- hostilities "gan in late November. On
alternative to the Hindu-based Indian tnres an l representation in the armed De,:einllc 1(,, 1971, Pillistani foEcews
National Congress. In 1909 the British forces ,iTid civil seyvico :aused re ;ent- mn-en ered ii-I Dic a, and the new but
established spp iiate cloctorates for the went an i gave impetus to a movement heavil, war -dainaged nation of
Hindu aud %I nshni communities in the East for provincial autonomy as Barn, s i r d.
througli,-)ut :ol mial India, a means of redressing these im- GEOGRAPHY

Altliou0 the subsequent history of balances, In 1966 Sheikh MLlj bur

the ri itionalist movement involved Rahman (known as "Ntujib"I, Piesi- Bangladesh is a low-lying, riverine

SO M e Hindu-Muslim cooperition, dent of the East Pakist,,in Awarni country of South Asia oil the northern

-hicrgjised _ill (People's) Leaguo, cm !rgcd as 3 lva(t,!F, edge of the Bay of Bongal. It is

the 11) 20's. wid liy the late I q - ' 0',, the and was subse(Itienth, arrested toi his surrounded on th" by lndia

Uungrcss ind the League. were SU0110y political activities. The irregular border, suinc 2,400 kilo-

OppUsed I)Oliti(:21 fQIQ ,S The two- Pi.)hliL: support A Mujib hel2e i meters (1,500 mi.) long is not based

natiun thcor', which held that the co dcscc Bengali upitii ,n against the on any natural feature of the land-

Nluslim , of 'tlic subcontinent must Ayuh Khan government (1958-69). scape but was demarcated according to

have i licjmt:1a:id s :paratc frum that uf ("vil unyO t ill Loth parts of Pakistan political considerations in 1947. The

the Hindus, gained ii,:reasiiw cur- f,,:,j g0,cr11]11c,1t Qut_-,Of- country also shares a 193-kilcilieter

TeT10 orfice ii) March 1061). (120 mi.) frontier with Burrmt in the

In 1940 Me AII-Tn 14i Mv slim A yu b's s ii (: ce ,,soi, Gen. Agha southeast. Its marshy coastliiic is

League P isscd thL -LahOF : Resolution, Mohammad Yahva Khan, vowed to about 600 kilometcr.N (370 mi.) long.

w hi`c-ll- dechred thit "the 2reas in return the nation to democratic rule The laiiJ is a chict1s, deltaic, allnvial

which t1w Muslims, are ritimerically in by civilians, A new Constitution was plain formccl hy the c onfluence-of the-

the majority, as in the northwestern to be drafted which would grant con- giea( Ganges jn PralnnapuLra Rivers,

and eastern zones of India, should be siderable autonomy to the Provinces, the Metlhna, and their tributaries. Hills

gouped- to-constitute,--dnAepen-dent especially to East PJNtan. ri e above the plain only in the

In the 1970-71 elections Mnjib's Chittagong Hill tracts in the soutlie ist
states' in which the constituent units

1 11 Awami League won over -0 peFcont of and in the Sythet District in tho
should be autonomous and sovereign, the populir vatc and 167 of the 169 northeast.
'the Muslim League, campaigning on a
"Pakistan" platform, won the majority ( ak allutted Fast Pakistan i the Located at about the same latitude

of the Muslim seats contested in proposed 313-seat National Assembly. as The Bahamas, Bangladesh has a

Beng3l in the 1946 elections, When It also won 288 of 300 seats in the tropical monsoon climate. The avera ,c 4

India ginied its indepe.ndence on proposed East Pakistda As ,crnM . temperature is 29 0 C (840F), with

August 14-1 , 1947, Bengal was The political leadors of F8st_,and some seasonal variation, It has one of

divided into two parts-.(a&-wa" e t Pakistin, hoxever. were- un"le the highest Brinual rainf, 11,; in the

Punjab in the west of the sub- to re :oncflc thciT diffcretices over world, av raging 215 ceiitinicters (85

continent). Predcminaritly Hindu West fori(iarnertal cnnstitoti >nal questions in.) in the northc jst. Sin,:e Tiwcli of the

Bengal was incorporated into India, relating to division of power between country is parti ill snbuierged or

while the Muslim majority East Bengal the central govcT-Tinient and tbc subject to flood during the rainy

Provinces. On M;3 ,:h 1 1971, the season, land travel can be difficult;
and the Sylhet District of Assam
I i rmcd the eastern Province of propo e,d Natioll3l ASSenibly sesiion boats are thus the lifeblood of its

Pikislan. vi"s postponed. which preuipitate l a transportation system.
massive civil disobedience movement

Movement for Autonomy iii East Pakistan. When Pi,f-miriote GOVERNMENT AND POLITICAL

efforts at n-potuition faile,I, "ic army CONDITIONS
lem e- On Match 26, 1971, shortly after

In the years following independ- ",Ought 10 IcPress BePEfli di"-siLl- - , '' On

ence, notable economic develo r ieni tile Fligllt )f Ni M:h 25- & Xlu ' i l Wls the Pzikist in, Army's crackdown,
took place in East Pakistan, Factonc, iuestcd, his party banned, and most Bengati iiationalists declared an in-
were built to process agricultural of his aides orced to flee tc) India, dependent People's Republic of
products such as jute, which formerly wbeTe they organized a provisional Banglidesh.. Followmg the capitulation
WCT0 processed in Ciilcatta, By rnrn- government. of P ik-i tani for :es in December, the
parison with West Pa an, howeve , In the ensuing strife between the Govcrnincnt of the Poople's Republic
developip,ent adding to paliti- Pakistan Army and Bengali insurgents of Bangladesh wa installed in Dacca.
cal problems imposed by distance and (Mukti Balaird (x `Libi rwion AFT11y"), When Sheikh Mujibur Rahman
cultural and thiguistic differences an e. tiriatod 10 million Beqgaljs retumed tc,) Dacca from imprisonment
between East and West Pakistanis. fraostly Hindus) suug;it refugc in in Fikistan in early January 1972, the

In the cAT1% I 950's, Ben g-,ahs lmlia, and couritles.; others were dis- government was reconstituted with
i cessfully ;igitalel for coequal st itwl

placed within East Pdk-iStdT1. F0111.)Wing Nlw b as Prime Minister and Justice
f, r witli Ur lu as an offiLial moriths of escalating Ahu Sayeed Choudliur-y is President.
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Sheikh Mujibur Rahman tion, and reconstruction of its war- Administration was held by General
On November 4, 1972, the Con- ravaged economy and society. By the Zia, who continued the ban on politi-

stituent Assembly adopted a Con- end of 1974 Pnime Minister Mujib cal parties. In the meantime, sub-
stitution which incorporated T-r determined that the deteriorating stantial efforts were made to bring
basic principles of state policy- economic situation and civil disorder order and responsiveness back to the
nationalism, secularism, socjalism, and were such that severe measures were demoralized bureaucracy, begin new
democracy and provided for a necessary. Upon his advice. President economic development programS and
315-seat Parliament. he government Mohamadullah, who had succeeded to emphasize family planning programs.
was nominally headed by the Presi- office after President Choudhury, In July 1976, the Martial Law
dent; actual executive authority was resigned in December 1973 and Administration allowed thererganiza-
exercised by the Prime Minister. The proclaimed a state of emergency in tion of political parties under strict
mdependent judiciary included a Clhef December 1974 goernnienf guidance. Eventually 21
Justice and a Supreme Court divided On January 25, 1975, the Fourth parties were sanctioned, and electoral
into Appellate and High Court Divi- Amendment to the Constitution rolls were prepared for the parlia-
sions, with the Appellate Division created a Presidential system and mentary elections scheduled for
functioning as a constitutional court, allowed for the establishment of a February 1977. However, before
The courts could not take any action one-party state. All poltical parties active political campaigning could
that would interfere with the im- were then abolished and a single new begin, President Sayem on November
plementation of Socialist programs or party created, the Bangladesh Krishak 21 postponed the elections indefi-
development work, or otherwise be Sramik Awami League (BAKSAL, or nitely, citing continuing border
"harmful to the public interest." The Peasants', Workers', and People's troubles with India and the prolifera-
new Constitution was signed and Party). The judicial sstem and the tion of political parties. On November
entered into effect on December 16, Parliament were modified, and Muib 30, 1976, General Zia declared himself
1972, and the first parliamentary elec- assumed tIe Presidency. These changes Chiet Mtal LawAIistrator.
tions were hel in March 1973. were called the "Second Revolution." General Zia onsolidated rus autho-

he Bangladesh Awami League was In the subsequent 6 menths, rity further on April 30, 197 wxe4cl.e
organized in 1 949 and for many years economic measures taken by the goy- was naned President after President
was in major opposition to the ruling ernment began to take hold, and the Saylem retired. Soon after assuming
Muslim League in Pakistan. After 1972 inflation rate lessened. Other promised the Presidency, Zia pomised national
the Bangladesh Awami League cxsted reforms of a political nature were slow elections by December 1978,
as a mass party unifying a variety of in being inplemented, however, and as announced a 19-point program for
disparate elements under the umbrella authority became increasingly economic developments, and declared
of Bengal nationalism. centered in the President, criticism of that he would seek public approval of

None of several other political government policies was focused on his programs through a nationwide
parties functioning during 1972-75 referendum. On May 30, after exten-
was able to duplicate the organiza-
tional st.:ucture or the broad-based Mujib was killed by army officers in si ve c a ipaigning throughout

membership of the Awami League. an August 1975 coup, and the govern- Bangladesh., Zia and his program

Right-wng parties had bon bained Iment fell. Political activity was received an overwhelmingly favorable
Rinht wingporte h97d bee h)ondg 1banned, and the leaders of the coup vote. Immediately after the refer-
since December 1971 for collaborating initiated reforms. Another military-1Q1 endum, Zia named Abdus Sattar, a
with the Pakistan Government. On thecopto lceoNombr34 SueeCutJut<etobVe
left, the pro-Soviet Bangladesh Na- Coop took place _5 T4vemher 3; 4 Supreme Court Justc, to be Vice
tiona) Awanmi Party (also known as days later another coup took.place, President.

NAP/Muzaffar after its president, and Chief of Army Staff Gen, Ziaur In late 1977, President Zia began

PRuteamar (Zuiae Ahmed) and theRs lder dismantling the Martial Law Adminis-

traditor al pro-soAedt communist He pledged the army's obedience to tration by establishing civilian review

Parti oPB) ined with the govin- the civilian government headed by of summary martial law courts and
Prt mCPB) ined oth the go -Chief Justice A.S.M. Sayem. abolishing the position of Deputymient in a U1nited! Front in 1973.

The Peking-oriented National President Sayern declared himself Chief Martial Law Administrator

Awami Party (NAP/B) of populist Chief Martial Law Administrator and In the spring of 1978Zangt with
patriarch Maulana Bhashani and the appointed the three heads of services a wide variety of politicaleadessrin an

National Socialist Party (JSD) were as Deputy Chiefs. lie also replaced the attempt to form a broad-based politi-

vocal in criticizing the government but Cabinet with an advisory council cal front. A new political party, the

were unable to mobilize enough popu- composed of a group of politically Jatiyabadi Ganotantrik Dal (Nation-

lar support to threaten the Awami uninvolved senior civilians. Parliament alist Democratic Party), known as

League parliamentarry majority in the was dissolved, and new elections were JAGODAL. had been formed earlier to

1973 election, promised by February 1977. represent President Zia's interests,
The Bangladesh Government, Maj. Gen. Ziaur Rahman although this was never stated ex-

relying heavily on experienced civil Although President Sayem retained plicitly and he did not becomne a
servants and members of the Awami the civil authority after November 7th, member. A number of Zia's Cabinet
League, focused on relief, rehabilita- the real power in the Martial Law members became top party organizers.
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On April 21, Zia used his martial ECONOMY labor-intensive, high-yield varieties of
law authority to announce that a Bangladesh is one of the world's grain.
Presidential election would be held on poorest countries, It suffers from pres- Since 1974 a stragety using these
June 3 and that open politics would be sures caused by a dense and rapidly elements has achieved promising re-
allowed in phases bginning April 24 growing population, low agricultural sults. Although percanita_fndrl8ain
In early May Za was nominated for oducti , and chro food de ts production has not yet reached 1970
President by a political front, the which result in widespread malnutri- levels, a record crop of ove nillion
Jativatobadi (Nationalistic) Front- tion. Its monsoon climate is errati tons was harvestcd in 1977-78. Agri-
composed of JAGODAL, representa- and the great riers which traverse the cultural growth and the aclihcysment
tive-s from the Cosertic Mslimacountry are subiect to periodrc un- of self-sufficiency in foodgrals _can
League, and several leftist parties. controlled flooding Transportation boost rural income and eliminAte the
Retired General M.A.G. Osmani, corn- communications, and other elements need for grain imports, which have run
mander of the Liberation Forces in otenations nfratc r elpoorly at the rate uf 1.5 million tons annually

of the nations intrastructure are poorly1971 and later a member of botli developed. Except for abundant natu- in recent years.
Mujib's and Mushtaque's cabinets, was ral gas, Bangladesh has few mineral Higher rural income will also
nominated for President by a rival resources Its industrial base is both generate additional job-creating
group. Their front, the anotantrik weak and inefficient. Bangladesh's economic activity such as small-scale
Oikiyo Jote (People's Demxcrdtic cxports, primarily jute and Jute industry and food processing. Ac-
United Front), consisted essentially of products, finance only abo 40 celerated agricultural growth requires

the Awanp League, the National ercent of import rQquiements, and major efforts to improve rural infra-
Awami Party /Muzzafar, and indi- the nation depends heavily on foreign structure and increase availability of
viduals from the previously banned aid to pa for imports and other costs extension services credit, and
Communist Party of Bangladesh. After independence in 1971, fertilizer, especially to small sub-

The brief Presidential election, Bangladesh faced the immense task of sistence farmers who are not currently
primarily between Zia and Osinani, establislng its own economy while realizing their potential. Parallel ef-
became a debate over whether Presi- eting to eoom er le forts are also needed to develop addi-attempting to recover from thle ravages
dent Zia's rule should be continued or of its war of liberation and the dis- tional nonfarm jlobs. Because land is
whether immediate parliamentary elec- astrous effects of a cyclone and tidal fragmented intjuly metf.centplots
(on ,houtld e held. Zia wonl _the wave which struck in 1970. National- and because up to half of all rural
election, receiving approximately 76 ization of the most important in- families are laindless, agriculture alone
percent of the vote toOsman?s 22 dustries, a sCriouS f.unine in 1974, and cannot be eXpe.Cted to absorb
percent. Stable food prices following Bangladesh's growing ranks of
good harvests and public satisfaction lens Since 7o5-as a result of unemployci
with domestle stability under hiis Ins ic 95a euto

successful financial stabilization
government probably contributed to

ry alentr to measures, a larger role for the private
Zia's victory. Parliamentary electionsseCo fa ri Ie wth,an
remain scheduled for December 1978. sector, favorable weather, and TRAVEL NOTES

improved agricultural policies-the
Principal Government Officials economy has begun to recover, infla- Climate and Clothing-Lightweight

tion has been brought under control, clothing for most of the hot, wet period;
President; Minister of Defense, Fi- and growth, especially in agriculture, mediumweight clothing for the short

nance, Science and Technology- has begun to take place. The govern- winter(Dec.-Feb.

Maj. Gen, Ziaur Rahman ment's 2-year plan for 1978-80 stresses Customs-Al visitors must have visas and
Vice President and Minister of Jus- rural development. However, strenu- smallpox and cholera immunizations

tice-Justice Abdus Sattar ous efforts will be required for the Prior to arrival. Health requirements mav

Senior Minister and Minister of Roads country to keep abreast of the serious change, Check latest information,

and Railways-Moshiur Rahman problems that remain, Health-Adequate medical facilities

Foreign Minister-Shamnsul HuqD o generally available in Dacca. Pharmacies

Planning Minister-M.N. Huda Agriculture and Development capable of meeting some prescription
Growth of agriculture, from which needs, Typhoid immunization and

Ambassador to the UN -K.M Kiaiser 90 percent of all Bangladeshis earn malaria suppressants recommended, not
Ambassador to the U.S. -Tabarak their living, is the key to coonoicn required.

liusain development Bantgladesh has fe tile Telecommunications- Adequate internal

Bangladesh maintains an Embassy oUil and ample wAter, and the ijr and external telephone, telegraph, and
Bangades m.S. aint421as. Ae. Em s cl m r cmail service. Bangladesh is II standard

in the U.S. at 3421 Mass. Ave. NW,, crop, rke, can be harvested three tinmes time zones ahead of the Eastern U.S.
W ashington, D.C. 20007 (tel, a year. The country has great potential
202-337-6644), and a Consulate Gen- for increased food production through T ransportt railr serie;adequate road transport to major cities;
eral at the Bangladesh Mission to the adequate price incentives, more in- river transport poor. Airline adequate.
UN, 130 E. 40th St., N.Y., NY. (tel tensive flood-control and Irrigation Roads crowded.
212-686-5233) measures, and the use of fertilizer and
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Industry Jamuna River to link separate power stresses agricultural research and devel-

Bangladesh's largely nationalized grids in the east and west zones, opment, fertilizer, irrigation, health,
and inefficient industrial sector pro- Natural gas, limestone, and deep-lying rural electrification, and family
duces less than 10 percent of the gross deposits of coal, which are difficult to planning.
domestic product. Jute goods---mainly exploit, are Bangladesh's only known
burlap and carpet backing-is the mineral resources. FOREIGN RELATIONS
major industry and the nation's main Trade and Aid Bangladesh follows a nonaligned
foreign-exchange earner. Poor manage- foreign policy. The government's
ment, unreliable supplies, and syn- To overcome its large trade gap and initial foreign policy objectives have
thetic substitutes have kept profits reduce dependence on aid, Bangladesh been almost entirely realized: to
down. Lower production costs and is stressing the development of secure recognition of the new state
improved marketing and research are export-oriented industries. In recent and government; to establish diplo-
needed to preserve this important years skilled and semiskilled workers matic ties with foreign countries im-
industry. Cotton textile spinning and have become an important "export," portant to Bangladesh; to obtain
weaving, using imported cotton, is the and remittances from Bangladeshis membership in important international
second largest industry. Fertilizer, working abroad, especially in the organizations and associations; and to
tanning, pharmaceuticals, paper, and Middle Fast, are a fast-growing oarce enlist international support for relief,
chemicals are other significant sectors. of foreign exchange. The United States rehabilitation, and economic develop-
Except for jute and leather, most is Bangladesh's largest trading partner. ment efforts. Bangladesh was admitted

industries produce mainly for the It buys about $70 million of to the UN in 1974, and Bangladeshi

domestic market and enjoy high tariff Bangladesh's exports annually, mainly officials regularly attend international
protection. Pharmaceuticals are the jute carpet backing and sacking, and conferences, particularly those
most dynamic sector, and several exports large amounts of wheat, concerning population and food.,
foreign companies have invested in this cotton, edible oil, and tallow to

field. The government encourages Bangladesh, largely under AID and India
private domestic and foreign invest- other donor financing. Bangladesh has natural ties of geog-
ment, but it maintains control over the Because of its underdevelopment, raphy, culture, and commerce with
major sectors such as jute, textiles, and extreme poverty, and weak export India. During and immediately after
sugar. The government offers special base, Bangladesh has received over the Bangladesh liberation struggle in
incentives to export-oriented industries $6.2 billion in aid since 1971 from all 1971, India actively supported the
to reduce its balance-of-payments major governmental and private East Bengali nationalists, assisted
problems. donors. Most large donors, except the 'refugees from East Pakistan, helped

Socialist countries and OPEC nations, bring about the independence of
Natural Resources and Power participate in the Bangladesh Aid Bangladesh, and furnished generous

Bangladesh has substantial quanti- Group, which is led by the World Bank relief and reconstruction aid. Both
ties of natural gas, Total reserves in and meets periodically with countries place a high value on the
one offshore and eight inland fields are Bangladesh Government officials to continuity of strong relations;
conservatively estimated at 255 trillion review development performance and however, relations between the two
liters (9 trillion cu t. Two fertilizer 1entered a period of uncertainty after
plants using natural gas are now States had provided SI.275 billion for Sheikh Mujib was overthrown and
operating, another is under construc- development to Bangladesh. In addi- killed in August 1975.
tion, and a fourth is being studied, tion to food aid programs under Titles The two countries have been
Bangladesh has the potential for other I. II, and III of Public Law 480, which working together on problems of
petrochemical industries as well as for are designed to help Bangladesh meet common concern. A permanent Joint
power plants using natural gas. minimum food requirements and River Commission of experts of both

Bangladesh's 1977-78 petroleum promote food production, U.S. aid countries was established to survey the

imports were about $165 million- common river system and devise

about 33 percent of its foreign ex- FOREIGN BUSINESS flood-control and water-resource

change earnings. No domestic oil has INFORMATION management measures. In Seotember

yet been discovered, although a num- 19j7 the two governments signed a
ber of offshore wells have been drilled For information on foreign economic 5-year interim agreQment apportioning
by foreign companies in recent years,. trends, commercial development, pro. the waters of the Ganges at Faxalka

Bangladesh has ample electric duction, trade regulations, and tariff Bafrage, a newly commissioned instal-

power from a large hydroelectric rates, contact the Bureau of Export lation in India just west of the Indo-
facility at Kaptai (on the Karnaphuli Development, US Department of Com- Bangladesh border. According to the

River) and various gas-fueled thermal merce, Washington, DC 20230. This interim agreement, both governments
plants. The government has launched a information is also available from any of will consider jointly permanent pro-
rural electrification program, and an offices located throughout the US. posals to augment the flow of water in
interconnector will be built across the I l the Ganges River,
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The denarcation of the narine of relief and rehabilitation aid, pro- U.S-BANGLADESH RELATIONS
boundarY between the two countries viding among other things salvage and U.S. foreign policy goals toward
remains an unresolved issue Since minesweeping assistance to clear the Bangladesh arc: Support for thc
Lontrol over areas with 1ntnal oil port of Chittagong, U S,S.R. coin- normalizaion of relatis in the sub-
dcpotsits hangs in the balance, the mitments, both for relief and eco- continent and inc
determination of the boundary has an nomic development activities, have a per-
eunoic signfIcance for bth coun- totaled over $100 million. The Soviet aon with th r-ed Bladesh
tries. Border skirmishes in the north Union has also been active in the cont i urn 10 metsor!e

. humanitarian needs and to encourage
and east have also contributed to information and cultural fields and

tension with India. twice entertained Sheikh Mujibur as an a
programs for national economic devel

Pakistan ~ ~~ official visitor to Moscow. Sinceopl-wlt
Mujib's assassination, the Soviet press pnt.

After an initial period of hostility, has been critical of developments in In supPort of these goals the LS
several important developments in Bangladesh, but the Soviet and Bangla- Government mamitains the usual range

Bangladesh-Pakistan relations took desh Governments have maintained of diplomatic activities in Dacca. U.S.

place in 1973-74, Under the New normal relations. diplomats meet regularly with Bang-

Delhi agreement of August 28, 1973 ladesh officils on economnic and

between India and Pakistan, sub- People's Republic of China political matters, and the U.S. Inter-

stantr ial numtbners of individuals national Communication Agency staff
strandedlinthen 1971 wa; i g The People's Republic of (hina carries on an active liaison with thestranded in the- 1971 war, including extended recognition to Bangladesh Bangladesh press,some 90,000 Pakistani prisoners of after the August 17 coup China had I 1974 th e f

war, were repatriaited. In February atifi tut195oip()ljtJL in 194tiee menriein uim.s

1974 Sheikh Mtjibur Rahman visited su))orted the Pakistani )po9tion signed contracts for oil explantion in

Lahr , Pakn, for the IslamiStm- dluring the Indo Pakistan war in I71 the Bay tf Bengal and surveys are

m PitaCofern, Where Ilamouce- In ealy 1976, howeler, diplomatic now underway. In seeking to en-
met Coference, werec nonce mssions were opened in the P,R.C. courage a favorable climate for foreign
Pnta of mutuladesognisiondey and Bangladesh. Subsequently, the investment. the U.S. Government hasPauistan and Bangladesh w iae two countries have enjoyed friendly signed an Overseas Priate Investment

mission for Refugees organized an relations. Trade and culturalexchages Corporation bilateral agreement with
mit"J,n fr Rfug,!, ,r,anzec an havt occurred, andI the (hiinese halc

airlift, funded by the international
ommnunity, in which 240,00 persons givn aid for irrigation and other pro- READING LIST

jcts, PruAcdent Zia visited (Chia inwere moved across the subcontinent: jet,PeietLi iie hn iBkl!egli fro akost ti o ngaenth. January 1977, and Vice Premier Li These titles arC provided as a general
BengasfrOmT PJkitAn to Banglaesh lisien-nin visited Bangladesh in March indication of mime material publihed on

and non-Bengalis front Bangladesh to 1978. tiis country. The Department of State
Pakistan. does not endorse unofficial publications.

Bilateral issues remaining between Burma
the two nations include the fate of Ahmad, Nafis. E o Geog-
approximately 300,000 non-Bengali Since diplomatic relations have raphy of E coic London:
Muslims. Sometimes called "Biharis," been establshed, the two countries OXfOrd Uneast Press, 1958.
(since they caime in 1947 from India- have been friendly. In the spring of
particularly the northern State of 1978, about 200,000 Muslims froM American University. Area Hand-
Bihar to then East Pakistan), many of the Burmese State of Arakan crossed book (or Bangladesh Washing-

these people chose Pakistani citizen- the Bangladesh,Burma border as the t C fic 1: 75.vernment

ship after the 1971 war but still Burmese Government began an ex-

remain in Bangladesh. The division of tensive effort to check the registration Ellis, Williatm S., and Dick Dur-

the assets and liabilities of undivided of its residents. The Burmese Govern- rance. "Bangladesh: Hope

pre-1971 Pakistan also remains an ment claimed that the Arakanese Nourishes a New Nation." Na-

important unresolved question. Since Muslims were illegal imntigrants. and tional Geographic, September

diplomatic relations were established the Bangladesh Government claimed 1972.

in October 1976 and ambassadors that since most of the Muslims had Faaland, J., and J,R. Parkinson.

were exchanged in January 1977, rela- lived in Burma for generations they Bangladesh: Test Case for Deel-

tions between the two countries have would have to be repatriated by opment. Boulder, Colo.. West-

improved. Burma. Diplomatic efforts were begun view Press, 1975.

Soviet Union between the two governments in June Jahan, R, Pakistan: Failure in
1978 to resolve the issue. Agreement National Integration New York:

The U.S.S.R. supported India to repatriate the refugees was reached Columbia University Press,
during the 1971 Indo-Pakistan war and between the two governments in July 1972.
was one of the first countries to 1978, and witl the assistance of the Johnson, B.L.C. Bangladesh. New
recognize Bangladesh, The U.S.S.R. UN High Commission for Refugees, York: Barnes & Noble, 1975.
has also been an important contributor the repatriation process has begun.
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the Bangladesh Government providing working together on population Public Affairs Officer-James L. Meyer
for operations of OPIC in the country, control and other programs in agri- Agricultural Attache-Oldrich Fejfar
with the Bangladesh Government culture and rural development. Defense Attache-Col. James R.
pledging certain guarantees to foreign Cochran
investment. In addition, a treaty of Administrative Officer-Grafton H.
friendship and commerce and an agree- Principal U.S. Officials Jenkins
ment to exempt double taxation have Ambassador-David T. Schneider
been proposed, Deputy Chief of Mission-Alf E.

American aid to Bangladesh has Bergesen The U.S. Embassy in Bangladesh is
totaled almost $1.3 billion and con- Economic/Commercial Officer Phillip located at Adamjee Court Building,
sists chiefly of P.L. 480 commodity C. Wilcox Motijheel, Dacca (tel. 244220). The
assistance and development lending to Political Officer-Carl Taylor, Jr. AID Mission is located in the Hotel
increase agricultural production. In Director, AID Mission-Joseph S. Purbani, Motijheel, Dacca (tel,
addition the two governments are Toner 256010).

DEPARTMENT OF STATE PUBLICATION 8698, Revised December 1978
Office of Public Communication, Bureau of Public Affairs
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LIST OF CABINET MEMBERS

President: Major General Ziaur Rahman

Vice President: Mr. Justice A. Sattar

Prime Minister and
Minister for Education: Shah Mohammad Azizur Rahman

Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister for Industries: Mr. Jamal Uddin Ahmed

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for
Development and Social Welfare: Mr. S.A. Bari A.T.

Finance: Dr. Mirza Nurul Huda

Civil Aviation and Tourism and of
Power, Flood Control and Water Resources: Kazi Anwarul Haque

Foreign Affairs: Prof. Mohammad Shamsul Huq

Food: Mr. Abdul Momen Khan

Establishment Division: Major General (Rtd) M. Majid-ul-Haque

Local Government, Rural
Development and Co-operatives: Capt. (Rtd) Abdul Halim Chowdhury

Home Affairs: Lt. Col. (Rtd) A.S.B. Mustafizur Rahman

Commerce: Mr. Mohammad Saifur Rahman

Religious Affairs, Cultural
Affairs and Sports: Mr. Shamsul Huda Chowdhury

Ports, Shipping and I.W.T.: Capt. (Rtd) Nurul Bluq

Agriculture and Forest: Major-General (Rtd) Nurul Islam

Women's Affairs: Dr. Mrs. Amina Rahman

Fisheries and Livestock: Mr. K.M. Obaidur Rahman

Railways,
Roads, Highways and
Road Transport: Mr. Abdul Alim

Information and Broadcasting: Mr. Habibullah Khan

Public Works and
Urban Pevelopment: Mr. Abdur Rahman
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Petroleum and MIneral Resources: Lt. Col. (Rtd) Akbar Hossain

Planning: Dr. Fasihuddin Mahtab

Health and Population Control: Dr. M.A. Matin

Youth Development: Khandakar Abdul Hamid

Jute: Mr. Abdur Rahman Biswas

Relief and Rehabilitation: Mr. Emran Ali Sarker

Land Administration and
Land Reforms: Mr. M. Abdul Haque

Textile: Mr. Mansur Ali

Posts, Telegraph and Telephones: A.K.M. Maidul Islam

Labour and Industrial Welfare: Mr. Reazuddin Ahmed

Notes: The Presidentholds the charge of i) President's Secretariat,
ii) Cabinet Division, iii) Ministry of Defence, iv) Science
and Technology Division. The Vice-President holds the charge
of i) Ministry of Law and Parliamentary Affairs, ii) Parlia-
ment Secretariat and iii) Election Commission.



Eiorapiical Sketches

Major-Gcneral Zinr Rahman, President in charge of i) President's Secretariat,
ii) Cabinet Division, iii) Ministry of Defence, iv) Science and Technology
Division.

Major-General Ziaur Rahman was born in Bogra in 1936. He joined the
army in 1953 and was commissioned in 1955. After two years of service in
the Punjab Regiment he was transferred to the East Bengal regiment in 1957.
There he received training in intelligence and served in the army intelligence
from 1959 to 1964. During the Indo-Pak war of 1965 he was a Company Commander
of the first East Bengal Regiment. He was appointed instructor at the
Pakistan Military Academy in 1966 and in the same year he joined the Staff
College. In 1969, Ziaur Rahman was appointed second in command of the second
East Bengal Regiment at Joydebpur. At the end of the same year he went to
West Germany for training, and subsequently, stayed with the British Army
for a few months.

In October 1970, he was transferred to the newly raised eighth East
Bengal Regiment at Chittagong. In March 1971 while serving in this regiment,
he joined the revolt against the Pakistan Army. In August 1971 Ziaur Rahman
was promoted to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel. He formed the first Brigade
of the Bangladesh Army and then he served as Commander of the Comilla
Brigade. In 1972 he was appointed Deputy Chief of Staff of the Army. In
1972, he was promoted to othe rank of Colonel, and in 1973, Brigadier and sub-
sequently Major- Caneral. On August 25, 1975 (the Mujib regime was overthrown
on iugusu 15, i10, ne was appointed cnier or btatt of the Army.

General Rahman was put under house arrest for a few days during the
November 3-6, 1975 coup but was released by the soldiers guarding him and
took effective power in the November counter-coup.

He was appointed Deputy Chief Martial Law Administrator following
the change of Government in November 1975 and became Chief Martial Law
Administrator in November 1976. He was sworn in as President in April 1977.

He was voted President in the country's first ever Presidential
election held directly on the basis of universal adult franchise in June 1978.

Dr. Fasihuddin 'Mahtab, Minister for Planning

Dr. Mahtab, a mechanical_engineer by training, served as Minister of
State for Agriculture in the previous cabinet and subsequently as Deputy
Advisor to the President. The portfolio of Minister ForPlianning, to which
he was appointed in March 1979, was re-established at that time. Under the
prior structure, Dr. Huda held the portfolios of both Planning and Finance;
Dr. Huda continues to serve as Minister of Finance. Dr. Mahtah is reported
to be quite close to President Ziuur, and we are hopefully presuming that
his appointmfwr Yeflects President Zia's concern to strengthen the Ministry
of Planning, which has heretofore been gravely lacking in intellectual and
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managerial leadership. Before entering the Government, Dr. Mahtab ran an
engineering and economic consultancy firm, was an active member of the
Institute of Engineers, and did considerable work on rural development in
cooperation with the Ford Foundation.

Dr. M. N,. Huda, Minister for Finance and Governor, IBRD

Formerly: Minister for Finance and Planning; Member of the Council
of Advisers to the President, with responsibilities for Planning; Professor
of Economics, Dacca University; Governor of East Pakistan; Minister for Finance
and Planning, Government of East Pakistan; Member of the Pakistan Planning
Commission; and Reader in Economics, Dacca University.

Mr. A. M. A. Muhith, Secretary, External Resources Division, Ministry of
Finance

Formerly: Executive Director, Asian Development Bank; Alternate

Executive Director, IBRD; Economic Minister, Bangladesh Embassy, Washington,
D.C.; Economic Counsellor, Pakistan Embassy, Washington, D.C.; Deputy
Secretary to the Cabinet, Pakistan; Deputy Secretary and Chief of Programmes,
Planning Commission, Pakistan; Deputy Secretary, Transport, Government of
East Pakistan; Deputy Secretary to the Governor of East Pakistan; Protocol
Officer to the Government of East Pakistan; Sub-divisional Officer, Bagerhat,
Khulna; and Lecturer, Earagange College, Dacc--

Major General (Retd.) Nurul Islam, Minister for Agriculture and Forests

Major General Islam joined the Army at a very young age and rose

to the office of the General Staff Officer in the Directorate of Internal
Services Intelligence. le participated actively in the Bangladesh

liberation movement. le continued his army career in the new Bangladesh
government and was posted as MilitaryAttache at the Bangladesh Embassy in
Burma in early 1974. Before long he was called back and, serving in
different capacities, rose to the rank of Major General in the Bangladesh

Army, serving for a while as Principal Staff Officer to the President.

Mr. Kazi Anwarul Hague, Minister for Power, Flood Control and Water Resources
and Minister for Civil Aviation and Tourism

Receiving his college degrees in Economics and Political Science,
he served mostly in the formerly East Pakistan police force and rose to the
rank of Inspector General of Police. In the early 60's he served as
Secretary and Chief Secretary to the then Government of East Pakistan. In
1965 he joined the Pakistan Government as Cabinet Minister in charge of
Education and Culture, Health, Labour and Social Welfare. In 1969 he took
over as Resident Director of Eastern Federal Union Insurance Co.
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Mr. S. A. Khair, Secretary, Ministry of Power, Flood Control and Water

Resources

Formerly: Member of the Planning Commission; Secretary, Ministry

of Commerce; Secretary, Finance Department of East Pakistan; Head of the

Natural Resource Division, Government of Pakistan; and Chairman, Industrial

Development Corporation in East Pakistan.

Capt. (Rtd) Abdul Halim Chowdhury, Minister of Local Government, Rural

Development and Co-operatives

Capt. Chowdhury joined the Pakistan Army in 1950 and served as

Adjutant and Quartermaster of the 1st Punjab Regiment and aide-de-camp

to the G6C 14th Division in the then East Pakistan. He resigned from

the Army in 1962 and joined the East Pakistan Industrial Development

Corporation where he served in a managerial position. He started his

active political career in 1966 after joining the National Awami Party.

Capt. Chowdhury took active part in the Liberation War and was the Area

Commander of Dacca.

Mr. Abdur Rahman Biswas, Minister for Jute

A lawyer by profession, he was very well known in law circles. Also

active in cooperative movement in the 50's. He was elected Chairman of

Barisal Central Co-operative Bank and also director of the then East Pakistan

Provincial Bank. One time member of the former East Pakistan Provincial

Assembly, he represented Pakistan in the UN General Assembly in 1967.

Mr. Mohammad Saifur Rahman, Minister of Commerce

Mr. Rahman, a Chartered Accountant by profession, has acted as

auditor adviser and consultant to a number of national and international

organizations. He is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of

England and Wales and was President of the Institute of Chartered Accountants

of Bangladesh. Among the other organizations of which he was a member

were: the National Pay Commission, the Tea Industry Enquiry Committee and

Industrial Workers' Wages Commission. Moreover, he was a founding member of

the Bangladesh Nationalist Party as well as of the Bangladesh Institute of Law

and International Affairs and President of the United Nations Association of

Bangladesh. He attended many important international conferences on economic

issues and was instrumental in easing the debt burden of Bangladesh through

his special efforts. Before becoming Minister of Commerce, he was a Member

of the President's Council of Advisers (since December 1978) in charge

of the Ministry of Commerce.

Lt. Col. (Rtd) Akbar Hussain, Minister of Petroleum and Mineral Resources

Formerly Lt. Col. in the Army and was decorated for his role in the

War of Liberation in 1971. Resigned from Army in 1974 and joined active

politics and was the Vice-President of United People's Party. Represented

Bangladesh in UN General Assembly in 1978 and was active in securing

Bangladesh's Security Council Seat. Joined BNP and became Minister in 1978.
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Dr. M. S. Matin, Minister for Health and Family Planning

Trained as an ophthalmologist in Edinburgh, he worked in Royal Eye
Hospital and King's College Hospital of London as well as St. Alban's City
Hospital. He returned to Bangladesh in 1967 and became the Professor of
Ophthalmology at the Institute of Postgraduate Medicine and Research in
Dacca. Later on he headed the Institute. As a very prominent ophthal-
mologist he served on many medical boards. In 1976, he was offered the
rank and status of an Honorary Colonel and became Consultant Ophthalmologist
at the Combined Military Hospital of Dacca. He was elected Member of the
Parliament in 1979 and joined the Government first as Minister for Civil
Aviation and Tourism.

Mr. Jamaluddin Ahmed, Minister for Industries

A Chartered Accountant by profession, he served with many multi-
national corporations and other corporations as a management and financial
consultant. Mr. Ahmed represented Bangladesh at the ILO Conference in
Geneva in 1972. He was the Vice-President of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Bangladesh and a member of the Company Law Reforms Committee.
He was also formerly the Finance Manager of Bangladesh Tobacco Co. Ltd.

Shah Azizur Rahman, Prime Minister and Minister for Education

Mr. Rahman, a lawyer by profession, has been very active in politics
for 35 years, previously as a member of the Muslim League and the Awami

League. He was a member of the Pakistan National Assembly and of the World
Inter-Parliamentary Union. Also General Secretary of East Pakistan Lawyers
Assocation during 1962-64. As senior lawyer of the Supreme Court and High
Court of the former East Pakistan Shah Aziz defended some of the most
famous cases before the bar. He was actively involved in the liberation
movement and he became Minister in June 1978.



BANGLADESH

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION

Introduction

The following topics for discussion are the major subjects which we expect

to feature in your discussions; however, they are not arranged by meeting as many
of them are appropriate for your conversations during several of the meetings. The

following is a guide for suggested review of particular topics of relevance for
specific meetings.

Meeting with Minister for Planning and Planning Commission

Planning (paragraphs 1-13)
Domestic Resource Mobilization (paragraphs 14-18)
Capacity Utilization and Implementation

Capabilities (paragraphs 19-22)
Privatization of the Economy (paragraphs 29-33)

Population (paragraphs 41-43)
Medium-Term Food Production Plan (Special Subject Brief, Tab F.5)

Bank Group Assistance (paragraphs 45-46)

Meeting with Finance Minister
A~

- Domestic Resource Mobilization (paragraphs 14-18)
Capacity Utilization and Implementation

Capabilities (paragraphs 19-22)
Balance of Payments (paragraphs 23-28)-

Meeting with Ministers for: Agriculture and Forests; Power, Flood Control

and Water Resources; and Local Government and Rural Development

Medium-Term Food Production Plan (Special Subject Brief, Tab F.5)
Capacity Utilization and Implementation

Capabilities (paragraphs 19-22)
Food Situation (paragraphs 34-40)
Joint Rivers (Special Subject Brief, Tab F.5)

Field Visit

The itinerary for this visit may change but at the time of writing
we expect the President to take you to the Chandpur Irrigation Project and

to one of his canal digging schemes.

Project Summary for Chandpur Irrigation Project (Tab G.8)

Canal Digging (Special Subject Brief, Tab F.5)

Meeting with Ministers for: Jute; Petroleum and Mineral Resources; and Commerce

Jute Industry (Special Subject Brief, Tab F.5)
Energy Sector (Special Subject Brief, Tab F.5)

You may remember that you met the Commerce Minister on March 25.

A copy of Mr. Hopper's March 24 memo to you is at Tab G.4.

/4
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Meeting with Minister for Health and Family Planning

Population (paragraphs 41-43)
CPP (paragraphs 50-54, Tab F.1)
Economic Report (Chapter 4, Tab F.3)

Meeting with President Zi4ur Rahman

Planning (paragraphs 1-13)
Capacity Utilization and Implementation

Capabilities (paragraphs 19-22)
Population (paragraphs 41-43)
Medium-Term Production Plan (Special Subject Brief, Tab F.5)

Meetings with Minister for Industries (Deputy Prime Minister) and Minister
for Education (Prime Minister)

These two meetings were added at the specific suggestion of the
Government in order for you to meet the Prime Minister and the Deputy Prime
Minister. There are no particular special topics to be discussed but we
suggest as extra background for the meeting with the Minister for Industries
the chapter on the Manufacturing Sector in the Economic Report (Chapter 3,
Tab F.3).
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TALING F011TS FOR T'1IYG WITH PIRESIDENT ZIAU RAIMA'N

1. At tho Ennladesh CPP review you requested that talking points be prepared

for you to crnvey to Presfdent Ziaur Rahman. We suggest that two broad categories

of points be rzad:

(a) The Second Five-Year PJ]-n (SFYP) targets, if too unrealistic, could
lead to waste. The Coverrcent's expressed priorities for improved
agricultural production and for population control should be reflected

in term.s of the allocation of scarce investrer:t and managerial

resources.

(b) Specific c_ritaria to be conveyed to the Government as measures by
which we will judge Bangladesh's eligibility for increased_lending
should include:

(i) broad improveient in economic performance; and
(II) improved perfornance in project preparation and impleTentation.

In your discussion with the President, you may wish to note that uhenever precise

quantitntive tarcets are -entioned, we would of course have to interpret these

flexihiy, as acievement of such targets is subject to factors beyond the control

of tke Gornment. What will be more important in our assesmtent will be the under-

lying policy ond organizational changes made by the Governnot.

Econormic 'erfergance

2. Enror_s. If the Goverrent wants to attract the .assive forcign aid required

even for a z.uler, m're realistic Pla, it vil] have to dcu1strate that it is
doIng its share in raising forign echange proving e::port perlOriianc. EporIts

of jutc and jute voods are expected to, gro-, roively son;v. Export divcrsification

in the for- f a rore rapid expansion of "non-taitiona exports (i.., other than
ju;tt and tea) is et:ti . A cu%3ulativec va A~nnual growth rate in the Vo u,

of non-zr:ditiona1 ex>ports of 7 should bo lea'sible over the next few years ond this
sloul be a zeasure for assessing p c sorrnce

3. Pstu c coiEti on and rn_S ie. If potential dangers af
oerly sn':t:uo EljIn te xts- re to be a½voided, hi WIll ::tply at lest two thi2ngs:
i-pro ed &i: ost lo ruci' rob ilition to <'able the Governent to Z: it i ts

projc sitc ot r ian C 1Inacing ''ti'p, pt itme-treni t strategi-'. S1cific
cr:trty t.ivch '<. X.ill cuitr 1: gt'ed per 'tr.es( In (

1
.t tO' fIels re

fo'lloIIs:



Dor.estic Lcsourci "'_ <1izatimi

(a) The Government shculd adopt reasures that would serve to rai se

current revenues fre 8% of GDP (at market prices) in F179 to at least 13%
by FY85, while the s'are of current expenditures (excluding the jut~e ad
food subsidies) in GDP should increase very Jittle,if at all.

(b) Explicit targets should also be established for reducing subsidies.
For example, the unit subsidy on fertilizers should be reduced by 20% p.a.
in real terms and e iinated by FY85, and a similar target estabj shed for
phasing out the fooJ subsidy.

(c) GOB now needs to consolidate the findings and recommendations of
the five resource co--ittees, as part of a comprehensive fiscal strategv paper
that will constitute a time-bound action program for reiucing subsidies and
otherwise rationälizing public enterprise and utility pricing policies. In
other words, the Covernnent needs to develop a financing plan for the SFYP.
This paper should be completed by September 1, 1980.

Appropriate investment Strategics

(a) griculture. The Medium-Term Food Production Plan (see the Special
Subject Brief, Tab F.5) developed jointly by Bank staff and COB agencies should
be treated as the hard core of the SFYP for ariculture. We are proposing that
some of the changes in investment strategv which would be required be made
conditions of the next Program Gredit. Some would alsi , ke appropriate criteria
for monitoring the country's eligibility for increased lending:

(i) Investment Allocation to Agriculture

Generallv, the Covernient should reverse the decline of
recent years in the proportion of total resources devoted to agriculture
in the Annu,l Development Program (from 31% in FY75 to 22' in 180)
1.ile it is understood that overall economcic development will require
incese: outlys in sEveral other sceors of te economy a well, and
that Iia ny o:t er c ers c eo ides fin,nc e are imprt ont for agrriculturanl
developnnt , tho proport on of the AP deoted to agrIhuåture las been
too lov znd s1ould be raised.

Scifically, the CovmnmtI should incr:ease th2 ellocations
to agricultu ro (ncluin rupral develoaprent ea ater re sour ces5 dvelop-

rnnt rut net o1 the forti1lir subsidv and Food- for-rk activitios>
from 22 of the '? in 1Y'9 te about 30) by lYf5, with major increases
n eal ters ton come in YSI and F72

(ii) W.ter lDeveleoant ____rd

Geer 0, t oern'et s:1 old reduc. newt inve.St ents in

iiý kl 1. i-vcm L:, ia nr r~< i-

L- UCCL 1i-,7l- ý11 t- i i I :.~ it~ LJe o f t c ~'t Fl i-? i t -i etti i ifr-i --
it ,t z
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Specificelly, the Water Develapment Board (UDB) should
focus its efforts en: (i) ,ngoing aided projects; (ii) low unit cost
new projects for which there are fir indications of external support;
atnd (iii) rehabilitation and expansion of existing schemes (g'round-
water and low-1.lift pumps in northern districts and the Ganges-Kobadak
project). The allacation of funds far major irri;ation projects and
programs in FYal and FY82 budgets o 'IL should be en the lines of
the suoary o,fDB's Irrigation, Flon Control and Drainage Program
as shovn in Table A-3 of tL Medium-Tern Food Production Plan.

(iii) Minor Irrigation

Generally, the Governnent should make a major push during the
SFTP to increase the area under minor irr!gation. About 80% aL the
incremental irriated area during the SI-P should come from minor
irrigation (lo-lift pu,ps, deep and shallaw tubeells, hand tubewells).

Specifcally, about half of the Government 's total financial
outlays for water rasources development should be devoted to minor
irrigation. Allocations for the imports of diesel fuel for irrigation
puLps and spare parts of irrigation equipm.ent should be raised to
correspond to the increase in area served by diesel pump irrigation.
To overcome delays in fuel. delivery to the farmers, a study should be
made to determine the need for bulk storage facilities for diesel fuel
in the rural areas. As part of the Medium-Term Food Production Plan,
project proforras have been drafted for each category of minor
irrigation equipment. The FY81 and FY82 ADC budget and Annual Import
Program should gravide for the budgetary allocatien, procurem,ent and
imnort of rinor irrigation ecquip-ent as set out in these project
promasn and also far the import of diesel fuel and spare parts requirr,d
for the full operation of all iinor irrigation equipment.

(b) leo]lation, Spending levels en population centrol progrmaw are
broadly appru:r:ate. The r2in problem has be*epoor perfor,:nce by field
okers. Measurcs designed to iprove staf disci pline and orgian iz n t .'e re

agreed dur9ing notitions of the Second PouLe ati Pr-Ject. Prog ress i-n
impleiienting th and the clvi i works comnponnts i both Pepulation Projects,
shauld b- one ma-sure of performanLce. Anothr problem has been inadequate
mianagerent. Many~ tatc"er psts have been unfilled fer long priods, vid ruch
tv.: vas sp-enLtoi quarrling. withb thLe IIealth Depar tmet. We sheould letck for

-- ~---t Jf thtbeneliriald stad n '- ofth Pouai Departm:ent and an end te the bticeingIi
The Govern:nt e target £1r te •P is to re he_ brth rete f ; soewh rere
arond tusan) t 32 p-r t musand by 1 . Mceing T this taret ol)
rqirt i t taininCi r t ecline u G ii, el thn ahieve in even the most
ucces-sful pr; il other contici. CIearly thb tar-.-t sould tIt be

regzarded vth-e Lank an n perfezr -nn-e crit-r iun , but we- honuld l:o for the
targetr to' Ibe' support I ed a gre-atr setnse of iirgency ini iv pl-mnt 1ng theprogra e:fecively



Project Performnance

4. velop o_f _oJistirlOPs. In their recent visits both Mr. Stern andMr. Popper stressed te need to s!ore up the "political manifesto" SI? Pita
realistic tyo or threc year "rollin:;" plan ip ementaioun program. Such aprogram snaud contain a finaniLng plan (as mentioned above) and a proper nonitoring
conponent as weil as a detailed investnent plan. Development of such a detailec
program is recessary fri our coninued lending, for .pc7entatio of the SFï1p
itself, and to enable Ls to play a constructive role in the Aid GCroup. The
Govern:uent has pro.isod ta have a "two-vear L'P" ready by the time of your visitand for consideration of the Aid Group in May 1980. However, we think it wouldbe completely unrealistic, given the present state of disarray in the planningprocess, to expect to have a us,ful document available by mid-April. hat youmay suggest is that such a docu::ent should Le prepared by September 1, 1980, tobe reviewed by a Bank rission in September/October to provide the basis fordiscussion of the SFTP at the next regular Aid Group meeting in April 1981.

5. Project Preparation _ad I lementation Capacity. The ,overnment shouldStrengtie1` ts _capabJt_to _grepare projecl and prograls, konitor poessin
impleentatun, identify bottlenceks, foruulate neasures to overcoe them, enlist-the cooperation of relevant ministries and agencies of the Govern,ent in furtheringimplenentation and, at budget time,dererrine the level of appropriations needed

for the implerentation of each najor project or program.

6. Specific imeasures in the agricultural seotor ma b propeod under thc next
Program Credit based on the recom.endations of a consultant who has just under-taken a review of the project preparatiorn and irplementation capacity of the afri-cultural rinistries and their need for tecknical assistance in this area. Onemajor propeal is likely to be the strengthening of the largely ineffectivePlanning and Evaluation Cells in the ninistries and agencies concerned with
agri cultur e (Agriculture, Food, Ficod Control, Local Governaent BÅI)C) and en-larging thedir responsibilities to include project prep.ration and irpleventation
er the cstollis!,-nt of a sin-e, powerful Project Prepar.tion and IrpJementation
Cell in the A;riculture Ministry with suitalble links to other parts of the Govern-annt inc]uding tio 7 Ing MinistrT. Accptrnce ly G0 of exptriate advice foragricul]ture grej out in y:.l eventaian and Manr±tiorn vi)3 1 le cno tio test of GOD s
readiness to enhance ltr absorptiv capacity.

7. It is di fficult to estahirh reaninf ul but guitative 'easnlrs in tIL,
area, KnihE the &bco1te leve 1of IDA proj cct di:Lre-- 'ts has eano up over thelast three yars, p eojoct disrsements asa Pat me of the aneunt out-standn a Is log .n eo the va se ha incr- ee a o ralvriiani ul y You :y vish to ?ay th:t we v]] loo or evide-et on rxore Jic, v~1 e. c!s cr C d1:ycw- te aVt, I: 1 xntt

1 shorterl 191fls in tI ap jio 1 ' t et conny]tar tsend id procuro ro:t duc isiuns;
it-el' an Jue JÅ e t' loc. currency i: i; u icder rsout on oif

problv 1::n thoy ar S.

Bagt es Dviio



BANGLADESH

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION

Tbis note outlines severa tonies for Mr. McNamra's discussiens with

Go;ernment of Bangladesh (COB) officials. The topics discussed below, which

may be appr:cri ate subjecnts of discussion in several meetings, concernl the
country' s Srcnd Fvs-'Yr-r Plan, d,e-slerourceno_b t on, en 1ty

utilizatiun and plan irplemenLation capabijtts, the J
the foec t-sion the f'rl planning pro?ram, and the roLe of Ile private
sector.

Other specific topies (juLi, the energy sector, the n-w medium-term

food product on plan, and thte status of negotiaztions in the Jont Rivers

Coiission) are covered in special subject briefs in Section 1.5.

Recent oconomei developments are discussed in more detail in the

latest Econnmic Report (dated March 21, 1980, see. S ection F.3) and our

lending strategy and program were discussed in the latest CPP (see
Section F.1) reviewed on March 26, 19'D.

A. The Second Five-Year Plan (FY81785)i/ and Related Issues

1. In late 1977, i.e., during the last yea;r of the First Fivc-Ycar Plan,

the Government decided that circumstanes were not opportune for launching a
new f:'ve-year plan, and that nore time was required to formul ate a long-term

development strctegy. Consequently,. an intermr Plan for FY79-80 ws

adopted, with the intent that these past two years would provide the Govern-
ment an opportunity for stock-taking, project pruning, and policy re-appraisal.

2. In the event, these past tuo years have been a period of continuing

disarray in the planninziŽroqess. Various background studies were prepared,

i,ithin and foi the Planning Commirsion, on a variety of economic and social

issues. Lut throughout this period, the PlanningLConlalsSon lacked the

intellectuni and ranagurial leadership requir to produce_a SecoCndFive-Year

Plan (SFYP) that would constitute n credible and £easible program of action

to effect the needed structural changes. It was intended that a Perspective

Plan for tho period 1980-2000 would also be produced by nrw, establishing the
longer-tet framnework within which the SFYP would be set. But mainly because

of a lac of consensus on sone politically sensitive isues - e.g., the need

for land reform and the prospective role of the jrivatgutztor in industrial

development -- the only product of the perspective planning exercise was the

publication in late 1979 of a 68-pa ge brochure entitled "Preliminarv Thoughts
on a Perspective Plan". Since then, under pressure of producing the SFYP,

the perspective planning exrclse has been shelved.

3. The process of preparing the SFYP itse]f has been rather tumultueus.

Delays were occasioned by political factors prior to the 1979 elections and

z'ppeintment of the new cabinet (including the new Minister of Planning) in

1/The BanIaioch fiscal year (FY) runs from July 1 to June 30. Thus, FYS1-85

refers to the period beginning Tuly 1, 1980 and ending June 30, 1985.
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early 1979, and since then, inter alia, by the diversion of policy-makers'
attentions from medium-term planning to short-term food crisis mranagement.
Moreover, the President hiiself had mean:liile become convinred that
Bang]ndesh's desperite demographic, economic and social conditi ns required
that the SFYP be an extremely ambitious program of development on mu] tiple
fronts. In May 1979, the President virtually dictated the main targets of
the SFYP. During the SFYP period, the President intended in particular that
Bangladesh should: (1) douil its fograin production (from 13 M tons to
26 M tons); (ii) inerease its fisheries output five-fold; (iii) eloeCtrify
60% of all vill:g: (iv) :ine Iane dorist fe cotton l tile prvduction b 707
(based upon movin, from near zcro raw cotton produc t.n to neLr sclf-sufficitcy)
and (v) "removr i ilitcracy" in the sho tert possil+ tire.

4. ThrougiLt. the post yar thure las been o 4Jep ten-ion L:etween the
Preside:z cd the bucacy erun lI Plan al±d its iariui .Mucb of
the bureacracy (includin I SÅe nerbun n:? hey stoff of the 1 ing COre -1,in)
fect that te iresidnt 's objrctives vere unrealist;icall y wrbÄt ioun and tIm t
a Plan enrai ca n thmer pursuit w jculd 1c oredibiliuy but x:iUhi. the
countr> and :mong tho donor c,: tinity. In Decembe: 19/9, the..r.gident
despatehed letter, to Beads of Governents and to Presidents of nultiiatral
aid agencies comprising the donor cormmunity in which he requested a daubJing
of aid flows (in real terms) in support of what ho chnracterized as the
impending Plan's "¤odest" objectives.

5. ln recent months, however, in response to both internal and external
pressures (including urgings of Eank officials), the Preji Eararr_to_have
reluctnnly agreed to scale down both the physical targets and the correspoiing

f equirents of the SfP. Although some lat-minute changes were
still being effected as of mid-March 1980 (two months after the draf, Plan was
originally schedule-d to be completed) , our most recent discussions with staff
of the Planning Commission indicate that th main contours of the Plan are
likely to be as follovs:

a. An annual GDP growth target of about 77.

b. First priority to accelerated food production, but with a
scalcd-down target of about 20 million tons by 1935 (as
distinguished from the Presidential doubling target of
26 million tons which may be retained as a seven-yecar
target).

c. An overall Plan sie of about Tk 27,100 crores of which
Tk 20,100 crores would be in the public sector and
Tk 7,000 in the private sector.

1/ A crore is equal to 10_million. At an exchange rate of Tk 16=$1, Tk 1 crore
is therefore equivalent to $62¾000 Thu1, the total size of the S f~w%ld
be about $17 billion and public sector outlavs would be $12.5 billion. All
flgurcs in this section are given in constant FY80 prices un] ess otherwise
indicated.
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d. The ta-gered public sector development expenditur'i- to be
financed 7/4 (Tk14,000 crores, equivalent to $8.75 b¯illion
in FYSO prices) by foreign capital (not) and 307 (Tk 6,100
crores) by dentic resnurc .

6. The following table suarizes the broad sectoral allocations 1ikely
to clracterize the SPYP. For ilutratie purposes, a coMpari son is dr 11

with tho corre sponding al 1 ocati ons in this year's (FYO) Annil D eKve1op Ole ntr
Program (ADP):

(in Taka & cores inu c~onstant FY8<0 piucs

ADP: 1979/80 % SF

Agriculture, urali Dcvelopment
and Water 560.4 7 6,500
(Agriculture) (262.3) (12.7) (2,700) (13.4)
(l3ater & Flood Control) (212.3) (10.3) (3,000) (15.0)
(Rural Developvent) ( 85.8) ( 4.1) ( 800) ( 4.0)

Industry 342.0 16.5 3,200 16.0
Power 303.3 14.7 2,864 14.3
Transport 346.7 16.7 2,587 12.9
Physical Planning and Housing 137.6 6.5 1,247 6.2
Hcalth and Population 134.2 6.5 1,210 6.0
Commeunication 84.5 4.1 750 3.7
Socio-economic infrastructure 91.1 4.4 1,477 7.4
Others 70.2 3.4 229 1.1

/a
Total 2 0 l7a0 100.0 20,064 100.0

/a The FY80 APP has been raised to Tk 2,213 crores, but no Lreakdown of this
revised ADP is available as yet.

7. As indicated in the following table, this SFYP would still comprise
a vr pbitios pregram (the President originally wanted a plan at least twice
as big) bothinterms of the domcestic resource mQilization CIfftt and the
level of foreign aid disbursements reguired to finance it.

1/ Development expenditure is defined as expendliture budgeted in the Annual
Development Program (ADP). This is not identical to public investment,
as some 207 of the ADP comprises current expenditure as distinguished
from expenditure on fixed capital formation.
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lAN e NC A0 To ABLE~J~JALES i THESFYP(in USliFY
(n Saconstn n0prices)

Tern yar Annual rate As % of GDp
GDP ~¯¯¯rclw- -- .ro th_ FY80 FYSS

Gros inye 11,46 16.24
Gapital Trnio 1.61 3.23 00.0

Gross DomesEic Saving 1. 12 .119
AP.38 1. 7 1-0.7 J
1.3 3.50 12,0

Se<!r ~pec-ific IS reli l¯ng to domestro
effcue oi- s may be inferre,Cd from t7, terevor mebil

country's 0 y and tce
limited sca]e of pri stat Pit: the )croir f t t ln dctor acti-ity; th ineffic the tni-il te lial oodthat] thle term,o; rd-wllwre ntecom>'rs 

b
PLan (17 ä7 < Posved tot may lie noted that nangladesh s 1t5 "ts Iix Ys core

grth (7ic saovd tobe much too optbnistbc with 
ne rt L iea

grhi rogardome. tio sav-igs as weil as GDP. history may wit tope ttialSane $1, th

to m 1 eyreit year (FYs0), ald disburscments t 1a iaidian bewee $450Yisig $400 milion food aid, $500 mile~ sdiryc

me,and etl n 8.50sco 1 lion project ald. ïhe SFyP caln
(eyears, ben aulor ao d $3 d ibu

(Lnstant 
nr that aid dishurserpent 

5et o atl

appetar- taltelyvr by sFY period and that the need fot foo ai orow t a
3ugar. b c5 (e b d :rductio targets) tere the

nuald oourebe subt per year, The iLidgrowth tate in Cyntprojecd cors bsusantialliy higher, as wcould t~h¯¯ inow urérent ricdisburseen.ts As will beedised bclotatuah indeoth f~iä
havet 

na co± ilt be died b ate iicated growth of project aidjmpi ao pai s and cnlar o edr asa e ants
ch-e.ñ~iated vsaole tnains doubtful that ihangladesh c y.0 abut tub offomrthe inverale voume of project aid -Van if it Wét umad aanbor hofectively

the donrat- aid ~a teisuch that one must 
- eoer

ofndonos to nrease t priodfn tat the ncedindiato d inless to are
apd and t-lticm1 imnprovements in the Governents ilneit tincp_thelare

are irnteis oh domestic tesourtce rnobiljacton eff5s iplmitation capb i ̄d ¯fes

binding costraints to ato nh ?in ptatect jti

$1 T"n alie se, sho $12 biilln in FY8O ad disbursement 
Tis

a nmld oi FYS the differe.nce stenms from the ununually lat-ge fore

ar<djéctadM in FY5



10. These issues were broa ched among rep resentatives of donors during the
January 1900 Fond .tid meceting in Paris. tile it was agreed that a detailed
discussion nust await publicatien of the draft SYYP, a ntuLber of participants
empbaszed the need for Bangladech to exercise greater realism in setting
bec i 1a _ the SFYP to rflect mere accurately what Is truly achievable

lin the ligh o f Bangla ;dcsh 's own implenentatio consart ra inta and 1hr aid fl o's
likely to be made available, $-erdisc.usion ofthese Snuep may take
place during the upcoming regulær eet ing o the Bangl adesh Aid aup a Jduld
ta be helr` in Pari n Hy 12-13, 1900.

11. Ao af mid&rch 1980, the draft S Y-, s in the fina t;es of editt
d cl nc&, and :å was exp c rLt thvi t the dr] t Pla uuld be raented t

the latI -1:i Icene 3_ Coc iej] 1 i /g:j,t 33r. I i h:, Lik Gu < mL was

cngaged iLn n rcarlg 1 Tl 1n Tv;.lc;:cntatio fr eagram", f ini3 ly in tE forr -
a naodifiel /[nual 1 3lowent i'retrar (ALt) Lur the firvt two pc:rs (Jv0p-R2)
of the 9YYI periodu Tl repr;-e c- COrr 1v J' firt stP ter the
formulatirmi of a det!-C i ~p 3 lathon pir r.eded to LransLatc he StF )
objcctiven into specie, tirc-phred operait cns and tO prov ide on i-strumen
for: (i) linking physica1 and fnueci prcgramuning; (ii) mani tor ing iuplrArtn-
atlon in ters of rerc-econoic, asectoral ad project performance ; a-d (iii)
genring thc timetabl c of policy r2ctions to the requiremnrc s of pln implemeCnut-
ation. A sectaral ,,ipeation program for the key agricaultjurS UT_tletor

has already been produced in the form of a M'ediumI-te i¯Cp Fraduction Plan,
prepared jointly by the Governet and IDA. It is intended that similarly
Cetailed iplemrentation progrars vill be prepared for other key sectors as
wll. t the outset, lcwevei , the GLoverrrnt is currertly concentrat on
translating,- its traditional one-year AP inte a two-yeCr "perfonrance budget"
wherein physical as well as financial investment target5 are to be specified.
The GoverInt intendå to present its draft two-year (FY81-82) investi nt
budget for consideration at the l,ay 1980 Aid Group meetäTng, but given the di_;--
array in the planning process, it would be unreal,istic to expect this to be
a really useful dorent; more time vill have to be spent on this after the
SFYP itself is finished.

12. As the Government prepares to launch its ambitious new Plan, the
vajar concern is that - in light of its seemingly unrealistic assnptions
about resource availabilities - it will spread its resources (instiutional
and nanagerial as well as financial) too thinly. This has been a problem in
the past, and it may weil become more serous in the futture unless trenter
restraint is exercisod in -commisianingpew project,especially large, org

gestatian, capital-intensive projects such as the Teesta barrage and LNG
development. GOMs very limitodsuccess in pruning tho existing prej et pipe--
line, a principal staterd objective of the Twor--Yar Plan, is itself a .rflection
of this problem. Moreover, even with much improved plan implementation
capacity, the inherent limitations of the public sector to manage the required
development effort point to the need to engage to the fullest the underutilized
capabilities of the private sector.

13. ThO needs to caref y and realisticallv balance resource sources
and ustes, to make fuller use of existing capai'Cy in the priva¯eawl as
public sector, to cnffcifrtradamitic aQcQC hila;;Qig 4for and to
avod atint tiLanynew projeeto-oson, are all eme uns of the latest
Bank econic report. These themes might usefullv be resounded in your own
discussions of the SFYr and its prospects for successful implementation.



E3. Mtacrocopint;c Ise

14. Dort stic Rtesource Mobilizat ion. Although Bangladetsh's domestic
resource mobJlization efforts have improved so:rmewhat in the past two years,
Lax_ryeues till constitLute less tnn 9% of G1 and the current surplus
is only around 3% of UDu. The pr tt a;pite;s e on
impr t e's and other 2levi ts depende.nt epan t he volumse of imp orts - which
is itsef lar2ly a function o th voluae of foreign ai d. tihere is idespread
tdx evaion. Idiviualnc As comprisc only 7 of total r f'1'fc i
corpany inCe?. takes5OP onl agricultural incoel :15 virtualiy untred.
Biecause of ltdei gönra1:r ineeencty combnt al ti_th adLiistr Yud pict thaft

do) notlly reflec cocs otu.lj entgriis and utilities 1v
con~situtedc5 act or,a:n otic blc L nanceso, as have the l1arge s: >5 sic

on puel di6t bed f-od and on ertillitr Con s cqu ently de p
large and ring vaou of försgn a::id in uppo,rt of corrent as w-ll as
caiitel expedture0, Lis: it::plcrEntiö n oif v.a projei cts& (both: aidedtt tt nlon-
aidöd) has b errd by insufficient or tardy allöcatio4 f domestIC
fonds. Döe tI c- soure robilization will thereforö need to be rovPd
substantily iff the public investment ratio is to be raised above te current
10%f level o iP urthermore, this effort vill have to be l th a e
as Bangladh appreaches self-sffii uecy in foodr ain production, since food
aid öne of the nain sources of COB's Taia revenues, would necessariy d ie.

15. The task of raising additionl domest',r resources is wide-ranging,
involving not önly a strengthening of the ta:x e'fort, but in addition i:mproved'
performance of tie public rector husiss ente j-rises and ut ilities and
reduction of tbc three key subsidies (ön jutey- food and agricultural inputs).
The Government has shown growing awareness of the probLem. fn April 1979 the
TLaxation Enquiry Commissien suh-itted its report, althöugh this has not yet
been made public nor made available to the banc. However, several of th1 e
menasures segetr Led by the Commission's interim report of 197-8 have been
implemented, particularly with regard to tax adinistration. Sim] ia ly, five
committees formed to study aspects of domestic resource mobilization have
completed their reports. While IDA has also not obtained these studies, it is
evident that a start has been made to implement some of their recommendations,
In FY79 and thus far in FY80, a wide range of producer and consumer prices
were raised substantially in an effort to contain or reduce subsidies. In
some cases these price adjustments only kept up with inflation, bt in others
they served to reduce the subsidy burden in real terms.

16. The tax effort has improved in recent years, but imuch mor m-end to
be done. Improvement in tax administration is probably the most promisino
avenue for raiing, in the short run, additional revenuo from indirect taxes
and the income tax. The agricultural sector remnins substantiallv undertaxed.

1/ The jute subsidy averaged nearly TU 700 million ($45 millen) annually
during FY77-79. The jute mills are expected to earn a substantial profit
in FY80 duc partly to the devaluation of the Tala and uainly to the large
rise in world prices- of jute goods this year. This recent profitability
nmay well provo to be a very tenporary phenonenon (see Section F.5).
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Specif ic n aasurs coilld nc] ude an increase in land reveuesr (graduated
according to the size of holdings) together with 1 phased reduttion ln
iCput subsidies especially those on fl.rtilizgrs and irrigatin fl water.
Additional measures would also be necessary to restrict acces1to the ration
systemn to th- very 1-or, or to convert it int-n clnne ri operation,

17. In Viei tf thCj peonlrant rola of pub].c ector ei erpr 4  tI
utilities in tho armoy it vi]] nr t e po,nible to lprovC tLLJ.r
mab b izention cri u:nrurate v Lth the rquirente: ia] es a noantial
comn.ticn Lit L W:ut ir: the u -t:, t tik end, i: C n:I:c;
return on capital investcd nrcdr to 1le :Improved 1 l±ai;utgh a ,co '.:ötin <
pricir pe Lri s to rC)ic elaLici at li yr:m t e c::"c

effci -A y Fl eps ned t ue tUkko to el ine' the widc r cro ss-
suid atia vich contLinu: ta di st t Ccst trutures and §ina ni ut s.

18. Bankcn reports have dr.en attetion to the 1r for irov~cJo-
ments in goveln2ent aceomuting, auditing and fiailtmanflcint Actua
expenditure data continu to be late and ineomplete including those far ta
develorent budget. The recurring Taka shortage for financing of the loa
currency co-on, of cerCtal develop:ert projects stems prs rily frou th
general acarcity of funds, but is aggrovated by inflexibilitv in reallocating
budgeteud funds from slower to faster-oving proj cets. ConsoJ liated and
clarified public ecetor acconts a nalysas, detailing t
fund flws betweene the public s-etor eerrprises and the Central Govrn:ent
would provide a vaiuable instrument fcr managing the' public finances. The
preparation of tho Second. Five-Year Plan provides a ney opportuniity to raka
stock of such issues and to propose an action plan aimed at inprovements.

19. Cap:city ufli:atfLn :nd C,,lFtat ic rnp:bilities. A major
prbpki- underlving the disappointing ovrall porfarance of tia econory - and
particularly the performanc' of agricultura. output and the racord to date of
the family planning progrr: - has been a low rato of capacity Utijizatin.
And this has gencaly sterred not so riuch from inadequate resaurces as from
administratIve. b•t.lnecks and lack of adequate managoment. In the agricu]turaliV
sector, for o:arple, existing irrigation equipment cantinues to operate far
below designed capacities, mainly because of the failure of the public
distribution agencies to deiver adcquate spares, diesel fu ad maintnarce
services. Available data also suggest that wheroas the Goveramr,ent has bad
somo succcss in gene:ating demand for family planning services (about 25, of
eligible couplos have ex:pressd a deral for such -orvicos), the actua]
distribution of contraceptive ;;terials and sorvices fälls far short of suchC'
denand. Failure to satisfy this demand has not been because of a lack of
financial resources, but rather is attributable to poor managerent, admiis-
trative bottlenecks, inadequate visitation of houscholds by field workers,
poor coordination amrong concerned goverrntmient agencies and inadequate transport
and other logistical support scrvices,

20. In the industrial sector, despito a gradun improvtunt in prodtction
since independec, many onterprises cntinue to cufjer from tle; rates of
capacit y utilization, There has been an overa]ll::rovenent in recent years
as average capacity utilizatilon rates lare risen from 56 in F74 to an
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estimated 65% in FY79, but rates of capacity utilIation remain prrticulnyv.1
low in chemicals (50), engineering (50%), steel (50Z) and food processing
(40%). Factors underlying the problem include: irregular and ifi-1ffjcint
raw materials supply; equipment breakdowns and poor iainttnancs; insufficient
labor training and migration of Key personnel to the Middle East; adminis-
trative delary linked to exceFive central i 7ntirn; frqrrt p - lts; in--
adequate transportntin; ack of spare parts and conponcntF ink to freign
exchange shortage; and lack of worlinp capita (cauring insu ff ic it procurc--
mrent of spares, componcnts and, in sore cares, raw rteriai.). qhus, lo,
capacity utilization ijs only a syrptom of a variety of serious problems
affecting production efficiency.

21. OB is cognizant of the above deficiencies and has been working
closely with the Bank and other donor aid agencies to try and correct them.
For example, IDA is currently financing a pilot project for connapd area devulop-
ment which should establish the basis for a more effective use of irrigation
facilities, both in terms of raising the capacity utilivation of such facilities
and of improving access to irrigatIon water by small and marginal farmers.
Implementation of action programs developed under IDA-financed imports program
credits have resulted in significant improvements in the pprformance of various
manufacturing industries, notably in the jute, textile and export-oriented
industries. GOB has also taken a number of significant steps in recent months
to streamline the administrativa arrangements for its family planning program
in an effort to accelerate the program's implementation. In all of these
sectors, however, high rates of return would pertain to intensified efforts to
improve the performance of existing programs and projects.

22, While this demonstrates that relatively poor project planning,
preparation and implementation capacity remains a principal constraint to
more rapid economic growth, there ar signs of encouraging improvements.
Disbursements of project aid (in current US$) increased steadily and at a
rapid rate, from $147 million in FY77 to $255 million FY78 to $357 million
in FY79. Another significant increase, to between $460-490 million, is
projected in the current year. Total Government "development expenditures"
(i.e., ADP expenditures) also increased rapidly over this period, from
Taka 10.4 billion in FY77 to Taka 12.5 billion in FY78 to Taka 16.5 billion
in FY79 and are projected to reach about Taka 22 billion in FY80. Disburse-
ment on IDA projects (excluding program credits) has also shown significant
improvements, increasing to over $56 million in FY79, as compared to $38
million in FY78 and around $25 million in each of the preceding three years.
IDA disbursements as a percentage of the amount outstanding at the beginning
of the year reached the respectable level of 19% in FY79, as compared to
14% in FY78 and 10% in FY77. The corresponding ratio of total project aid
disbursements to the "opening pipeline" has similarly increased significantly
in recent years, from 152-16% in FY76 and FY77 to between 220-25% in the
period FY78-80.

23. Balance of Payments. Bangladesh's balance of payments continues to be
characterized by a massive structural trade deficit and a heavy dependence on
foreign aid. Export earnings in FY79 represented less than 7! of GDP and less
than 40% of the import bill. Moreover, Bangladesh's export structure continues to
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be domiinated by raw jute and jute goods, which together accounted for 707
of total export carnings. The FY_Drreatnuigcoundetit of $865 ruillion
vas cquivalent to abcut 91-oft-L. Assuming that 75-0/ of the ADP const 1ut,ecd
real capital format lon, foreign ald (accord ing to the blianc of payments) was
eqiv a]3nt to bietvuen l119¯1 an 27 of tli LA tot to foe hqieÅ
International reserves at the ond of FY80 are expectd t U e eju :tent to
only oine mnt of projected FY81 uerc:anOis imports, 1i ebt vice
currently claims 16% of erchanri se expor s, - fort Lly, iilook
for the balnnce of pcvments in tbc years jh< Is not sfavrnb-! . 4> wo"]l
denand for j1,tc and j11u products is not Luoyt, and the tera aijade
fello n ng srome i rrovenen t in recent years - re 1-klv tof detr hfi rte
ii FY8. Suppf9ly Constraints and other ii aliS tider the deel 1 e

of non-trad1.tioena expor ts, iwhile the possil.il7ltiesc for rapid ¾r]or
subList itution (in sectors other than agricu,tre) are as l 3 i: e1 t In the
SIhor1t run. The OPEC ice increases of 21979 sanden 1980 ar i ady
having a serious impact; Banglad's FY80 perrolu i11 is epe t, d to
exceed its FY79 bill by over $200rillion, and this bil is projecte7d to
increase by at least another $60 million in FY81. In tie short run, therefore,
a substantial increase in forelgn oid (partilarly co odityc ad) appears
to be required even to periit the economy to grow at a very modest rate.

24. The follewing table sumarizes thie evolution of the lanfe
of payments as realized in the years FY78-79 and as projected for PY80 and
FYS1.

BALANICE OF PAYMENTS, 1178-83
(in millions of VS dollars)

e/ e/ ju p/ Growth iate ()
FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 Y78/79 FY79/80 FY80/81

Merchandise exports, fob 497 603 743 835 21 23 12
Merchandise imports, cif -1,349 -1,603 -2,497 -2,740 19 56 10

Trade Balance -852 -1,000 -1,756 -1,905 17 76 8
Services (net) -17 -5 -16 -1 - - -

Private transfers 83 140 162 186 69 16 15

Current Account Balance -736 -865 -1,610 -1,718 17 86 7
Aortiatien of ILT det -35 -55 -37 -40 - - -

Other capital (net) a/ -1 -28 145 20 - - -

D-isbursement of
lxtenal id 797 1,016 1,366 1,760 28 34 29

of which: Food aid 182 187 394 500 2 111 27
Ce7modity oid 352 472 512 660 34 8 29
Project aid 255 357 460 600 40 29 30

Change in reserves
(-= increase) 25 -124 136 -22 - - -

Reserve level (end of year) 269 393 257 279 - - -

e = estimated actuals.

p projected
a/ Icluding IMF transactions.
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25. Between August 1978 and August 1979, the Government undertook a
series of exchange rate adjustments whereby the Taka was devalued by
about 24% against the Pound Sterling. These adjustments served to strengthen
the profi-tallity of the jute sector and the allocation of resources within
the econony. In July 1979, the IMT approved a Stand-by Arrangement. for a
period of one year in an arount equivalent to SDR 85 million

26. The terms of trade, having improved somewhat (5) in FY79, are
expected to remain unclanged in FY80 as rising export price, for jute
good s hcJ p to offset the impact of rising petroleum and othr Impor prices.
Total FY80 -erchandise exports are expected to increase by about 2 and
ir_ports by over 57; toodg'rain and petrolum puchase: alone are ected
to account for overi hree quarters of the ijicrce in i mp orts.

27 . Export arndd3 ort Poli ies. Export, ;,ccoint_ for aboot 87 of CDP and
play a rolativoly minor role in the economy. Export earnings (in Current prices)
increased at an avorage annual rate of orly 107 1etweTn 1Y73 and FY79; the growth in
real terms, tierefore, was negligible. oly in 1 178 did export proceeds
exceed the average level of earnings of the 1966/70 pre-liberation period.
Six produets accounted for 95% of total exports between FY73 and FY79
namely, jute goods, ren: jute, tea, tanned and smi-tanned leatlier, frozen
marine products, paper and nevsprint. Of these, raw jute and jute goods
continue to dominate, al-though their share in total export earnings has
declined from 89% to 69% over the same period, while the other four
product groups have gro,n in inportance from 9/ to 27%. Manufactured
goods (prim-rily jute products) account for about 60% of total exports
and the public sector is responsible for nearly 35% of manufactured
exports. Details on the structure of exports and on the recent performance
of the export sector are provided in Table 11 (page 61) of the Bank's
recent economic report (Section F.3).

28. Major constraints and problemis in the export development effort
include the inadequacy of supplies for export and the need for active
product development. This applies to new products, but is also important
for established non-traditionals such as leather, marine products, and
tea. The Bank has been assisting GOB to identify projeets in the non-
traditional areas, but progress has been slow. The Bank has also been co-
operating closely with GOB in its efforts to develop an appropriate
institutional and policy framework to foster export growth. In 1979, an
Export Development Program was launched with the aim of (i) strengthening
the institutions responsible for export promotion, particularly the Export
Promotion Bureau, (ii) initiating actions to develop export policies and to
streamline and rationalize procedures, and (iii) initiating market studies
to determine potential export items. On the basis of studies already completed
under the above Program, a draft Export Strategy Staterent for FY8835 has
been prepared for incorporation in the SFYP. Needless to say, in view of the
structural characteriot les of the economy as a whole and of the external sector
in particular, the Goveroment should be urged to make evry possible effort to
promote dorestic and foreign private investmnt as well as further public invest-
nent in tie expert sector. The Bank will continue to collaborate in such
efforts, including through the provision of technical and other forms of
assistance as may be necessarv.
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C. Privatization of tho Econ

29. Since independence, whicl was followed by the nationalizntion of
mest industrial assets, hinks, and rany service industries, the private sector
has played a very timited role in capital formation in Baniades. Siecessive
gove'rnmrents hanvemoved progres si vely, albeit n low]7y, towarnds encouraging
great privaitization of the econoj . Particu rly in the last u years,
IICJJCTver, the Covernment han inereasingly rcognized tc inherent 11i itations
of the pub] sector's cenpaci-ty to anage t developmoent nfort on the scale
required, on: it ^os t n a num 0 r of constructve step (ouc at the urging
of IIA and /-D) to foster n enlnr--d role for the prit Iec c tor. Th'ese
steps iun] e:n the e c n,ion , f Ci n in Uri i , 3nve t C1nts; ri ca 1ed
in''stent ihncent.ives; the opening : of Utstc tors previouni:; reserv'ed for pub]lic
onterprises fur privat ctor port ic pa ti on; iiici on of 1 i en s i ng
procedures; ond an enla d availabi lity of log-term erediL fac iliies to
tho private sector.

30. In agnriculture, GOL has similarly eicouragnd pr-iv.ate sector provision
of irrigation equipnent and other essential inputs. Specifially, GOb is movIn
to cdivst ise f of the responsibil.ity for tb provis ien and naintennce of
lrrgation cequipment. For example, deep tubeweills, as in the case of shallow
tubvnells, are now being offered for sale to fan ers and 1 major private sectoi
sale prograr is expected to be launced over the next year under tic rocontly
approved IDA-;ssisted Low Lift Puip project. Furthermork, fcrtilier distribution
at the wholesale level has now been opened up to tio private sector in tLiree of
langladesh 's four divisions, and there are plans to expand this coverago to the
entire country by the end of June 190. In addition, the distribution and sale
of pesticides is currently being handled by the private sector.

31. In spite of the-e trends, private sector involvemont, particularly in
manufacturiag, remains modest. Constraints to a more rapid growth of privato
sector investment in the industrial sector include: admin istative bottl,enecks
and cumbersome proceduros for obtaining credit and import licenses; the lack
of adequate information available to entrepreneurs on realistic investment
opportunities; and a lingering mistrust nmong potential investors regarding
GOB's bona fides' in wishing to guarantec a long--term role for the private
sector in the economy.

32. GOB is cognizant of these deficiencios and has adopted some ieasures
to correct them. For exanple, a high-level Board has been established within
the Iiinistry of Industries to revieu and streomline administrative procedures,
j duty-frec Export Processing. Zone Is in the planing stage, and a revised
Foreign Investment Bill is currently being deliated by the Parliament.

33. Much more, however, needs to be done if the levet of private sector
investment is to approximte that envisaged under the SFYP. The transitien
from a predominantly public sector econemv to a mixed economy, in which foreign
as well as domestic private enterprises are able to make a significant contribution,
cannot be acieved easily. The Bank Group and, in particulart:, the IFC coild
play a significant role in helping to engender greater confidence in the private
sector and in assisting COB to develop appropriate polieces for the future
growtlh of the seector. Ve should th:refore continue to enronrage GOB to make
greater use of bank Group assistance and facilities in these areas.
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D. Th Fond 'l to

34. i l 1 '73 ad atinuig tlhrm h mid-1979, ]angliadesh
evrl> 2Inre drcught. This, tcg eher with a shiortage of
d i rigario pumps in the first half of 1979, led to the stagnation
of rai c v :e FY7 and FYSO, and in calendar year 1979 to a
es 7 hM onza compred with cilendar year 1978. Combined

(;arod aid r rivals in the first half of 1979, this
p' n 'rp ;n en capita fond avai ai lity and snaring
r ce . ie domestic3z foodgrain prroruremnent coirbined with high

o1lCU1_ un ri o f ce production shortfal)
dep1p l . n cnrst to the argeted level of one iillion

,t t,:, :rou 1 y ow 1level of 209,000 tons at the end of

35. t The iu ie r incrensed by GOB's lack of an effective carly
y y e o o frod aliiy coordir,tion and anagemnent. Once

the full. diwn ns of tm probl em we re appr-eated, GOB moved,c quickly to
arrkie direc L fGraJ_in pu rhases, tn obtala additinnal fond aid, and to
accelerate de lios An st imated 1.7 mil ion tons of foodgrains were
del:1 ed ev the 1 ea peri d June-November 1979, GOB managed their arrival
and cditr ILuio expeditiousIy, and a potentially calamitous fond scarcity
sitation was oi-Ide.

36. In Ma 179, as the impending crisis unfolded, COB requested the Bank
to convene a -,ecial Aid Group meeting to consider Bangladesh's food situntion.
As thc urgency of the situation pregressively dininished, however, the focus of
the rectiag shifted fri tho consideration of imediate needs to the establish-
ment of a medii-term perspective and franework for evaluating key food policy
issues. A Bank n:ission visited Bangladesh in September/October 1979 and prepared
a report which was distributed as background rterial for the special Aid
Group vieeting that was convened in January 1980. That report represented a
proposed foodpelicy packagc that comprised the following main ceinponents:

a. Those principal existing channels of the public food distribution
systern which do not benefit the needy classes should gradually
be closed down. Only those components which reach the poor -
such as Food-for-ljork and somue modified rationing - should be
retained.

b. Pending this total transfor-mation of the public distribution
systen, the subsidy compoenat of the distribution system shou,ld
be reduced, and rice should be gradually substituted by wheat.

c. The main focus of food policy should shift f-rom public dis-
tribution to warket stabilization. Such a stabilization
mechanism should be based on two elements: an effective pro-
cureent system and quick-response open market sales, whenever
necessary.
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d. To rationalize Jfodpoli y, Food Poiy nd Monitoring Unit
shouild beesaid .

37. Tin broad lines, the GoenenCceteihs policy rc.cornmendations,
and it so stated in its own vradun prepared for the special Ald Group

meeing Moe pecficll- th 0Gverrmat announCl!lf (i n confidece) tha

ra t ioni rice woul be incre: on Varch1 22, 1 9 I0 nIn that the cornposit!on
of L1 ,tn enti ttemnt wout le shiftd from a 1 : heat/rice ratio to a
2:1 hz/c rat

38. As ofMar:h ?á howv;, this i;u-ueddr i o price nrease h1d unt
yet ben e'cted. Tco Grn ent hasl sf d tha 1 s timetu inapport ume
in vie of the fnact the Pariamnt was pt ill in svio and bacil strike of
ilowt-luxel Governn:] u t -orer unden:a, Ii the cvit tha t iAo ra:tion priEc:
has not been incrac d bv th- time of your visit, low-ver, it lul h appro-

priate to express grave oen -b1ont the il - -nr of fLurth .r d ely for
donor er- ibil ity,

39. Although there was a large meastoe f agreement expressed at the
January 190 mieeting about tc principlev of food policy reforn, a significant
shift from public distribution to lamarhet price stabilization system appoars
unlikrelv to materializo in th overy nar future. The Covernment argues - and
th ian's food policy report cncurs in this vievT - that such a shift would
requi re foodgrain stocks of at least 1.0-1.2 millien tons. Lut such stock
levels seem unlikly to beattalnd in the near future unless the- donors prove
willing tc provide a signifiict amount of -additonal fond ald. Very little
additional aid was in faet forthccming at tho January 1980 meeting as the
donors, on their part, expresscd both ticir skepticisie about the Governmont's
ability to run an open marlæet sales system and their concern that additional
food aid night be duindled awat in the traditional channels of the public
distributiun systerä. In a sen , thercforc, the Janunry 1980 iceting concluded
in staleriato, with the Government arguing that it needed more foe,d aid in
order to acquire the level of stocks that would facilitate its taking the
needed reforms, while the donors vere inclinead to press for reforrs (particu-
larly jn terms of the ration system) before cornittinrg more food e d Having
failed to obtain such additional eld consitnents, the Covernment has undertaken
large commercial purchases - notwithstanding its very tlght foreign exchange
budget position - in order to avoid a possible repetition of the 1979 food
crisis.

40. The food problem of Bangladesh is of course at base a production
problem, and most of the distortions in food policy sten from COB's attempts
to reconcile conflicting objectives in dealing with thie overall scarcity
situation. Hence, the issues relating te procurement, the ration system
and its structure, the burden of food and agricultural input subsidies,
the design of an open narket sales system, the establishment of an adequate
food security stock, etc., must all be appraised in the context of food
production programrs and policies. The thrust of our prospective negotiations
of Imports Program Crtdit X will be on these dual sets of issues, i.e. food
production and fond policy issues. With respect to the former, our objectilve
will be to accelerat1e te detailed program-ing and implementation of the joint
GOL/IDA Medium-Term Food Production Plan (see Section T.5, Tab 4).
With retspect to the latter, our objective vill be to establish with GOB an
agreed agenda and tirtable for implementation of some of the key recomendations
of the Batk's recent food policy report.
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42. ln so:ne respects pro%ress has been chived. A large- cadre
of field workers has beenhird, trained and put in uler. Partly due
to Goverrn t c'ffm:ts the dend for Crvices is increasing. Two IDA-

assisted pipulat in projects (totalling 237 mllie) are currently undervav.
Marke progress in their ipleentaticn has been cc Eve, over the past

SiX rInths, although such pregress has not bcen rel ccted in the level of
01sDursemienrS ocause of the sjow rate ot civil vcr's cons-ruction. GU

has also recently taken some measures to improve staff discipline and
organization (including throug the preparation of a newly deve] Iped
time-p'nased annual "Work PLan" for progrcm impleentatiorn) and to
intens i ty the sterilization effort curren tly underway.

43. The overall results of the CoNcrnment'>s program, however,
are still far short of target, the supply of srvicen is :cell below
the level of dt and (which demand itself has been cated in part by
the program), and the brth rato remains very high. Kence, there is
a need for an ever-greater sense of urgency to implement the program
more effectively.

F. Eanlk Group Asistance toaladesh

44. Bangladliehcam a member of the Bank and !DA in 3972, Initially
Bank Group operations in Bangladesh concentrated en the reactivation of eleven
credits, amounting to US$l48.6 million, made originally ro Pakistan before
1971. In acdition, 40 new credits have been approved, totalling US$1,146.7
million. Of these, US$575 millon have ben for program cits tci iiimort .

proga eredits and one fertilizor imports cred'it) . ¯A¯S^taterent of Bank Loans and
IDA Uredits as of March 25, 1950 is coTtained in Section G.1. A copy of the



proposed Lending Program as given in Attachment 1 of the Parch 5 CPF is at
F.1. Of the- 40 now crodirs, 14 credits totallinv U7025P.5 rillion have bpon
directed towards agriculture and rural dcvelopmn"t, encludinZ rubprojec;Es
under various Technical Assistance credits allocated to that nector. On
June 18, 1976 Bangladesh became a member of the ITC, and IFC's only investment
(High Speed Shipbuilding and Engineering Co., Ltd.) was approved on May 10,
1979.

G. Pront o1f hinr'

45. The issen of an icrese in TDA lending to mspurt COV's SFYP hn:
been r:i ed repe:teoly in recent disceiodnsw. T1- C re o .v 0 n:'d that W
infcrc C taL 1Wn could 0Iree nc : njldsh':s t, S of IDA, reeorCE (Th
CPP rune cd from 8 up p bout 10. of total IDY) given imYproe perform-nce
on thre specific criterIa:

(a) measure to Improve abscrptve capacity and contimcnue
ipr-oved imp luntation perfermance;

(b) appropriate investment strategies, particularly in the agri-
cultural sector; and

(c) doYestic resource mobilization.

(See pararaphs 98-03 of CP- at Tab F.1.) Support for the Pgricultura] sector
would be the cornerstore of yroject laeinn. (See paragrarls 02-96 of CP.)
This nas the subjct of Presidnt Ziour Rahman's letter of Pcceo-er 22, 197K
to Mr. cinamara which requested an annual IDA cor-itment of VSH600 millian in
support of Eangad s's SFYP efforts. ln both his discussions with Ambssador
Husain on January 7, 1980 and his formal reply, Mr. McNar rniterate& the
position IDA has consistently taken for Some years noi:: IDA lending can ho
increased if GOD improves its overall project. preparation and implementation
capacity. In his rearks to the Ambassador Mr. cNamara indicated that
in response to rignificant improvements in these areas, the Bank Group could
approach the $600 million target in FYS5, the last year of the SFTP period.
Mr. Stern repeated this amount in Dacca in February, but it was not mentioned
in Mr. McNamaras letter reply to the President.

H. Program Lendin

46. COB is also likely to raise the issue of program lending and request
that future amounts of this form of assistance be increased beyond cuirrnt
approved levels (US$75 million p.a.). As stated in the CPP (paragraphs W5-29),
while continued program lending will be necessary, in the absence of conditions
conducive to structural adjustment lending, we do not now recommend an increase.



OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

BANGLADESH: Country Program Review Meeting, March 20, 1980

Present: Messrs. McNamara, Stem, Baum, Gabriel, laq, Waide, Horsley, Yang,
Robless, Hopper, Wiehen, Picciotto, Hiolsen, Dunn, Slade, Armstrong

Mr. Sterm commented that this CPP was the first produced under new
CPP guidelines. While the document was very complete and persuasive in its
assessment of the country's many problems, it was not very strong in its under-
lying policy analysis. As to the lending program, Mr. McNamara had already
informed President Ziaur Rahman about the Bank's willingness to increase its
lending level if the country's economic performance improved; however, the
paper's criteria for evaluating country performance were rather imprecise.
The analysis of program composition was also rather imprecise; while the paper
put emphasis on agriculture and population, only two agriculture projects were
in the program for FY81, raising questions with regard to the Bank's prepared-
ness and pipeline. le concluded that (a) the Bank should not go up to 100% in
project cost financing; (b) the Bank should not take the initiative of telling
the Government anything further with respect to its intentions; during his
forthcoming visit, Mr. McNamara should only restate that the Bank could increase
lending if the Government improved performance; and (c) program lending should
be maintained at a rather modest level and the suitability of structural adjust-
ment lending in the case of Bangladesh should not be considered because, in the
case of this country, structural adjustment was indistinguishable from the
general development process.

Mr. Baum commented that he had also been struck by the lack of defi-
nition and the imprecision of the criteria for measuring performance. CPS
strongly disagreed with many elements of the Government's overblown investment
program. He agreed with the country's emphasis on agriculture but observed
that the Government would have to discontinue its large uneconomic water
schemes. He recommended that the Bank assist the Government in strengthening
the administration of its population programs. Finally, he said that the paper
was rather weak on the country's energy situation and program.

Mr. Gabriel commended the Region for an unusually candid assessment
of the country's difficulties and suggested that the Bangladesh aid group be
emphasized as a good vehicle for the Bank to influence the other donors. Mr.
Waide commented that the Bank should not limit its assessment of the country's
performance to just three criteria; a broader set of criteria was needed.

Mr. McNamara made the following points:

(a) He asked Mr. Hopper for a statement in writing on the performance
criteria to be used by the Bank which he could use during his forthcoming visit.
Project preparation and iiplementation performance were the central elements for
the Bank's further involvement and management had to be very clear about what
constituted good performance.

(b) Program lending should not exceed 20% and should not be as high as 20%
if there were no good performance in terms of macro-economic policies as well
as project preparation and implementation.

(c) As to project financing, the Bank should maintain its present policy,
i.e., total foreign exchange financing should not exceed 90% or total cost financ-
ing should not exceed 75%.



(d) He was worried about the unrealistic targets of the country's
development plan which was, as the paper put it, a political manifesto rather
than a plan.

(e) He asked Mr. Hopper for a brief statement on talking points for his
meeting with President Ziaur Rahman during his forthcoming visit.

(f) The next CPP review should assess more carefully the Government's
program for the landless.

With regard to project cost financing, Mr. Hopper replied that the
shortage of local currency funds was a serious limiting factor. Other donors
had gone up to 100% of project cost financing; he enquired whether the Bank
could go as high as 100% in the case of cofinancedprojects. Mr. McNamara dis-
agreed; lack of domestic resource mobilization was one aspect of poor country
performance. It would be wrong for the Bank to be financing 100% of project
costs.

Mr. Hopper agreed with Mr. McNamara's statement on the lack of real-
ism of the five-year plan. The document was a political statement made by the
President and the Region was trying its best in its dialogue with the Government
to introduce realism into the annual investment programs. If these annual plans
turned out to be as unrealistic as the five-year plan, the Region would have to
come back for a review of its program.

CKW
March 31, 1980
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March 5, 1979

COUNTRY PROGRAM PAPER

BANGLADESH

FY75-79 FY80-84 FY81-85

January 1, 1980 Population:

894 million /a
1979 per capita GNP: $90 Ib

IDA 869.1 1,552.0 /c 1,771.0

Current population

growth rate: 2.5% p.a.

No. of Credits 29 43 45
No. of Credits

per million pop. .33 .48 .51

Current Exchange Rate:

Taka 15.5 = US$1.00

Average Lending Per Capita Per Annum: Current $ (Const. FY79 Commitment $)

IDA 1.9 (2.2) 3.5 (2.9) 4.0 (3.2)

/a Based on population estimate in Bangladesh: Staff Appraisal of a Second

Population and Family Health Project, Report No. 2323-BD, May 16, 1979.

/b 1979 World Bank Atlas Methodology.

/c The FY80-84 lending program proposed in this CPP compares with the pro-

gram for the same period approved at the last Bankwide lending program

review (December 1979) as follows:

FY80-84 Lending Program Percentage Change
Approved Proposed Proposed/Approved

No. of Credits 39 43 +10%

Current $ million 1,546.5 1,552.0 +0.3%
Constant FY79 Commitment $ 1,287.4 1,292.5 +0.4%

Per capita per annum
(Constant FY79 Commitment 8) 2,9 2.9



I. BACKGROUND

A. Introduction

1. The last CPP for Bangladesh was dated December 22, 1977 and reviewed
on January 13, 1978. The most recent Economic Report (Bangladesh: Current
Trends and Development Issues) was distributed on December 15, 1978 and sub-
sequently published as a World Bank Country Study in March 1979. An economic
updating mission was in the field in September/October 1979 and will complete
a report in March 1980 for the May 1980 regular meeting of the Bangladesh Aid
Group. A food policy review mission was in the field at the same time; its
report which was issued in December provided the background for a special
meeting of the Aid Group in January 1980 to discuss food aid and policy.

2. On the basis of the norm -al DPS guidelin.es for the allocation of
IDA funds, Bangladesh should be receiving about 10 pe -rcen t off ID)A resouirces.
In fact, this was the share which Bangladesh did1 receive during its firstL
years of membership. Thereafter, as the difficulties of project implementa-
tion and preparation in Bangladesh became more apparent, it was decided to
reduce its share below what would otherwise be justified. Bangladesh is
therefore scheduled to receive only about 8 percent of IDA resources under

th-it D elnsmeant and is proje d-cted -in tE-current matrix to maintain
the same sh.are in IDA Six. While Bangladesh has shown some significant pro-
gress over the past few years, we are not yet ready to recommend an increase
in the currently authorized lending levels to Bangladesh .However, in line
with our repeated statemen7ts to the Government that improved._Per.form-ance
would bring abouti increased IDA resources, if current positive trends conti-
nu e, we would expect our next GPP to recommend that Bangladesh's share of IDA
resources be increased progressively to the share it would receive based on
IDA allocation guideins This CPP recommends specific criteria-to-be-
communicated to the Government for juS dging whethlier Bangladesh's performance
merits suc ainrease in its share of IDA resources,

3. The major positive factors which, if continued, would justify an
increased share for Bangladesh in IDA resources are as follows:

(a) increased absorptive capacity as indicated bystgican
increases in- psQe-t, disbursements by IDA and other
lenders (see paragraphs 55 and 56);

(b) improved domestic _resource mobilization and reduction
in subsidies (see paragraph' 11;I

(c) improved export performance (see paragraph 12);

(d) improvements in overall agricultural policyan
performance, taking account o." weather variations
(see paragraph 14);

(e) improved policyvowr the private sepctor
(see paragraph 13); and

Cf) improved project generation (see paragraph 56).
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These were backed by increased political stability and positive and dynamic
political leadership setting goals which, while unrealistically ambitious,
are generally in line with economic priorities.

4. One of the areas where there has been little if any improvement is
in planning. The Government will launch its Second Five Year Plan (SFYP) in
July 1980, but current indications are that it will set unrealistic targets
and will lack a consistent macroeconomic framework or a suitable set of poli-
cies for implementation. The projections contained in this CPP are our own;
these set forth a normative and reasonably dynamic scenario (as reviewed in
the light of past performance) 1/ but still a much less ambitious program than
is expected to emerge in the Government's SFYP. Plan preparation has been
made more difficult due to conflicts between the President and the planners
themselves, who have argued for more modest goals. We do not consider it
feasible to persuade the President to change his targets, nor do we see any
advantage in openly opposing them. In most cases the areas of concentration
enunciated by the President are correct. It will be more fruitful to apport
efforts t& achieve as rapid progress as possible in priority areas by provid-
ing assistance to the concerned Government officials in developing action
programs and carrying them out, e.g., in increased agricultural production,
improved domestic resource mobilization, and improved implementation of devel-
opment projects. We appear to be achieving positive results in our efforts to
assist the Government in development of a medium-term crop production plan,
and we expect to continue to make agriculture a cornerstone of our assistance
to Bangladesh. We have also recently been requested by the Minister of
Planning to provide technical assistance in the development of policies and
programs for accelerating plan implementation. We have responded favorably
to this request and are working out arrangements for identifying more pre-
cisely the type of assistance required. Given the sensitivities involved in
assistance to planning in Bangladesh, this effort (like previous ones) may
be stalemated, but it is worth pursuing. Through these and similar efforts
it is hoped that we can work around the difficulties caused by the overly
ambitious plan.

5. Out ability to influence policies in a positive direction will be
strengthened if we indicate that further improvements in performance will
bring increased lending activity and that deterioration would reduce the
amount of assistance which Bangladesh could expect. It is proposed (see
paragraphs 98-103) that we inform the Government of three specific criteria
for evaluating whether Bangladesh's performance justifies increasing or
decreasing its share of IDA sources:

(a) improved absorptive capacity, as indicated inter alia
by disbursement performance and project generacion
capacity;

(b) appropriate investment strategies, e.g. progressive
increases in agriculture's share of investment, and

1/ Five percent annual real growth in GDP and 4 percent annual growth
in value added in agriculture.
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avoidance of low-return1 capital intensive, long

gestation projects; and

(c) domestic resource mobilization, particularly growth
in the Government resources made available for devel-
opment purposes, strengthening the revenue structure,
and efforts to stimulate private sector activity
leading to greater private sector savings and invest-
ment.

The above criteria have been selected because they are prerequisites to
increased productive lending by IDA to Bangladesh.

B. Recent Major Political Events

6. The most important political phenomenon of the last three years has
been the gradual and peaceful transition of President Ziaur Rahman's govern-
ment from a martial law regime to civilian rule. The President, having had
his position endorsed by a 99 percent vote in a referendum on May 30, 1977,
won a Presidential election with 76 percent of the vote in June 1978. Parlia-
mentary elections were held in February 1979. The President's new Bangladesh
Nationalist Party (BNP) won 68 percent of the 300 seats contested although it
polled only 41 percent of the votes. A faction of the Awami League (the party
of the assassinated Sheikh Mujibur Rahman) received 24 percent of the votes
but only 13 percent of the seats. The Parliament was convened in March. It
has substantial powers on paper, but so far it has been allowed only a figure-
head role, serving mostly as a debating arena.

7. The President's political performance has been impressive in some
respects. He has gained a significant measure of genuine political support,
but this has been at the cost of wooing and including in his Government
representatives of almost every part of the political spectrum. Most of his
popular suport seems to come from the urban middle class and the rural powerelite, the landed and wealthy in towns and villages- A major factor in his
success in establishing the BNP came form the backing of many former members
of the Muslim League, a hard-line, conservative llamic party. The President
is seeking to obtain broader support form the rural masses and appears to be
genuinely popular with the people. However he lacks the political organiza-
tion in the countryside established by the older political parties. In the
meantime, the President's reafpower_remains substantially based on the army.
This is still in essence an authoritarian, military regime. The President isturning more and more to trusted military friends to fill key positions in the
cabinet and the bureaucracy. Some dissension in-the army remains, in the form
of remnants of the radical left, "soldier's army" revolutionaries who origin-
ally put the President in power in 1975. The army's support for the President
may be waning, and thus his campaign to gain ground at the grass roots level
seems even more important.

8. This presents the President with a formidable problem in providing
a policy rocus for his Government. On the one hand, he needs to placate
the rural masses and the lower ranks in the military, but on the other hand
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he can't do much to really improve their lot without alientating his carefully
acquired backers from the urban and rural elites. This will affect the Gcvern-
ment's ability to move in certain directions, e.g., towards redistribution of
income, through land reform or a more equitable food distribution policy.
Thus, while a real degree of stability has been achieved, there remain areas
of strain. It is conceivable that a severe crisis, poorly managed, could
bring down the Government. Over the longer run, the need for significant
growth of production to keep pace with population growth and avoid a further
decline in rural living standards, and the need for policies to cope with the
growing problem of rural landlessness, provide serious challenges to the
stability of any Bangladeshi Government.

C. Recent Major Economic Events

9. The performance of the economy and policy-makers over the last two
and one-half years has been reasonably good. Foodgrain output reached a
record level of 13.1 million tons in FY78, partly as a result of constructive
government measures to increase the supply of inputs and to maintain incentive
output prices. Industrial output grew by 10 percent, again partly because of
government policies such as increased investment and liberalized imports. GDPgrew by an estimated 8 percent in real terms.

10. However, a prolonged drought was the major cause of successive
crop failures in FY79. A serious potential food shortage situation, which
was not well foreseen, arose in mid-1979. Notwithstanding the decline in
agricultural output, other sectors, notably manufacturing and construction,
showed continuing growth momentum. Faced with a potential food crisis, the
Government performed well in mobilizing additional imports and coping with
the logistical problems of emergency food transportation requirements. But
while the danger of famine was overcome, the food crunch did lead to inflation,and the need for emergency food imports required a slowdown in other imports
reducing the rate of growth in other sectors of the economy. Over the last
eighteen months, then, there has been little growth in per capita income, and
inequity in income distribution may have increased.

11. On the bright side, there have been several positive policy steps,particularly in domestic resource mobilization and reduction in subsidies.
Agricultural input subsidies have been reduced--for example on fertilizer,
an action advocated by IDA. Foodgrain ration prices have been increased and
the wheat/rice ratio improved. Procurement prices for rice and wheat have
been increased to maintain adequate farmer incentives. In the public utili-
ties sector, most entities have increased their prices substantiallV. Tax
administration has improved significantly, although there is still substan-
tial scope for further improvement. Overall, Government revenues increased
by 20 percent in FY79 and a further 20 percent increase is projected for FY80.
The rise in current expenditures (excluding those included in the development
budget) was limited to 9 percent in FY79 and is budgeted at less than 6 percent
in FY80. The percentage of development expenditures financed by the current
budget surplus increased from 17 percent in FY78 to 23 percent in FY79, de-
spEte a 30 percent increase in development expenditure. The current budget
surplus is projected to finance 29 percent of development expenditure in FY80.
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12. Relations with the IMF have been good, and agreement on policy
measures including a series of mini-devaluations led to an IMF standby in

September 1979; an EFF mission is proposed in early 1980. Remittances from
Bangladeshis working abroad have continued to increase. Foreign exchange
reserves increased temporarily in spite of emergency cash food imports and
the familiar imbalance between exports and imports, but still comprise only

two months imports equivalent. Total exports increased by about 20 percent
(in current US dollars) in FY79. The trend to diversification continues with
the share of non-jute exports in total exports increasing progressively from
10 percent in FY73 to over 30 percent in FY79. The institutional support in
the Export Promotion Bureau has improved considerably and the Bureau is
working on proposals for improving export incentives. Nevertheless export
earnings in FY79 were still less than 40 percent of imports and the
Bangladesh economy must continue to be expected to be heavily dependent

upon foreign aid.

13. Government policy in recent years has attempted to expand the role
of the private sector. Measures taken during FY79 for encouraging private
industrial investment include improvements in the incentive structure for
investment, simplification in the industrial licensing procedures, waiving
of the previous *6.7 million maximum ceiling on private investment, and the
establishment of a special group within the Ministry of Industries to expe-
dite administrative approvals. In the agricultural sector, the private
sector's role in fertilizer distribution has been substantially increased:
based on the experience gained last year in one quarter of the country,
incentives were introduced in January 1980 in three of the country's four
divisions to encourage the private sector to take over most fertilizer dis-
tribution activities, expanding previous retail activities to the wholesale
level. Efforts are also underway to increase the role of the private sector
in the sale and maintenance of irrigation pumps.

14. The keystone of Bangladesh's economic performance for the foresee-
able future must be the rate of growth of agricultural production, particularly
food production. Bangladesh's performance in this field is still dominated by
the effects of weather, and the statistical analysis of trends gives results
varying greatly depending upon which years are taken. Nevertheless note
should be taken of record setting foodgrain crops of 12.8 million tons in FY76
and 13.1 million tons in FY78, and of an average 17 percent per annum increase
in fertilizer use since independence, with a 40 percent increase recorded in

FY78. Measures taken in recent years to improve input availability and to
maintain incentive pricing are believed to have been helpful in producing
these record crops, although much more can be done in these fields. The
recent steps referred to above to free the distribution of inputs from the
constraints of an inefficient bureaucracy are a positive development, both in
their expected short-term effects and as an indication of the Government's

increased pragmatism in its efforts to increase agricultural production.

Other positive signs include the results of a joint Bangladesh/IDA review of
the Water Development Board leading to official endorsement of a strategy of
small, quick-yielding, low-capital intensity investments, and the progress
being achieved in the joint exercise to produce a medium-term crop production
plan. The President's public commitment to achieving very high rates of
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growth in foodgrain production may aim too high (the Plan target will probably
be at least 20 million tons per annum, or a 50 percent increase in five years)
but it still may be useful in achieving appropriate increases in resources
being devoted to this key sector.

15. A major disturbing aspect of the economic scene is the status of
planning in Bangladesh. FY79 and FY80 were designated as a Two-Year Plan
(TYP) period. The two years were meant to offer an opportunity to focus on
longer-term development needs and priorities, to reorient policies, and to
think out the strategy and actions to be incorporated in the Second Five
Year Plan (SFYP) period, to begin in July 1980. Old projects were to be
finished off or weeded out, to clear the decks for new schemes supporting
the revised strategy. The results of this two year interim period have been
disappointing. Certain fundamental questions posed in the TYP document about
the direction economic development would take (such as the respective roles
of the public and private sectors, and policies regarding land ownership and
tenurial patterns to ensure rapid growth with equity) have not yet been
answered in the course of SYFP preparation. Virtually nothing has been
achieved in terms of the announced goal of selecting lower priority projects
to be terminated or deferred.

16. Preparations for the SFYP itself were somewhat delayed, by political
factors prior to the 1979 elections and appointment of the new cabinet in
April 1979, and by the diversion of policy makers' attentions from medium-
term planning to short-term food crisis management through the summer and
fall of 1979. In December 1979, with the first draft of the SYFP due in
March 1980, several vital decisions had not yet been made. The overall size
of the SYFP was still in doubt, as were the targets for GDP and the GDP growth
rate. Sector agencies had been asked to draw up their plans, but they had
not been given sectoral output or growth targets, overall or sectoral employ-
ment targets, or guidelines for likely sectoral resource allocations. Under-
lying the Plan's preparation has been a political conviction that a break
has to be made with the past and a more vigorous development policy pursued
during the plan period. There is a set of objectives, set out in the form
of Guidelines and National Economic Council decisions - in effect, directives
from the President. First priority is likely to be assigned to agriculture,
and within agriculture to the production of food. Since only one objective
can receive the highest priority, it may be argued that family planning should
take first place. The Government also has indicated its intention to intensify
its family planning efforts. In any event, in view of the country's economic,
social and political circumstances, these are the appropriate first two prior-
ities. Emphasis in the next five years also is likely to be placed on the
satisfaction of a number of basic needs, including the provision of adequate
clothing and primary education; rural electrification also will receive higher
priority. Given the delays experienced in the Plan's preparation, together
with the mixed signals received by the planners with respect to the politically-
determined plan targets and parameters, the draft SFYP cannot comprise the
detailed action programs that are required to translate an inspirational set
of targets into a truly operational instrument of economic management. Nor is
the draft Plan likely to clarify the relative priorities between the various
targets, the means to achieve them or the instrumentalities to resolve poten-
tial conflicts between them.
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17. Preliminary indications of the likely size of certain key parameters

of the SFYP are unsettling. The overall size of the Plan is likely to be

about US$17.6 billion, of which $12.5 billion will be in the public sector.

The private sector investment target of roughly $5 billion during the plan
period includes an estimated $1 billion in the form of non-monetary capital

formulation (canal digging and the like). Nevertheless, it implies that

private monetized investment will have to be raised to 6 or 7 times its

present level (in real terms) by the end of the plan period. Net foreign aid

inflows are expected to be targeted at about $9-10 billion--or 70-80 percent

of public sector outlays. 1/ The President reluctantly allowed his original
food production target - doubling to 26 million tons in five years - to be

reduced to something over 20 million tons, with doubling now targeted for

seven years. The extremely ambitious, in fact unrealistic, nature of these

targets, and how to deal with them, will be the key determinants of IDA's

country strategy and plan for the next year or so. It is obvious thr-the

SFYP will be, at best, a political manifesto and not an economic guideline.
How to deal_with this situation is a central quest ion in the review which
follows of Bangladesh's country objectives.

II. GENERAL REVIEW OF COUNTRY OBJECTIVES

18. While the SFYP is still being prepared, the direction the Government
intends to take is clear enough. The keystone of the SFYP will be the large

targeted increase in foodgrain production. The official target is likely to

be the achievement of foodgrain production of roughly 20 million tons per year

in FY85, compared to the latest estimate of roughly 13.0 million tons in FY80.

This revised target is technically achievable but would require significant

improvements in institutional performance and resource allocation.

19. The second principal feature of the Plan will be its large size.

$12.5 billion of public sector investment, the lowest figure likely to be

accepted, compares to current actual Annual Development Plan (ADP) expenditure

of about $1 billion per year.

20. The third main feature of the SFYP is that this outlay would be made
possible by continued reliance on, and availability of, massive foreign aid,

which would finance $9-10 billion or 70-80 percent of the total. The

President of Bangladesh has written to major bilateral and multilateral donors

mentioning these numbers and requesting commensurate aid pledges which total

to at least $30 billion. Achieving the likely SFYP target aid level would

require a significant increase in net transfers. The plan also would require

that significant efforts be made to mobilize domestic resources and increase

exports.

1/ Even at this late date there is ambiguity about this crucial number. The

latest (February) drafts we have seen say $9 billion, but the Planning

Minister still talks of $10 billion.



21. While such goals of significant increases in the rate of growth of
foodgrain production and concomitant overall growth and aid are laudable, and
may even be technically conceivable under optimistic assumptions, they are
also unrealistic in the Bangladesh context.

22. An evaluation of Bangladesh's development strategy and performance
must be set in the context of this SFYP. Some key implementation questions,
yet to be answered in Government documents and which feature in the discus-
sion, include the following:

(a) The targets for food production necessitate an increased
proportion, and large absolute amounts, of investment for
agriculture and supporting infrastructure. Will it be
possible to achieve this and at the same time avoid an
unbalanced investment pattern which could lead to less
rather than more growth?

(b) The rapid rate of growth targeted will require greatly
increased absorptive capacity. How will this be achieved?

(c) The plan will require significant progress in improving

domestic resource mobilization, while maintaining incen-
tives for increased private sector production and invest-
ment. How will this be reconciled?

(d) The Government's stated policy is to give a larger role
to and rely on the private sector to assist in achieving the

ambitious targets for investment. How will this be done?

23. Further, the SFYP will have to be evaluated within the familiar
context of constraints to growth in Bangladesh: a large population in a small
area; meager natural resources; inadequate infrastructure; and frequent
natural disasters. To this must be added a growing concern of recent years:
that the poverty problem is increasing. Landlessness seems to be on the risej
fragmentation is certainly a problem and income distribution may be getting
worse. Another vital question then, is whether dramatic changes in the rate
of growth can be achieved without worsening the equity position. Can rapid
agricultural growth be matched by equally rapid rates of growth of rural
employment?

III. EVALUATION OF BANGLADESH'S STRATEGY, PLANS AND PERFORMANCE

A. Appropriateness of GOB's Development Objectives and Strategy

24. The Government's intended heavy emphasis on agriculture and rural
development in the SFYP, and especially a big push for accelerated growth in
foodgrain production, is surely appropriate. For many years IDA economic
Reports have taken the Government to task for failing to match rhetoric about
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the importance of agriculture with actual cash outlays. Agricultural invest-
ment as a percentage of the ADP has declined over time, from roughly 30 per-
cent in the early years after independence to roughly 25 percent now, and a
large part of even that inadequate allocation has been consumed by the sub-
sidy on fertilizer.

25. Bangladesh should be poised for large gains in agricultural produc-
tivity from the technical point of view. Crop yields (especially in rice)
have shown little or no increase in spite of the development of modern tech-
niques, and are the lowest in Asia. With a concerted, well-planned, and
coordinated effort, dramatic gains and high rates of growth can, no doubt,
be achieved. IDA should support a major effort to increase foodgrain pro-
duction, but not endorse targets that are unattainable. The primary risk is
that the Government will embark on an investment prgram that i5-either so
unbaanced, or so in excess of available resources, that investment will be
dissipated and result in slower, rather than faster, growth.

26. "Self-sufficiency" in foodgrains is a somewhat imprecise target,
depending as it does on the assumptions made about the requisite number of
ounces of consumption per capita per day, or the elasticity of demand for
foodgrain of people whose production and incomes are rising, or the rate
of population growth. A low estimate of gross production required in FY85
would be 18 million tons, and a high 22 million tons, compared to the prob-
able SFYP "self-sufficiency" goal of over 20 million tons.

27. The recent "Report on Food Policy Issues" presented an illustrative
scenario for moving from 13.0 million tons in FY80 (the official estimate) to
a little over 18 million tons in FY85. This would require a growth rate of
nearly 7 percent a year, but this may overstate the difficulty of the task.
If FY78, a better weather year, is used as the base, the total growth re-
quired is only about 4.5 percent a year. Realization of such a scenario would
represent a sharp break with past performance and would require substantially
increased development allocations to agriculture, reordering of investment
priorities within agriculture, and above all a greatly improved capacity for
planning, monitoring and implementing programs for supplying the various
supporting services to the farm population. Most of the increase will have
to come from increased HYV cultivation, which is still constrained by lack of
suitable varieties, inadequate water control and periodic shortages of agricul-
tural inputs. Consideration of these facts makes it clear that achievement
of the highly desirable goal of food self-sufficiency in the medium term will
require significant increases in the resources made available for grain pro-
duction and improvements in the distribution of agricultural inputs. Recent
measures to increase the role of the private sector in input distribution are
important positive developments. One of the principal conclusions of this
paper is that IDA should continue to assist the Goaernent in drawing u,p an
implementation plan designed to reach its foodgrain prpduction targets. A
start has been made in this direction with IDA efforts to help prepare a
medium term crop production plan. The next phase of this work should lead to
development of a detailed program of investments. We should carry on, to
assist in working out the associated implementation plans and required policy
chanaes.
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28. It is clear that the main element of any strategy will have to
be to get as many inpUts - fertilizers, HYV seeds, and irrigation facilities -
into the field as apidly as pQssible. Rough estimates of the resources re-
quired indicate that agriculture's share of total investment may have to
increase to 35-40 percent. Such a reordering of priorities is feasible, but
it will require a great deal of discipline in rationing expenditures in other
sectors.

29. Whatever foodgrain production objective is adopted, its attainment
will be made difficult by constraints, other than input availability, which
have held back growth up to now and which may be more difficult to attack.
However great the effort to provide increased modern inputs and protective
investments, the weather - floods, droughts, and cyclones - will still con-
stitute a threat to foodgrain production targets. It may be hard to find the
political will, or strength, to counter well known socio-economic impediments:
e.g., tenancy arrangements which provide inadequate incentives to invest in
modern inputs, and inter-group rivalries which get in the way of effective
cooperative movements. Inefficient Government support institutions are
another familiar problem, but recent progress in expanding the role of the
private sector in providing inputs to the farmers, if continued, could over-
come a good deal of the bottlenecks holding up input supplies. Given adequate
assured inputs, Bangladeshi farmers have indicated an ability to learn new
techniques (e.g. the rapid growth of wheat production) despite the lack
of effective extensionor research support.

30. Apart from obtaining rapid agricultural growth, the other clear and
necessary objective for any development plan for Bangladesh must be to reduce
population growth. The Government used to state that this was the number one
problem, and its solution the number one priority, for the country. In the
SFYP Guidelines, however, population control has been slightly downgraded to
"equal number one" with food production. This may be both reasonable and
understandable; the trouble is that the control of population growth isgiven only passing reference in the Guidelines. In contrast to other objec-
tives such as food production, universal primary education, and rural elec-
trification, no targets are given, although they already had been set in
earlier statements. As for implementation, while population control still
figures predominantly in public and private statements by the President and
other leading members of his Government, performance is poor. Most observers,
including workers in the program as well as external aid agencies, agree with
the analysis of the appraisal of IDA's Second Population Project, that the
main problem -is that field workers are undisciplined and ineffective, partly
because of weak direction and inadequate supervision by the central adminis-
tration (see paragraphs 50-54 for further discussion of population matters).

31. Looking at these and the rest of the Government objectives as ex-
pressed in the SFYP Guidelines, they would please almost anyone. The prob-
lem is the absence of implementation or investment programs to achieve these
ob2ectives. While it may be premature to say that the SFYP will definit-ey
not provide such supporting plans, it seems very likely that it will not, and
that it will have to be judged instead simply as a statement of appropriate
goals. Planning Ministry officials recognize this gap and have requested IDA
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assistance in arranging for appropriate technical assistance in developing
their ability to prepare such programs and in supervising their implementa-
tion. We are following up on this request and hope we can work out an
effective assistance proposal, but even if the Government continues to follow
up on this matter with determination, it will take sometime before any improve-
ments can be effective.

B. Efficiency of Resource Use

32. Historically this has been one of the biggest problem areas in
Bangladesh's economic performance. The country's record will have to improve
if there is to be any chance of accelerating the pace of economic development.
There are three aspects to the problem: the choice of appropriate individual
investment schemes; the allocation of resources between sectors so as to
achieve a balanced program in support of primary goals; and the effective
utilization of existing capital formation.

33. With respect to the first, the Government will have to defer large,capital intensive projects. There will have to be a premium in all sectors
on short-gestation, labor intensive, low capital-cost projects. The country
inherited at independence a legacy of dinosaurs - large scale, long-gestation,high cost, capital intensive schemes - like the steel mill, the world's second
largest machine tool factory, and major gravity irrigation schemes. Since
independence Bangladesh 'has avoided such major uneconomic investments, but
this may reflect more the growing maturity of the aid community than the in-
creased discipline of Bangladeshi planning authorities. A disturbing element
of recent months has been the birth of several new grandiose schemes, andthe resurfacing of some old, which even in the past could not fThd financing
because they were so obviously uneconomic. New proposals include a-billion-
dillar liquefied natural gas plant and the purchase of an extensive ccean
cargo fleet; some dusted-off old ones are several barrage schemes on the majorrivers, another steel mill, and mining of the_deeply buried, poor quality coal
and limestone deposits. Continued dialogue within the Aid Group to avoid
offers for financing of such investments should be helpful in strengthening
the hand of those within the Government striving for rational planning
priorities.

34. One bright spot is the agreement finally reached with the Water
Development Board, and recorded in the recent joint GOB/IDA report on its
activities, (Review of the Bangladesh Water Development Board, Report No.
2327-BD, April 2, 1979) that the WDB -will in future concentrate on small,
low-cost-per-acre schemes. But even here (as noted above) a potential prob-
lem lurks: the Guidelines to the SFYP contain an addendum in Bengali, not
translated into English, which makes it clear that construction of the Teesta
Barrage will be in the Plan. The President already has officially inaugurated
the project. Under the timetable and priorities supposedly agreed in the
Joint Report, only design work should be done now, and construction of this
very expensive scheme would be deferred for five years. Drafts of the water
sector portion of the SFYP indicate that more such big schemes also may be
started during the Plan period.
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35. As for intersectoral balance, the push for increased production of
foodgrain will mean that the relative investment shares of some other sectors
will have to be reduced. The emphasis in those sectors should be on schemes
which complement the agricultural thrust or which contribute to a reduction
in the balance of payments gap. Industries should be stimulated in rural areas
to provide employment, to manufacture items needed for the new technology, to
meet the consumption demands of higher rural incomes, and to process agricul-
Cural products. Export oriented industries also have priority particularly if
they are labor intensive. Unfortunately, little is known about exactly what
kinds of things should be manufactured, what plant sizes are appropriate, and
how to get entrepreneurs to set them up. Similar questions arise in other
sectors, of which transportation is the most obvious. The Planning Ministry
must now concentrate its efforts on finding the answers to these and similar
questions, and developing appropriate policies and strategies.

36. Bangladesh also has had problems with respect to the economic use
of existing resources, as measured by the rate of utilization of existing
capital. The familiar case is the low percentage of capacity utilization in
public sector industries. There has been some improvement over time, partly
as a result of action programs under IDA program credits, but performance
is still less than desirable. Basic problems are overcentralized control,
the lack of personnel incentive systems which base promotion or reimbursement
on good performance, and pricing decisions dictated by political motivation.
Utilizacion rates are also low in the agricultural sector. Tubewells and
pumpsets reach onlIy about 50 percent of their potential irrigated acreage.
Several reasons have been advanced for this, and all probably account in some
part for the phenomenon: poor extension and repair services and socio'-economic
constraints are examples. An important cause may be that pricing policies
give inadequate incentives to put facilities to full use in order to generate
income, whereas lack of certainty of spare parts and fuel supplies gives a
positive incentive to minimize use of equipment.

C. Effectiveness of Domestic Resource Mobilization

37. Bangladesh's domestic resource mobilizacion effort is inadequgre
but improving. Current revenues are low (although some sources, e.g. tax
revenue, are rising rapidly). Current expenditures are growing less rapidly,
however, so that the current surplus increased by almost 80 percent in FY79.
However, current surplus is still less than 3 percent of GDP. Furthermore,
development expenditure is expanding, so that the increase in the current
surplus could only raise the percentage of domestically financed Government
investment from 17 percent to 23 percent. This is projected to increase to 29
percent in FY80. In spite of these improvements, unusually large proportions
of any investment plan must be financed by foreign assistance. LrM -subsidy
items, including those on fertilizer and publicly distributed food, and the
negative contribution of the public sector enterprises as a whole, exacerbate
the problem. Finally, the difficulty is accentuated because the inadequate
funds are spread over too many development schemes and projects.

38. The Government's strategy of making rapid strides in food production
will provide a further test cor the adequacy of efforts at domestic resource
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mobilization. For years, the receipts from the sale of aid-financed, often
donated, food aid have been a mainstay of GOB revenue raising. If food pro-
duction rises and receipts of food aid decline, greater burdens will be placed
on other sources of revenue. Further, if total aid disbursements are to in-
crease in order to continue to finance the bulk of significantly increased
development expenditures, disbursements of project and commodity aid will
have to grow even more rapidly as food aid declines.

39. It is doubtful that the aid community will support Bangladesh's
ambitious SFYP targets with the aid inflows asked for, if the Government does
not make substantial strides towards achieving greatly increased SFYP financ-
ing from domestic sources. The first real test of the seriousness of the
Government's intentions will be provided in the FY81 Annual Development Plan
(ADP). Donors will look for specific measures. Particular areas which must
be addressed are:

(a) The contribution of the agricultural sector. If agriculture
is to provide the basic momentum for growth, and the biggest
absolute share of GDP growth, the sector must directly and
indirectly make a larger contribution to the increase in
;nternal resources. Agriculture will have to bear a larger
tax burden, especially if it proves difficult to guarantee a
larger than proportional share of increases in productivity
to the lowest income groups. At the same time, prices of
agricultural inputs must be further rationalized. Current
large unit subsidies cannot be sustained, both because of
their budgetary impact, and because there is evidence that
large farmers reap the greatest share of benefits of current
subsidies, and that prices which are not cost-based result
in uneconomic use of assets. The agriculture sector thus
presents a very difficult task for planners and policy-
makers: how to increase input prices and the agricultural
tax burden, and still provide the incentives necessary to
accelerate growth. It is possible in theory, of course, but
achieving the right balance between policies and maintaining
a favorable psychological attitude amongst farmers will not
prove easy in practice.

(b) The other side of the food picture is the public distribution
system. At the moment, the ration system represents a drain
on public revenues to finance a subsidy which is believed to
benefit the relatively well off more than the poorer segments
of society. As food production increases, and the needs of the
system have to be met increasingly from internal procurement,
it will become more necessary to reduce costs and convert the
public distribution of foodgrain into a true relief operacion
and/or a tool for income redistribution to the poor.

(c) Improvement in the financial performance of public sector enter-
prises in transport, industry, and public utilities is another
potential source of savings/earnings which must be tapped.
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While some progress has been made, particularly in the indus-
tries which have been the subject of action programs agreed
with IDA, more fundamental changes are needed, such as:

granting of financial and managerial autonomy to individual
units; cost based pricing; financial rewards to staff for
good performance; possible return of units to the private
sector.

D. Effectiveness of Trade and Exchange Policies

40. The structural imbalance between domestic revenues and expenditures
is reflected in the balance of payments by the serious disparity between
imports and exports. Economic managers in Bangladesh deserve some credit
for the fact that exports now finance over 35 percent of the import bill,
instead of about 30 percent as was the case three or four years ago, and that
the share of non-jute exports has increased from 10 percent in 1973 to over
30 percent. Whatever the overall size of the SFYP, the import bill will have
to be high, if acceleration in growth is to be achieved. An expansion in
development spending will create enhanced demand for capital goods imports.
This will affect agriculture as well as industry until local manufacture of
fertilizer and irrigation equipment can be built up, which also will require
considerable capital infusion. Raw materials, spare parts, and capital goods
imports still will be required in large amounts to facilitate further improve-
ment in rates of capacity utilization in existing industries. Higher income
levels may necessitate more imports for consumption. Energy costs will be
higher, at least in the short run. Finally, the Government should continue
its recent cautious but real steps toward liberalization of import policies.

41. The terms-of-trade are projected to deteriorate sharply in FY81 and
to remain relatively constant thereafter. The trade deficit is expected to
increase by about 3.5 percent per year in real terms even with good performance.
This should be accommodated by donors in the form of enhanced aid flows. At
the same time, the Government must do its share by stepping up its export
efforts. Significant export growth can only be expected through progress in
Bangladesh's export diversification efforts. Nevertheless, jute will continue
to dominate the export ledger over the SFYP period. In this sector, exchange
rate policy and international price trends are adequate and favorable for the
moment. A 15 percent decline in jute export prices can be expected in FY81
but the increase in oil prices should permit jute to compete sufficiently
effectively with synthetics over the long run to enable jute exports to main-
tain current levels (in real terms) and perhaps even show some modest growth.
Problems continue in adjusting domestic pricing policy to the changes in sup-
ply due to weather variation and avoiding the wide fluctuations in price which
have characterized revent years. A jute buffer stock may be worthy of consid-
eration in order to produce stable and adequate raw jute supplies.

42. While Bangladesh's export efforts should not be expected to show
great results in the next five years, Bangladesh should be in a good, albeit
not excellent, position to launch a viable export drive. Low-wage labor is
readily available. There is a considerable degree of commercial, and even
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industrial, experience in the private sector. Banking services are reasonably
well-developed and experienced. The policy framework is good, although more
could be done. An Export Performance Licensing Scheme, and an Export Promo-
tion Bureau, have been established and the latter institution has shown good
progress. An Export Processing Zone has been started in Chittagong. Rebates,
tax reductions, subsidies and preferential financing rates are available, but
could be improved. Yet, an acceleration in manufacturing exports has occurred
in only a few instances.

43. The real problem seems to be that potential manufacturers, in both
the public and private sectors, don't really know what they ought to make,
or how to market Lt. Another difficulty, discussed separately in this paper,
is the continued reluctance of the private sector to respond to Government
attempts to revitalize it. As for demand and marketing, something must be
done to provide more effective export promotion services. Knowledge of inter-
national opportunities must be expanded. Entrepreneurs should be granted
easier access to foreign exchange to acquaint themselves with products and
potential customers abroad. In this respect, studies launched or planned
under the Export Development Program agreed in connection with IDA Import
Credits should help to identify new product lines. More attention should be
given to possibilities for industries based on the processing of imported raw
materials.

44. Exchange rate policy is reasonably adequate. A major improvement
occurred with the 1975 devaluation. Since then the Government has shown a
readiness to make repeated marginal adjustments to keep the rate appropriate.
A series of "mini-devaluations" in 1979 preceded a standby agreement with the
IMF.

E. Effectiveness of Programs Aimed at the Alleviation of Poverty

45. This is perhaps the area of Government strategy which is the most
difficult to evaluate. There is no doubt that the Government's intentions are
good, in the sense of setting targets and establishing priorities. The SFYP
Guidelines cover the basic needs adequately in terms of goals: food self-
sufficiency by FY-85; achieving universal primary education by 1990 or earlier;
electritication or all villages by 1987 and 60 percent by FY85; provision of
safe water supplies in all villages by FY85; construction of housing for the
urban workers. But even to make a good start towards attaining all these
targets will strain the human and financial resources of the country.

46. The starting point is certainly discouraging. Poverty levels are
bad and may be getting worse. It is estimated that 75 percent of the rural
population and 55 percent of the urban population are below the TsillEe
poverty line. Data show that landlessness and sharecropping are on the rise,
and that nutrition levels are failing. In a bad crop year (and usually in
the year that follows, for example FY79 and FY80), per capita consumption of
foodgrains falls below even the controversially low Government "minimum" level
of 15.5 ounces per day, in spite of massive food imports. The data base is
admittedly bad, but the trend seems to be there. The one slightly optimistic
resul t of recent stud ies is that employment in rural industries may be higher
zhan had previously been thought.
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47. Although it has specified various basic needs targets, the Govern-
ment is still struggling to devise a workable program for poverty alleviation;given the enornitv of the problem, however, hope appears to rest primarilyon the expectation that the rural thrust by itself will provide employment.
The employment problem is recognized, but policies to address it are only
sugg0 ested, and then not always consistently. For instance, the Guidelines
speak of building rural and urban infrastructure through "mass participation",
but in different places the labor is described as both voluntary and involun-
tary, and paid and unpaid.

48. In the circumstances, the Government has chosen to put first priorityon increasing food supplies, Of course, if access to development possibili-
ties is captured mainly by the better off, inequality may grow and the povertyof the poor will restrict demand and thus overall growth. In Bangladesh, highlevels of agricultural growth can be achieved only if the poor have better
access to the means to increase production. But it is also true that in theabsence of fundamental land reform the "rich" must be allowed to have their
share if there is to be rapid growth. It must also be remembered that therich" farmer in Bangladesh with eight acres would be considered poor in mostother countries, and that although some large landholdings do exist, the oppor-tunities for meaningful land reform in Bangladesh (beyond improved security
of tenure and regulation of share-cropping arrangements) are limited. In acountry as poor as Bangladesh, then, the concentration on food production isas good a way as any to improve the lot of the poor, at least for the next
few years.

49. Attention must be paid, however, to ensuring that the programs
adopted do not make income distribution worse. Smaller farmers must have realaccess to modern agricultural inputs, at incentive prices; that is more likelyto happen if subsidies are reduced and supplies increased. In the current
situation of high subsidies and scarce supplies, the large farmers corner themarket, while the small farmers must pay a black market rate to get any inputsat all. Improved practices should concentrate on labor-intensive technologies.
Mechanization of farming should be adopted only where it increases employment
(as with irrigation) and not when it is labor-displacing (as with mechanized
harvesting). There are some recent data to show that increased production byitself will help to ease the problems of the poor. The employment elasticity
of foodgrain production has been estimated as high as .5, if processing,transportation, and marketing activities are included. So the emphasis on arapid increase in food production, for its own sake, seems to be an appro-
priate first line attack on poverty in Bangladesh, so long as the policies
adopted do not discriminate against the poor and the landless. The use of
labor intensive rural works in increasing agricultural production opportuni-
ties while alleviating poverty should be expanded, with improved direction
and complementary investments to make the rural works more productive.

F. Effectiveness of Bangladesh's Population Control Program

50. The basic population situation in Bangladesh is well known. Thepopulation is estimated to be about 89.1 million as of January 1, 1980 1/
1/ Based on population estimate in Bangladesh: Staff Appraisal of a

Second Population and Family Health Project, Report No. 2323-BD,
May 16, 1979.
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and to be growing at a rate which is 2.5 percent per annum at least and is
declining slowly, if at all. (Basic data are given in Attachment 5). The
implications are staggering for the standard of living, employment, meeting
basic needs, land ownership, and indeed every aspect of life in the country.

51. The Government's official target now is to reduce fertility to the
replacement level by 1990. This represents a slight backing off from the
earlier target, which was to reach that level by 1985. To call even the
more modest target extremely ambitious is an understatement. Reaching it
would require a rate of progress greater than that achieved in any other
developing country, even those whose economic and social development offered
much more favorable environments. While it might not be demographically
impossible if draconian measures were adopted, it is inconceivable in the
light of past experiance on the Indian subcontinent, of the religious makeup
of the population, and most of all, the slow pace of performance of the family
planning program to date.

52. In some ways, the foundations for a sound program have been laid.
A large cadre of field workers has been hired, trained, and put in place.
Demand for services is increasing due in part to the efforts financed under
the first IDA population project. There are data to show that the number of
acceptors is increasing, but there is little evidence yet to demonstrate that
fertility is declining. The truth is that the program isn't working well
because the Eeld workers don't work well.

53. Why this is so is a matter of some dispute. There are still those
who say it is unrealistic to expect female workers in a Muslim country to do
the kind of daily trekking around which is required. Others point to the in-
adequacies of training, lack of technical supervision, and inadequate logis-
tical support. But one of the principal reasons is that there has been no
real effort made to enforce discipline upon the field staff. This is acknow-
ledged by high level members of the Government and administration, but so far
they have either lacked the power, or the will, to do anything about it. Much
of the energy of upper and middle echelon managers has been absorbed in in-
ternal squabbles, among themselves and with the Health services, for control
of resources. Senior officials said the situation would change when the
President had secured his political position; that he would take over, and
reform the cadre of workers as he had reformed the army, and force them to
work. This has not yet proved to be the case; so far, directives to "do better"
have not addressed the real problems. A set of measures designed to increase
the performance of field level workers was agreed during negotiations of the
Second Population Project; it remains to be seen whether these will address
and correct the real factors which underlie the present torpid working pace.
Particularly close supervision by IDA and the other major donors is envisaged
to keep track of progress under an agreed timetable of key project activities.

54. The Government's ability to turn this program around will be another
key test of its seriousness under the SPYP. It is widely accepted that the
efficient delivery of services is the primary task, but this is exactly where
the program fails now. Progress will depend in part on the Government's
willingness to devote greater resources to family planning. In financial
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terms, the costs of the program through FY85, partly financed by IDA's Second
Population Project, will require an increase in the sector's share of develop-
ment expenditure, and of current expenditure levels. Managerial resources
will be at least as important. More and better staff at upper and inter-
mediate levels will have to spend more time on training and supervising in
the field the workers who constitute the primary contact with the populace.

G. Evaluation of Absorptive Capacity

55. The description of some of the factors inhibiting execution of agri-
cultural and family planning programs demonstrates that a dramatic improvement
in absorptive capacity is needed. Performance in project preparation and
implementation is a reasonable proxy for this criterion. Bangladesh needs
to make considerable progress in this respect if there is to be any chance of
approaching the levels of external resource transfer envisaged in preliminary
SFYP projections, or indeed if there is to be any real increase in the rate

of growth of the economy. Project aid disbursement is a rough indicator
of such progress, and the record shows significant recent improvement. Dis-
bursement of foreign project aid (in current US dollars) increased by 41 per-

cent in FY79 to $357 million as compared to $254 million in FY78 and $147 mil-
Lion in FY77. Total Government "development expenditures" also increased by
about 40 percent in FY79. Some caution is needed in interpreting this result

since some current expenditures, such as the fertilizer subsidy, are classi-

fied as developmental. Nevertheless the increase in development expenditure

is estimated to be real and significant.

56. Disbursement on IDA projects (excluding program credits) also has

shown significant progress, increasing to over $56 million in FY79 as com-

pared to $38 million in FY78 and about $25 million in FY75, 76, and 77. Dis-

bursement as a percentage of the amount outstanding at the beginning of the

year reached the respectable level of 19 percent in FY79 as compared to 14

percent in FY78 and 10 percent in FY77. The pipeline is also in better shape
now, although it is still thin. The pipeline development may owe less to the
Government's project preparation capacity than it does to IDA staff work,
technical assistance financed by external agencies including IDA, and inputs
from other agencies such as the FAO/CP; nevertheless, the cooperation given to
such efforts has shown significant improvement, without which these efforts
would have continued to founder. While credit must be given to Bangladesh for
the improving trend in disbursements, much more could and must be done to
achieve higher levels. Some of the continuing constraints to absorptive
capacity in Bangladesh are discussed in the following paragraphs.
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59. Once projects are prepared, approved, and funded, there is no ade-
quate mechanism for control and monitoring of physical and financial pro-
gress. This is true of individual projects, organizations, and the Government
as a whole. The Project Implementation Bureau, originally created for this
purpose, has not functioned effectively. It was never given the power to
order corrective action, and it became a recipient of hastily prepared,
incomplete progress reports which were not taken seriously. During the first
years of the current Government, it became too closely associated with the
Martial Law apparatus and lost its credibility with civil servants; it is
questionable whether it can now obtain the confidence of the bureaucrats.
An important task of the SFYP period will be to establish some other control
and monitoring mechanism; this will have to include the establishment some-
where in the administration of a focus of power which can direct corrective
action once problems are identified. Given the lack of experience in this
field and overall manpower constraints, it will probably be best to begin in
a limited way.

60. Social. We have inadequate knowledge of how local power structures
in the rural areas of Bangladesh affect the development effort. It does
appear that there is little village cohesion. Villages seem to be divided
into several factions, often very antagonistic to each other. The factions
each appear to be headed by a better off village member and include dependents
loyal to the faction leader based upon his providing protection, access to
Government benefits, loans and other financial support. In this atmosphere
of factional competition, efforts to form village wide institutions (such
as cooperatives) are likely to fail; those in control of a pump may be
unwilling to share the water with farmers belonging to another faction.

61. Financial. At the current, inadequate, levels of development ex-
penditure, available resources are already spread too thinly over too many
projects. In the SFYP period, it will be essential to restrict the project
list to the real priorities. Unfortunately, the prospects for this are
uncertain. Efforts to prune the list in the TYP have had meager results.

62. The Government economic ministries (Planning and Finance) appear
to lack the ability to exercise strict control to ensure that only high
priority schemes are financed. The Government in general seems to be unable
to rank priorities - everything seems to be highest prioricy. All ministries

are seeking, and seem to think they have, the President's support for all of
their pet projects, especially the large and newsworthy ones. The chaotic
process of plan preparation in recent months has contributed to the problem.
In the absence of a macroeconomic framework, or sectoral investment targets,
ministries were in effect asked to submit their shopping lists and thus

encouraged to shoot for the moon. The danger is that if unpopular choices

are not made, the problem of too little money to finance too many projects

will become even worse than it is now.

63. Private Sector. Since independence - and the nationalization of

most industrial assets, banks, and service industries - the private sector has

played a very limited role in capital formation in Bangladesh. In accelerat-

ing the rate or investment as planned, the private sector cquld be a substan-

tial instrument for mobilizing and utilizing resources. President Rahman's
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Government has made some significant moves in this direction (see paragraph
13). While response of the private sector to new opportunities in such fields
as fertilizer distribution and pump maintenance has been reasonably good,
progress in new manufacturing investment has been slow. Private sector repre-
sentatives are reluctant to articulate their reservations, but these seem
to boil down to not trusting the Government. They don't accept assurances
that there will be no more nationalizations; they say they would be more
likely to do so if the Government returned some assets to former owners. They
aren't sure the Government is really serious about a big role for the private
sector, and they note that whenever something comes to the test the advocates
of the public sector seem to have more favor. They argue that they aren't
clear which kinds of manufacturing the Government would like them to pursue,
but that in any case the areas which are open to the private sector, or to
"joint ventures", are too narrow to allow room for a major expansion of
private activity.

64. The task for the future will be for the Government to show its bona
fides by meeting some of these points. An attempt should be made to define
some precise areas in important and financially attractive sectors where
private investment should be directed. It may prove necessary to reduce
the sectors restricted to or requiring public sector investment, or indeed
to reserve some sectors for private investment. The proposal (recently
approved for negotiations by IFC) for an investment promotion company for
the private sector is expected also to be helpful in encouraging the pri-
vate sector to invest and in identifying and preparing suitable projects.

65. Administration and Manpower. Underlying most of the other absorp-
tive capacity problems is the shortage of trained and competent administrators.
The reward structure in ministries and agencies as well as in public sector

corporations is not geared to give managers incentives to run their operations
efficiently. In the public enterprise sector, salaries are not allowed to
reflect good performance; and within the Government salary levels are-not
sufficiently competitive to attract enough first rate individuals. Promotion
is based almost entirely on seniority, and not on merit. The results are well
known: even amongst the competent, complacency and corruption are common.

66. Training is another problem. There is no real_program to develop c
the large cadre of trained personnel needed at all levels of government and
public enterprise. Taining is also a problem in terms of technicians and
skilled workers. Even where personnel development schemes exist, they are
generally inadequate. Emigration of skilled workers, especially to the Middle
East, has put a further strain on the already meager manpower resources.
While the foreign exchange revenues sent back have become a significant and

useful "plus factor" in the balance of payments, the tradeoffs in this area

need to be more closely studied than the Government has done in the past.

67. The President has recognized the existence of the administrative

problem, at least to some extent. He seems to have become exasperated by the
senior levels of the civil service. Frustrated by their doubts and questions

about some of his targets, and the lack of immediate action and success on

some of his programs, he appears to attribute blame to the civil service for
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lack of dynamism and for opposition to his goals. So he is deliberately try-
ing to break the hold on senior positions of the old Civil Service of Pakistan
(CSP) generalist cadres who have dominated for so many years under the system
inherited from the British. He is trying to give a bigger role to technocrats
from the other streams of the civil service and from outside, including the
military. Many middle level CSP managers, i.e. at the Joint and Deputy Secre-
tary levels, have been told they can no longer expect to make it to the top.

68. It would be an important achievement if the President could break
the grip of the corrupt, the complacent, and the mediocre on so much of the
public administration. But attainment of his praiseworthy objective is
threatened by serious risks in execution. His campaign seems to be demoral-
izing much of the bureaucracy. This may produce less rather than more action.
In the absence of changes in the incentive and promotion system, it may be the
best who choose to leave government service and the worst who lumber on.

IV. ASSESSMENT OF BANGLADESH'S EXTERNAL ASSISTANCE REQUIREMENTS

69. The official government target for aid disbursement during the SFYP
is likely to be 39-10 billion in FY80 prices. Gross disbursements reached $1
billion in FY79, and are projected to be $1.45 1/ billion in FY80 and $1.7
billion in FY81 (in current prices). If a rate of increase of 10 percent
could be sustained, disbursements would be about $2.25 billion in FY85 and
a figure between $9 and $10 million for the five years would be reached. It
is possible that this could be done, but it would require a great effort to
overcome the absorptive capacity constraints enumerated in the previous section.
A major complication will be caused by the changing composition of aid flows.
The record of previous years makes it extremely difficult to project the future,
While a significant positive trend appears to have been established for project

aid disbursements (see paragraph 55) there have been wide fluctuations on

a yearly basis in the other major categories of aid - food and commodity aid.

While no clear trend lines are derivable from past experience, some general-

izations are possible, and it is possible also to draw some valid conclusions

from them.

70. Food aid will decline if the food production program is successful.

Disbursements of program and project aid thus will have to grow at rates

faster than the overall rate. Disbursements on food aid have been roughly 25

percent of the total in recent years. If self-sufficiency in food is achieved

and food aid disappears, disbursements of program and project aid combined

would have to grow at an annual rate of about 20 percent in real terms, com-

pared to less than 5 percent per annum over the last 5 years. (In real terms

project aid disbursement has increased at an average race of about 8 percent

per year, while non-food commodity aid has shown no increase in real terms

1/ This substantial increase over FY79 reflects largely the effect of

inflation ($150 million) and the 140 percent increase in real terms

of food aid disbursements in FY80 (i.e., roughly $135 million). Proj-

ect disbursements grew by 15 percent in real terms while non-food

commodity aid disbursements grew at only 2 percent.
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between FY75 and FY79). Further, if investment strategy is successfully
centered on agriculture, imported capital goods will decline as a percentage
of the total. The shares of local currency and commodity financing will have
to increase.

71. Another limiting factor will be the willingness of donors to "foot
the bill". The scenario in the recent IDA report on domestic resource mobil-
ization assumed that aid might continue to finance 10 percent of GDP and 50
percent of investment. The Government's scenario assumes that external
finance will cover 70-80 percent of public investment. That would mean that
aid disbursements would grow to about L5 percent fGDP. It is questionable
whether this would be accepted.

72. Given all these considerations - the doubtful absorptive capacity,
seen in the context of the extremely rapid growth rates which would be needed
in program and project aid, and the burden which aid donors would have to bear,
it might be more realistic to plan on a more modest, but still ambitious,
target. $8 billion in disbursements over the SFYP period would be more
realistic, and would imply annual rates of growth of about 6-7 percent over-
all and about 11-12 percent in project and program aid in real terms.

73. An unknown quantity, which might assist Bangladesh in reaching the
higher level in spite of existing obstacles, is the amount of aid it will be
able to attract from Arab countries, which are now outside the Bangladesh Aid
Group. It is hard to guess what may happen. Aid flows from this source have
increased in the last few years, but in a very sporadic way. The form of aid
has also varied widely - from cash donations, to financing of projects that
other donors were not willing to take up. Fitting aid from the Arab world
into the overall framework will pose a difficult problem in aid coordination
during the SFYP.

V. IDA'S ASSISTANCE STRATEGY AND PLAN

A. Strategy

74. This paper has presented a frank assessment of the Government of
Bangladesh's development strategy and plans. While there has been significant
progress in Bangladesh's economic performance and in its absorptive capacity,
implementation remains a problem. Moreover, while the Government's objectives
are generally correct in emphasis, its targets are unrealistic and there is
as yet no thought-out strategy or plan to achieve Chem. IDA's role for the
next few years, as an individual aid giver and as leader of the Bangladesh Aid
Group, will be delicate.

75. The essence of the strategy proposed here is simple. Since it makes
sense for Bangladesh to give high priority to increasing the production of
food, IDA's economic work and lending program should concentrate on helping
the country prepare and implement a concrete, detailed food plan. Such a plan
would include action programs for the provision of inputs, specific projects
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and timetables, detailed elaboration of the necessary investments for comple-

mentary infrastructure, and precise policy measures. To ensure that agricul-
tural investment targets would be consistent with available resources, we
should also require that the Government prepare (and we should be ready to
help) a two or three year financial resource plan, including especially a
targeted contribution of domestic resources, again supported by a specific
delineation of the required policy actions. Finally, we should try to assist
the Government in improving its implementation capability and thus its absorp-
tive capacity.

76. The existing approved levels of IDA lending are significantly below
the levels justified by Bangladesh's poverty and populaton. They represent
a deliberate reduction of Bangladesh's share of IDA resources below the level
of about 10 percent justified by the DPS guidelines. This policy was estab-

lished, and has been maintained, through years when Bangladesh's implementation
capacity and economic policies were significantly worse than they are today.
While problems remain, the Region believes that continuation of recent improve-
ments would justify progressively increasing Bangladesh's share of IDA resources
from the roughly 8 percent shown in the current matrix to the level provided

in the DPS guidelines.

77. Progress in three areas (improved absorptive capacity, appropriate

investment strategies, and domestic revenue mobilization) should be the basis

for establishing criteria for monitoring and evaluating the Government's per-
formance. Criteria are proposed in paragraphs 98-103. It is recommended
that the Government should be informed of the precise nature of the evaluation
criteria and that increased levels of lending (up to about 10 percent of IDA

resources) can be expected if the evaluation criteria are met. The Government

should also be warned that failure to maintain recently achieved progress

would result in a reduction in its share of IDA resources.

78. Aid Coordination. As Chairman of the Bangladesh Aid Group, we will

be asked by other donors what attitude to take towards the ambitious goals

of the Government. We should indicate to them the strategy which we ourselves

intend to follow. Reporting to the Aid Group should focus on the Government's

progress in meeting IDA's evaluation criteria, as a measure of whether the

Bangladesh development program justified enhanced international aid flows.

The donor community should be urged to provide aid commensurate in quality to

IDA's, in terms of commodity and local currency financing, and untying.

79. A special effort should be made to influence the project financing

activities of other donors. Our advice to them should be as specific as to

the Government in exercising selectivity to make sure that only the highest

priority projects are supported. The Aid Group forum should be used much

more than in the past to discuss and coordinate project financing. A start

has been made already by using meetings of local representatives, in Dacca,
to review specific sectors and subsectors. This should be expanded, with the

intention of guiding investments in the right direction. Consideration should

be given to the preparation of papers for such meetings, and greater partici-

pation in them, by headquarters staff. The Resident Mission has also made

a start in collecting and disseminating information on who is doing, or being

asked to do, what. This should be intensified.
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SO. The Arab States and Funds present a special problem. They are not
now members of the Aid Group, and show no interest in joining. Some of them
came to earlier meetings, but they did not like the emphasis on discussing the
Government's economic programs and performance. They expected more in the
way of being told how much tinance was needed, and especially for what pur-
pose, than in criticism (as they saw it) of the aid recipient they were being
asked to help. It is precisely the kind of aid coordination they sought -
helping to select appropriate applications of funds - that has been identified
above as deserving increased attention in the Aid Group. It is doubtful,
however, that the Arabs can be persuaded to join or rejoin the Aid Group.
Other ways will have to be found to improve our dialogue with them, although
it should be recognized that they and the Government of Bangladesh may resist
attempts to include them in aid coordination. In the past, the Arabs have
shown a tendency to finance dinosaurs and it is important to try to steer them
away from such projects in the future. There have been some recent signs that
they welcome and will heed such advice. This indicates the direction our
future efforts should take: we should try to increase our bilateral contacts
with them, and help them to answer the questions - what to finance and how
much - that are important to them. It might also be possible to get them to
associate a little more closely with the rest of the donor community, perhaps
by attending some of the more informal meetings of the local representatives
in Dacca when these kinds of questions are discussed.

B. IDA Assistance Plan

Amount of Lending

81. As stated above, the Region recommends that Bangladesh's share of
IDA resources be maintained at its current level of about 8 percent of IDA
resources as authorized under the current matrix. However, if current pro-
gress should continue, based upon the criteria described in Section C below,
the Region would recommend in its next CPP a progressive increase in Bangla-
desh's share of IDA resources to the level indicated by DPS guidelines, that
is, up to about 10 percent of IDA resources.

Lending Program

82. General. Support for the agricultural sector should be the corner-
stone of project lending, based upon the medium-term crop production plan.
The Region recommends that at least 35 percent of the lending program should
go for projects in the agricultural sector. About 20 percent should go to
program lending required to provide imports to permit increased utilization
of Bangladesh's existing productive facilities. About one third of this pro-
gram lending would be expected to be directed to imports of agricultural inputs
or of spare parts and raw materials for industries serving agriculture (e.g.
fertilizer manufacture) or processing agricultural products (e.g. jute). The
remainder of the lending program, roughly 45%, would be allocated to projects
selected to:

(a) provide the infrastructure to support the agricultural thrust
of the SFYP (e.g. manufacture of fertilizer and transport of
agricultural inputs or commodities);
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(b) reduce population growth or provide basic human needs (e.g.
water supply, primary education, textiles);

(c) strengthen the private sector and/or reduce the balance of
payments gap; and

(d) improve project implementation and preparation capacity (e.g.
vocational and management training, technical assistance).

83. Agriculture. The central thrust should be to provide the inputs
required to support HYV grain production: irrigation, fertilizer, pesticides,
seeds, extension and research. As noted above some of the required imports
will be supported through program lending. As the food production strategy
will depend in large measure upon increases in imported inputs (at least at
the outset), it will be essential to assure adequate supplies; program
credits can supplement project lending in accomplishing this. In the field
of irrigation, to the maximum extent possible we will support expansion of
irrigation through low-lift pumps and tubewells. In line with our support of
an increased role for the private sector, we would expect to finance most of
this type of equipment in the future (with the possible exception of deep
tubewells) through agricultural credit projects. A first phase credit project
is currently being prepared for FY81 and we would expect to continue work to
strengthen the credit institutions to enable them to undertake an increasing
load. We would also support civil works irrigation projects of the kind
normally carried out by the Water Development Board (WDB) with emphasis on low
costs per acre. In Attachment I, these are divided into four types of such
projects:

(a) Small Scale Drainage and Flood Control. As with the FY80
project, these would provide structures for rural works done
under other programs such as Food for Work.

(b) Sector Credits. Collections of very small scale subprojects
to be appraised in a DFC-type operation by WDB.

(c) Drainage and Flood Control. As with the FY79 project, cover-
age of a small number of medium-sized (approximately $5-10
million each) subprojects.

(d) "Large Scale" Projects. Schemes whose components would be
similar to one of the other categories but which for other
reasons, e.g. geographic or political, it will be useful to
finance separately. The Government's Barisal/Patuakhali
project (a lot of minor irrigation disguised as a regional
development project) is a good example.

We will attempt to establish criteria which would guarantee large-scale parti-
cipation of small farmers. Finally we will be working to develop methods to
improve che efficiency of existing irrigation resources and hope to prepare
a command area development scheme to demonstrate methods for use in future
irrigation projects.
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84. In addition, there would be a few projects designed to support
high priority agricultural development outside the foodgrain sector (e.g. jute
and fisheries). In connection with our recent report on Food Policy Issues,we would try to reach agreement with the Government on the improvements in the
foodgrain pricing, marketing and distribution systems. In this context we
would expect to finance additional grain storage and perhaps driers and market-
ing facilities. Finally we would expect to finance agricultural training
facilities to increase the supply of manpower required for the various projects.

85. Program Lending. Bangladesh will need continued program assistance
because of the gross inadequacy of its domestic savings to finance its invest-
ment and the equal inadequacy of its export earnings. A large inflow of exter-
nal capital is required merely to achieve a very modest growth of per-capita
income. At present, national savings constitute about 3 percent of GDP. Thus,
although investment is quite inadequate at around 14 percent of GDP, external
assistance is financing about 80 percent of that. In the public sector, for-
eign capital, directly and indirectly in the form of counterpart funds gene-
rated by commodity aid, contributes about 75 percent of the development budget.

86. The corollary of this savings/investment disequilibrium is a simi-
larly severe imbalance in the country's external payments position. A marked
shift in the terms of trade against Bangladesh, that began in 1973, further
exacerbated an already very difficult situation as world prices for jute and
tea, which together make up about 70 percent of the country's exports, weakened
while essential imports of energy, food and fertilizer became considerably
more expensive. Export earnings in FY79 were equivalent to about 38 percent
of imports (up from 30 percent in 1975) but would have financed only about
35 percent if not for delays in receipt of normal food imports. The share of
capital goods in total merchandise imports has increased to 24 percent as
contrasted to 12 percent in 1975. However, this is still inadequate. The
remainder consisted of food (16 percent, but likely to increase temporarily to
30 percent in FY80), other essential consumer goods (18 percent), fertilizer
(8 percent), industrial raw materials (22 percent), and petroleum products (12
percent).

87. These structural characteristics, both internal and external, make
it impossible to transfer to Bangladesh the amount of external assistance-re-
quired to sustain a modest rate of growth by means of project financing alone,even if it includes a substantial provision for financing local currency ex-
penditures. It is generally recognized that there are limits to the extent
that the components of a country's development or investment program can be
formed into projects suitable for external financing. Usually, it is not pos-
sible to push the share of projects beyond one half the total program. As
external financing rarely goes beyond 70 percent of total project cost, the
limits of project financing are usually reached when it approaches an amount
equivalent to 35-40 percent of total development or investment expenditures.
In Bangladesh the limit may be lower, because of the relatively small propor-
tion of large projects, and because of the still limited administrative capa-
city for project formulation.

88. Similar structural constraints exist in the composition of imports.
Export earnings, after covering service payments, including debt service,
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are sufficient only to finance about 55 percent of imports other than food
and capital goods. Without program assistance to finance imports of general
commodities, the supply of non-agricultural goods to the economy would be
reduced greatly. In particular, production in the industrial sector, which
provides commodities essential to the livelihood of the population and to
exports and which constitutes the beginning of the productive base on which
the economic future will depend, would be reduced substantially.

89. Despite the fact that the case for program lending in Bangladesh is
based on structural problems, we do not expect to be able to propose "struc-
tural adjustment" lending for Bangladesh in the immediate future. We have had
considerable success in affecting short term policy decisions, but it will be
more difficult to achieve agreement on a broad package of longer term policies;
also, the nature of the problems is so fundamental that it will be very diff -
cult to formulate a comprehensive program to overcome them, but we propose to
work in this direction. Consequently, at least the next few credits are expec-
ted to focus on shorter-term economic issues. As noted in paragraph 72, if
Bangladesh succeeds in substantially increasing its foodgrain production,
reducing the need for food aid, the rate of growth of program and project
assistance will have to increase by about 6-7 percent per year in real terms
to produce the $8 billion of external assistance included in our projections.
Even assuming a 15 percent per year increase in project disbursements, programs
assistance would have to grow by about 5 percent per year in real terms and
about 14 percent per year in current terms. For the above reasons, we recom-
mend that, assuming reasonably good performance, we should at a minimum main-
tain program lending at the $75 million per year average of the past and we
should urge other donors to increase their program assistance. For FY81 we
intend to make the proposed $50 million credit 1/ conditional upon reaching
agreement on policy improvements in agricultural production and food distribu-
tion, building on our work on the medium-term crop production plan and on our
recent report on food policy issues. For subsequent years we would expect to
make our lending conditional upon similar improvements in sectoral or macro-
economic policies, possibly focussing on domestic resource mobilization. If
it should be possible to reach agreement on a set of basic policy changes
suitable to form the justification for a structural adjustment credit, we
would propose at that time that additional program credit resources, beyond
what is currently proposed, be made available to Bangladesh. Further, if
sufficient progress is made on economic management in general or towards a
structural adjustment program, we may request an additional program credit
toward the end of FYbl.

90. Supporting Infrastructure. This category would comprise projects
needed to facilitate or complement the agricultural sector push and to reduce

1/ As stated, approved levels of program lending have been S75 million per
annum. In FY79, the Region requested additional program lending for
fertilizer. It was decided that two $25 million fertilizer credits
could be made in FY79 and 80, but that total program Lending could not
be increased. As the FY79 program credit had already been signed for
$75 million, this meant that the FY80 and FY81 program credits had to
be reduced to $50 million.
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bottlenecks interfering with the economy's overall performance. In transport-
ation, for example, improvements are required to facilitate the movement of
agricultural inputs and to bring the products to market. There would be
projects for rural roads (farm to market roads in particular) and minor inland
waterways (channel improvements, terminals, etc. in rural areas). With respect
to the main transportation arteries, we would concentrate on removing key
bottlenecks, improving the maintenance of facilities or augmenting services,
and not on major new capital investments. Assistance to private sector truck
and barge operators to increase their capacity would be provided through our
DFC or small industry credits. In the power sector we would concentrate on
rural electrification or on areas where increasing generation or distribution
would be required to support ongoing bilaterally financed rural electrifica-
tion programs or where frequent breakdowns have been a major impediment to
utilization of existing industrial capacity. Education as a sector would fit
partially into the "supporting infrastructure" category and partially in
the other categories. Primary education, management and public administration
training, and especially training of workers for agricultural support services
and rural industries should be emphasized. In the industrial sector support-
ing infrastructure would include fertilizer production and small and cottage
industry projects designed to reach rural industry. As evident from the
description of civil works irrigation projects above and supporting infra-
structure transport projects, rural works will constitute a major element
of the investment to be supported through project lending. Most of what would
normally be included in a "Rural Works Project" will be covered in this way,
but it may be necessary to develop specific new projects if key facilities,
e.g. markets, are left out.

91. Basic Needs. Paramount here should be support of the "equal number
one' priority sector: population control. We would expect, as in the case of
the first two population credits, that we could attract bilateral financing
amounting to two to three times the amount of our credit. The proposed third
population project would be expected to finance a time slice of the Government's
population program, with emphasis on increasing the number and efficiency of
field staff and the development of appropriate supporting facilities and
services. Primary education financing would begin in FY81 with a 40 thana
project designed to demonstrate methods for improving both quality and cover-
age within affordable costs. Another main concern would be for supply of safe
water and sewerage facilities, with our attention widening to include smaller
towns and even villages as well as major urban centers. Finally we would try
to improve the efficiency of the existing textile facilities, with emphasis on
the production of yarn for the handloom sector.

92. Other. In addition to the above, some projects are proposed because
of their contribution to strengthening the Government's project planning and
implementation capacity, strengthening the private sector, or reducing the
balance of payments gap. Technical assistance should be provided for planning
improvement, project preparation, and project implementation. Management and
civil service training in our education lending would also support this goal.
DFC and small industry lending would be directed towards creating a strong
private sector. Specific larger scale industry lending (i.e., for cement or
rayon) may also be proposed if feasible projects can be found to assist in
reducing the balance of payments gap. Similarly oil and gas investments would
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reduce requirements for imports as well as (in the case of gas) providing
feedstock for the fertilizer industry. If appropriate institutional improve-
ments can be achieved, some telecommunications investment would be useful in
improving the Government's ability to manage and monitor project implementation.

93. Local Cost Financing and Cofinancing. Financing of expenditures in
local currency will continue to be justified, but there is no need to change
the guideline adopted in the last management review: IDA financing now covers
75 percent of total costs net of taxes and duties, except where there are
special project circumstances or when foreign costs exceed 75 percent of the
total, in which case IDA financing covers either all foreign costs or up to
90 percent of total costs. The Region recommends, however, that the "special
project circumstances" exception be flexibly interpreted, so as to allow high
percentages of financing if it appears that this will be helpful in securing
Government acceptance of important policy changes.

94. The Region intends to pursue cofinancing possibilities more actively,
especially with Arab sources, in order to achieve better coordination of aid
in support of appropriate strategies and projects. In such cases IDA will re-
duce its own share of project financing in order to accommodate other donors,
but also should be prepared to have external financing from all sources cover
up to 100 percent of total costs (net of taxes and duties) for high priority
projects.

Economic and Sector Work Program

95. In addition to meeting to needs of the Aid Group, the economic and
sector work program should have two main objectives. The first should be to
provide support for the IDA Assistance Plan. The second should be to provide
the basis for a policy dialogue with the Government; the dialogue itself
should concentrate on helping the Government to overcome its problems in
planning and to develop suitable policies to pursue appropriate goals. These
two objectives will overlap to some extent. Within them, we should concen-
trate most of our efforts on a few main subjects, including especially those
on which we have already done considerable work. Experience shows that we
have the best results in terms of influencing policy when we hammer away year
after year on the same points. Eventually, the message gets across. The need
for a particular action is usually recognized by those in Bangladesh nearest
the issue, but persistent persuasion on our part helps to get difficult
decisions taken.

96. To support IDA's lending strategy, there will be, initially, two
main tasks. First, we should build on the work done on preparing a medium-
term foodgrain production plan, and help the Government draw up an implemen-
tation program, with detailed policies, projects, and time-bound ph,sical and
financial targets, for the food production effort. Second, we should assist
in the delineation of a domestic resource mobilization strategy, again with
specific targets for achievement as well as agreed policy directions. This
should start with a realistic financing plan, which is a necessary base for
considering resource needs.
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97. Both of these tasks will also support our general economic policy
dialogue with the Government and help to provide the economic program under-
pinning our program lending. When these are well underway, we should broaden
our attention. We should seek eventually to help the Government produce a
plan implementation program for the entire SFYP. On the policy side, we
should try to fill in major gaps, especially in the area of poverty allevia-
tion. Some of the missing links we should address are: how to match big
increases in food production with employment and income generation for the
poor; how to build up rural industries; and how to revitalize the private
sector and build up exports.

C. Targets for Monitoring the Government's Development Effort

98. In the discussion in the preceding sections of this paper of Bangla-
desh's objectives, and assessment of their appropriateness and the effective-
ness of the Government's pursuit of them, a number of critical points have
emerged, where the Government's efforts will be vital to the success of its
development program. These clearly suggest themselves as providing suitable
subjects for formulating measures which can be used to evaluate the adequacy
of the country's performance and its eligibility for higher levels of IDA
lending.

99. Improved Absorptive Capacity. Further improvements in project imple-
mentation are needed. There are still important areas where Government per-
formance is poor - procurement, appointment of consultants, adequate and

timely funding. While the main effort here must be the Government's, IDA

should be willing to provide assistance in improving project execution
capability. Admittedly, we have not been immediately successful when we have

tried to do this in the past, through technical assistance. In spite of the

support of some civil servants, resistance from most of the Government was

strong enough to delay implementation of some recommendations and to defeat

some technical assistance proposals entirely. However, some of our institu-
tional interventions, particularly in the agricultural sector, appear to have

borne fruit in readiness to look at institutional problems (e.g. the role of

BADC, the types of projects financed by WDB, the need for decentralization

withn the jute industry) and to take corrective action. Similar efforts_to
assist in planning have been failures, so far. However, the new Minister of

Planning, who has the personal backing of the President, says he is willing

to try again. Because of the importance of the task, we must do the same.

Our strategy should be to build up project execution capabilities in the short

term. This should include:

(a) building project preparation cells with expatriate expertise

and btytaining Bangladeshis; and

(b) creating a monitoring and review mechanism.

It will be necessary to get the Government to change its attitude, and be more

willing to accept expatriate consultants in project execution. At the same

time, there must be a major program to train Bangladeshis. Finally, it would

be prudent to start in a limited way. Given the importance of agriculture,

and our commitment to help prepare the food plan, we should begin by trying
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to build up project preparation, planning, and monitoring mechanisms in the
agricultural ministries.

100. As noted in paragraph 56, IDA disbursements for projects increased
in FY79 to 19 percent of the amount outstanding at the beginning of the year.
Even in the absence of IDA technical assistance for implementation, it would
not be unreasonable to expect disbursement performance to improve further.
However, disbursement as a percentage of the amount outstanding at the begin-
ning of the year is an imprecise criterion dependent upon differences in the
age and sectoral composition of the portfolio. A computer program was used to
calculate expected disbursements based upon Bank wide averages by sector and
year of investment. The results indicated that Bangladesh's disbursements in
FY79 (excluding program lending) reached 86 percent of the Bank-wide average,
up from 62 percent in FY78 and even lower figures in earlier years. Continua-
tion of disbursement performance on project lending at no less than 80 percent
of the Bank wide averages by sector and year of investment would be a criterion
for judging Bangladesh's eligibility for an increased share of IDA resources,

101. Appropriate Investment Strategies. The sectoral allocations in the
annual development plans which will be the working documents of the SFYP will
have to be gradually restructured to channel more investment to agriculture
and food production. It will be hard, if not impossible, to make dramatic
changes quickly. How much it will be practical to do will be one of the real
limiting factors affecting whether or not the Government can meet its objec-
tives, but the effort will have to be made. The Region recommends that a
second criterion for judging eligibility for an increase in Bangladesh's share
of IDA resources should be annual increases in the agriculture sector's share
of investment in accordance with the targets speciffied in the Medium Term Crop
Production Plan. It would also be a criterion that the composition of agricul-
tural investment was considered by IDA to be reasonably appropriate.

102. A qualitative aspect of the general subject of making appropriate
investments could also provide a monitoring criterion. The overall project
list should be watched closely. The Government should be asked to avoid
capital intensive, long gestation projects which sensibly should be deferred
until later. It would be possible to specify some investments which are not
appropriate at this time, but it probably would be better to express this
criterion in general or illustrative terms, and tell the Government that the
exercise of discipline in this respect will be treated as a crucial test of
its seriousness and its eligibility for higher IDA allocations.

103. Domestic Resource Mobilization. The Government proposes that 20
to 30 percent of the SYFP be financed from domestic resources. This would
require substantial increases in domestic resource mobilization and prepara-
tion of a more concrete financing plan. Performance measures in the form of
quantitative targets could be unrealistic given the dependency of the economy
on year to year variations in the weather affecting crop production and upon
fluctuations in the export prices of jute and jute products. However, short
term objectives can be set each year, in coordination with the IMF, as to
measures which the Government could reasonably be expected to take to improve
domestic resource mobilization, and which under "normal" circumstances could
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reasonably be expected to result in the desired improvements. Further econo-
mic work in this field is planned to improve our ability to make specific
recommendations.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECONMENDATIONS

A. Summary Statement of Recommended Assistance Strategy

104. Bangladesh's economic performance and project preparation and imple-
mentation capacity have shown significant improvements. However, one major
area of weakness is in planning. While the priorities set forth in the SFYP
are generally correct in emphasis, the plan is expected to be a political
document providing unrealistic targets, and lacking in a set of projects and
policies to achieve its objectives. However, it would not appear to be fruit-
ful to attack the plan's targets. instead it is proposed that we continue
our efforts to assist the Government in preparing projects and policies to
increase food production as quickly as possible over the next two to three
years. We would also try to help the Government prepare a two to three year
financial resource plan to assure that the agricultural sector gets the re-
sources required to support the food production plan. Finally we would con-
tinue our efforts at assisting the Government to improve its implementation
capability and its absorptive capacity.

105. No increase in Bangladesh's share of IDA resources is proposed in
this CPP. However, if recent improvements in performance are sustained we
would expect to recommend that Bangladesh's share of IDA resources be in-
creased progressively from about 8 percent to about 10 percent of total IDA
availability. It is proposed that we inform the Government that our decision
to increase or decrease Bangladesh's share of IDA resources would be based
primarily on the following three criteria:

(a) measures to improve absorptive capacity and continued
improved implementation performance;

(b) appropriate investment strategies, particularly in the agri-
cultural sector; and

(c) domestic resource mobilization.

Program lending is proposed to be maintained at current levels averaging US$75
million per year. However, if we succeed in reaching agreement on a set of
policies justifying a structural adjustment credit, we would propose at that
time an increase in program credit financing.

106. Management's approval is requested for the above assistance strategy
and specifically for following lending economic and and sector work programs
substantially similar to those set forth in attachments 1 and 4.
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B. Next CPP

107. In about a year, in mid FY81, we should be able to determine whether
Bangladesh's recent improvements in performance have been sustained suffi-
ciently to justify an increase in lending. A short paper would be prepared
emphasizing an evaluation of the Government's progress in accordance with the
criteria described above. A more extensive evaluation, in the form of another
CPP strategy paper, should await one year's experience under the SFYP; that
is, preparation should begin early in FY82 for review in mid-FY82.
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SOCIAL INDICArDF5 DATA sam

B&~ M WIR ct CiLCFs ýÅOJUST Åý71LAý;w
- -t35T ?ýECM n721CM -t

SAIMIE &Åktr lå= illa=
ICRICLLT-14L 99.9 MST RECENT GEOGRAMC LNwKE INun

1960 1970 A ESTtMATE /b REGION c iw (M GROUP

m m CAPITA rus$) 40.0 60.0 910.0 191.1 209.6 467.3

Ex= CON5U-FTION M CAPITA

MILO~ 07 WAI EQUIVALEMT) 0 69-1 83.9 262.1

POPULATION AlYD MAL STÅå"5-llcs
POPULATION, MID-MiAR (Kr- 1=95) 51.4 68.3 81.2
4~ POPM.ATION (PER4EXT or T= ) 5.2 7.6 9.3_ 13. 16.2 114.

POPULATION plojtcZlows
po~ lolt 1-4 yul 20043 tM= IOIMS) lJL5- 0
STATIO,(ART PGPMJMOII (X=1025) 334.0
TIAR STATIONART POFUlkrIJK 1,5 RZACM 2165.0

POPULATION DNSIIT
PE21 SQ- IX- 357.0 474.0 364.0 86.6 49.4 45.3
PER SQ. R<. JIGRICULT--R&L Lum 540-0 683.0 813-0 330.2 252.0 149.0

POPULATION Act M74cAmm (PEU=r)
O-Li, TtS- "-3 46.4 46.0 44.3 43.1 45.2

15--6å Tu - 52.5 51.0 51.0 32.4 53.2 31.9
63 YRS, 11M ÅBOVE 3.2 2.6 3.0 3-1 3.3 2.3

POPULATION C201.-m RATt (PMWVM)
TOTAL 2.4 2.9 2.3 7ý å 2.4 7
c~ 6.7 6.3 14 1 iý 6 4.3

CILME IKIXTE RATZ (PEIL MODSAIM) 49.0 48.0 46.0 44.4 42.4 39.4
nuDE DEATE KATE (?EL TEOUSKM) 23-0 20.3 10.0 16.4 15.9 11.1
GROSS IZMDCCTIOX RATE 3.5 3.1 3.2 3.2 2.9 7
FAKny PLAMING

ÅCCtITURS, Ä~ ÅL (THOUSKNDS) 345.6 1103-1
usin (PEKCENT 07 -Ax&IED 8.9 7. 12-2, 13-

FOOD AND = :TION
IMEZ OF FOOD PRODUCZION

fra C"=A (1969ý71-1,00) 107-3 L01.3 98.0 99.4 98.2 99.6

PER C&PiTå SUPPLT 07
CkLORI1S (PERMM OF

e ela i M2CEb-r 5 ) eg.OLf 89.0 93-0 93.0 93.3 94.7
nrr,--:.xs ~ pu DAT) 42. 6a 58.5 36.1 U - 1 54.3

ar wKICH ~ AND = 9.2zf La ID. 1. 13.6 17.4

can-D (ACU 1_4) -tmtiLITT RATZ 29-0 25.0 23.0 19.2 ifi. 5 11-4

EVALTE
un MECTAXT AT BIXTR MAU) å2.0 43.0 47.3 49-1 49.3 14.7
ixrART MMTALITT RAtz (PER

153.0 11LO.O 103.4 68-1

ACCISS T.0 SATE WÅ= (PEWZYI 011

45.0 53.0 31.5 26- 3 34.4
13.0 15.0 63.9 58.3 37.9
47.0 55.0 20.1 L3. a 21.2

acczss TO Em=TA DISPOS&L (PE2CM
Or PVPILILATION)

,OTAL 6.0 5.0 L3-7 16.3 40.8
Ul~ 40.0 6,6.8 65.1 71. 3
RURAL 2.5 3.3 211.7

POPTATION PER FIRTSICIAN 7600.OL& 11350.0 7107.9 11396.4 6799..
POPVILATION FEEL NURSI-N:; PEýISCIM 7=30-0,ý& 33700.0 L2064-0 5532.å L522.1
PVFOIýATIION ?ER sosp-ITÅ-L RED

MTAL 11DOD.ON BIZO-Olh "30.0 2738.4 1417.1 726.3
197.3 -'72- 7

2"5. 9 14,0 4. 1.

&DMISSIC'45 PER SOS?tTAL tt:D 24.8 V-5

Ecljs:Iýc
AvljLAG7 ii:E UT EOCSZBOLD

=AL 5.3 5.4
4.9 5-i

RZIRKL 5.4 5.5

A7ELLGE ~ 2 OF ?ERSänS M ROOM
TOTAL

AURA-

AC=ý TM (?tRCENT

9 A-N 
43.1

9.9



SAsCLAZESH - SOC:Il. :NDICATCP 5AAr

RzFERE<CE CRDLTS ADXSfD ÅA GES

SAME SA7E sEx: sxIGRER
-OST RECENT GEOGRAFIC INCm>E I 1N7.

/b 1970 /b ETIMATE /b RECION /r GCL0p /d GR0UP /e

EDOCATION
ADJCSTED ENRCLL.-T RATIOS

PtRDART: CTAL. 47.0 61.0 83.0 59.5 63.3 82.7

MAU 66.0 80.0 106.0 74.9 79.1 87.3

TEMALE 26.0 42.0 60.0 43.7 48.4 75.3

SZCZiDAAT: TOTAL 9.0 19.0 i3.0 19.5 16.7 21.4

MA. 14.0 30.0 34.0 27.8 22.1 33.0

FMILE 1.0 9.0 11.0 10.0 10.2 15.3

VOCATIONAL ENROL. (Z o SECDAfl> 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.3 5.6 9.8

PUll-EACM RATIO
PRIMART .. 49.0 55.0 42.2 41.0 34.1

SECONDART .. 26.0 24.0 .. 21.7 23.4

ADULT LIErLACT RATE (PERCENT) 21.6/1 . :2.0 25.5 31.2 54-C

CoNSU?PTION
PAssNCER CALRS ?ER THU5AND

POPULATON . 0.4 0.4/i 2.3 2.8 9.3

RADIO RECEIV-ES PER -OUSAND
PFouLATION .. 6.0 .. 15.5 27.2 76.9

TV RECEVERS PER MHouSAND
PPULATION .. .. .. .. 2.4 13.3

NEWSPAPER ("AILT GENERAL
INTEST•) CRCULATION PER
71OUSAND P"PULATON .. .. 5.0 • 6.2 5.3 18.3

CTNEA ANNUAL A ENDANC FER CAPfTA .. .. .. .. i.1 2.5

LAOR FORCE

iTTAL LAOR FORCE (TOUSANDS) 18516.0 23402.0 29900.0 -

r_MALE (FERCEXr) 15.2 16.5 17.0 21. 24.8 29.2
AZRICULTI! (PERCENT) 86.8 m5.9 78.0 66.3 69.4 62.7

LNDUSTRT (P!XCLnT) 3.3 3.5 7.0 9.6 10.0 11.9

PARTIC.PATION RATE (PERCENT)
2 TAL 36.0 34.6 34.4 35.8 36.9 37.1

MALE 58.7 55.8 55.3 52.3 52.4 48.8

FLNALE 11.4 11.8 12.1 15.7 18.0 20.4

ECCNCMIC D)EPSNENCY RATO 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.4

INCOME ::5RxIBfION
PERCENT 0f ?JIVATE LNCDME
RECE1VED 8T

EIGoEST 5 PERErT OF ECCSEHOLDS 18.31 16.7/k .. 15.2

IGOOEST 20 14CT DF M0USEHOLDS 44.5 42.3/ .- -- -. 8.2

LWEST 20 PHRENT 0F HOUSEHOLDS 6. 7.97 . .. .. 6.3

LowEST 40 ?SRCENT 2F ROUSEROLDS 17.9l 19.6k .- -- .• 16.3

?OVERT TPUT TR5
£S:tCEAO AZSoLra ?UvLRTY INCOME!
LEV SS PER ^APITA)

L'RIBAk .. 110.0 86.5 99.2 241.3

RRAL -. . 91.0 74.2 78.9 134.6

ESTArtED RELATTVE POVERTT LNCOME
LEVEL (USS ?ER CAPITA)

91.9 179.7

RITA .. .. .. 50.4 54.8 103.

SSTTMArED ?PT:LATCN 3ELOW ABSOLE
pCVERTT INC«LEVrE (FERCNT)

RN5. 44.3 44.1 24.8

RL'J .. .. 4.0 52.4 53.9 37.5

.. ONC available
Not appl±rable.

NOTIS

/a 7Me adjusted group average for esch Indicator ar. populactionvelghted geoetric means, excluding the extreze

values of the indicator and the mosr populated Cuuncry in each greup. Coverage of countrite among he

indicators deDend* o availablity of data and is not uniform.

/b 'nless otheririse noted. data for 1960 refer to any vear bezween 1959 and 1961; for !970, etw.een :969

and !971; and for Mot Recenr Esrimatt, between 1974 and 1977.

le Soutø Asia; 7d =f Itec= ($280 or les per capita 19761; 'e lover riddIe :nco=e '581-530 per capita,
1976); .961-65; /a Registered, not all prac::z:ng in :e country; h Cov. establlsrments

ory; ¯!972; 1963"4; 'k 1966-67; 1962; i 1973.

osc Rcent Est ofate f per capita is for 1978.

August, 1979
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BANGLADESH

COUNTRY ECONOMIC AND SECTOR WORK PROGRAM

FY80-82

1. The principal objectives of our Economic and Sector Work Program
(ESWP) are set out in Section V of the text. The cornerstone of the ESWP
is an annual Country Economic Memorandum. The members of the Bangladesh Aid
Group are a major audience for this report, as are the Bank management and
staff, and the Government. In the past we have found 't difficult to forecast
accurately beyond one or two years ahead what will need to be the main themes
of our ESWP; this difficulty is accentuated just now by the uncertainty sur-
rounding the FY81-85 Second Five Year Plan (SFYP). Therefore, we have not
tried to define a detailed ESWP beyond FY82. For most of the reports, other
than annual CEM's, the audience would be the Bank staff and the Government.
However, as we have done in the past, we would expect in the process of
completing some of the major studies to decide, on an ad hoc basis, to give
them a wider circulation to the senior management and Executive Directors.
The Medium Term Agricultural Production Plan may be a candidate to follow
the example of the FY79 Review of the Water Development Board and the FY80
Food Policy Review.

? During FY81, the Government of Bangladesh (COB) will launch the
SFYP. It is envisaged that the Medium-Term Agricultural Production Plan,
jointly prepared by GOB and Bank staff, will become an integral part of the
SFYP. The keystone of the SFYP will be an extremely ambitious program to
increase food production and this will require greatly increased domestic
resource mobilization and project implementation capa ilities. One major
problem is likely to be an intensification of GOB's propensity to start too
many new and/or overscaled projects, thereby stretching its financial and
administrative resources too thinly. Another problem we anticipate is that
the SFYP will be very weak in its policy content. A central objective of our
ESWP, therefore, is to address several of the key unresolved issues relating
to the SFYP and its implementation. For example: how to improve GOB's
financial programming and allocation procedures; how to increase domestic
resource mobilization; how to achieve a sectorally-balanced investment pro-
gram; how to mobilize private sector investment and economic activity; and
how to develop non-traditional exports.

3. Several of the programmed activities for FY81 and FY82 bear directly
upon these issues. The F'Y8l Country Economic Memorandum (CEM) will focus
primarily upon the SFYP, as will the FY81 Aid Group meeting for which the CEM
will be prepared. Work to be done in connection with Import Programs Credits
IX and X (which will claim a large share of the manpower available for all
tasks) will be focused mainly upon the above-mentioned issues, as will several
of the other programmed tasks. This work will be coordinated closely with the
1',XF's work on a prospective EFF for Bangladesh, especially with respect to
taxation, pricing and subsidy policies.
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4. In view of the emphasis to be given to agricultural (and especially
foodgrain) production in the SFYP, another major objective of our ESWP will
be to follow up on the considerable work already done in this sector. A sub-
stantial share of the proposed program will be directed at following up on our
recent work on food policy, medium-term agricultural production planning, the
investment program of the Water Development Board, and minor irrigation works.
The program also reflects our concern to know more and to understand better
the nature of the social and institutional constraints to growth imposed by
the prevailing agrarian structure. It is also recognized, however, that even
rapid agricultural growth will not solve the problems of creating both suffi-
cient employment opportunities and effective demand for the increased agricul-
tural output. Hence, another facet of our work on rural development will
concentrate on analyzing ways and means by which non-farm rural employment
can be stimulated, and on related distributional issues relatively neglected
by GOB.

5. If Bangladesh is to succeed in approaching self-sufficiency in food
production during the next five years, greatly increased volumes of inputs
(fertilizers, seeds, pumps, tubewells, pesticides, etc.) will have to be
distributed far more effectively than the public sector has been able to do.
The private sector will have to be induced to play a far more active role in
this area. Similarly, the development of small-scale rural industries and
non-traditional exports will also be highly dependent upon whatever role the
private sector is prepared to play. Yet the Government lacks not only a
coherent strategy and set of policies aimed at stimulating this sector but
also the requisite information base for devising such policies. Several of
the proposed tasks are, therefore, concerned with these issues: tariff
structure review, foreign investment act review, export processing zone and
private sector studies.

6. A continuing objective of our ESWP will be to provide support for
the design of Bank lending activities, particularly in the more important
sectors of agriculture and water resources, rural development, industry and
transport. These are sectors in which both our lending activity and our eco-
nomic and sectoral work has been concentrated in the past and will continue
to be concentrated in the foreseeable future, in keeping with the priorities
of GOB's own development strategy. Moreover, experience has demonstrated that

our efforts tend to be more productive and our dialogue with GOB more effective

when we follow-up on prior analysis rather than diversify into new activities.

By-and-large, the ESWP adheres to this principle, the major exceptions being
our proposed new work on the private sector, energy, and plan implementation

programming.

Work Program for FY80-82

7. A program for the current year, FY80, and the first two years of

the SFYP is given below. Because of the number of tasks, we have chosen not

to present a summary table but to describe ongoing work in FY80 and the tasks

for FY82 by topic name alone giving detailed descriptions of the studies for

FY81 only. Further details including manpower estimates were given in the

Region's Indicative Statement of Budgetary Needs. In that submission, however,
economic work to support program lending is designated as operational, not
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economic work. For that reason, the lists of specific tasks given below have
one outstanding omission: they do not contain detailed write-ups for domestic
resource mobilization, following up on our earlier work. However, we have
shown such work by topic name below, even though it does not appear in the
Bank-wide ESWP.

FY80

1. GEM/Planning Technical Assistance
2. Food Policy Review
3. Medium Term Agricultural Plan
4. Food Policy Review Follow-up
5. Initial Draft SFYP Review
6. Appraisal/Preappraisal Imports Program Credit IX
7. Rural Non-Farm Employment Study
8. Labor Migration Study
9. Trade/Industry Study

10. Minor Irrigation Sector Review
11. Water Development Board Review - Follow-up
12. Industry Sector Review - Follow-up

FY81

1. CEM/Final Plan Review

The FY81 Aid Group meeting tentatively has been scheduled for early
1981. Since the May 1980 Aid Group meeting is expected to focus on the draft
SFYP to only a limited extent if at all, the FY81 meeting would concentrate
mainly upon the final Plan and its implications for donors. By then, GOB
would have had sufficient time to prepare at least some key elements of a ?Ian
Implementation Program (PIP) which would, inter alia, comprise the require-
ments for its FY82 investment program. The GEM, therefore, would include both
a review of recent economic developments and an appraisal of the final SFYP
and related policy measures. Particular attention would be given to: the
food situation and food policy development since the January 1980 Aid Group
meeting; the FY81 budget and ADP; measures taken with respect to Imports
Credit IX and a possible EFF; progress in improving domestic resource mobil-
ization and in stimulating private sector activity; and the Plan Implemen-
tation Program, including the scale and composition of projected FY82
investment.

2. Program Lending/Domestic Resource Mobilization Follow-up

3. Plan Implementation Programming

This activity will comprise follow-up to work to be initiated in
FY80 aimed at assisting GOB to prepare an action program for implementing the
SFYP. Evidently in response to an informal draft IDA staff paper entitled
"A Plan Implementation Program," the Minister of Planning has requested Bank
technical assistance in this area. It remains to be seen how much and which
kinds of assistance will be requested and warranted; discussions of these
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matters are proceeding currently. In any event, Bank manpower constraints as
well as ocher considerations point to our playing a very limited role with
respect to providing or supervising this assistance. We should be prepared,
however, to advise GOB at least on the appropriate terms of reference for
domestic or foreign staff to be recruited for plan implementation programming,
and perhaps also to advise on related organizational and procedural aspects of
this exercise. It is likely that we will concentrate on two areas where we
have a "head-start": agricultural investment for a food production strategy;
and domestic resource mobilization. We may also add assistance in investment
plan monitoring, again concentrating on agriculture. Bank staff inputs would
be limited to modest contributions from ASADD and Planning Advisory Division.

4. Medium-Term Agricultural Production Plan: Follow-up

The Joint GOB/Bank Medium-Term Agricultural Production Plan is
expected to be ready by June 1980. Implementation of the recommendations on
institutional development for preparing detailed investment programs, and for
monitoring of sectoral policies and programs will require a continued dialogue
with GOB.

5. Rural Non-Farm Employment Study

The objectives of this study are: (i) to assist GOB in developing
a need-based long-term strategy for rural development and non-farm employment
creation; and (ii) to develop new operational approaches for integrated rural
development projects. This work will follow-up on investigations begun in
FY79/80 on such dimensions of rural poverty as land and income distribution,
the structure of household expenditure, and institutional constraints to
rural development. The investigations to be carried out in FY81 will focus
on the following issues: sources of income of the rural poor; real wage
rates in rural areas and their determinants; rural non-farm employment/under-
employment; feasibility of small-scale rural industries and prospects for
raising the productivity of existing cottage industries; regional differences
in the above and their significance; and problems associated with GOB's
announced intent to effect decentralization of decision-making and to
strengthen the economic and political role of local institutions. It is
envisaged that the study of some of these issues can be contracted out to
local Bangladeshi institutions (e.g., BIDS, Dacca University). Some of the
information/analysis generated will be used in the FY81 CEM. This activity is
highly complementary to the Agrarian Structure and Agricultural Growth Study
described below. These two studies (or sets of studies) may be merged into a
single activity.

6. Food Policy Follow-up

During the course of preparing the FY80 Food Policy Review (FPR),
the mission collected and compiled a considerable volume of disaggregated data
concerning a number of key variables relating to food policy. Given severe
time constraints, however, only a small fraction of these data was processed
and analyzed in time to be incorporated into the FPR Report. In brief, the
data relate to the followiag variables (by months and by districts) for the
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five years since 1974/75 for rice (by varieties) and wheat: production
prices; wholesale and retail prices; procurement; public distribution; stock
levels; storage capacity; and milling capacity. The proposed activity would
comprise a follow-up analysis, making use of these data, to provide answers
to such questions as: what levels of procurement and open market sales are
required to achieve certain targets of price support and price stabilization;
and what are the recommended levels and locations of foodgrain stocks and
the implied storage requirements to achieve both food security and price
stability. The proposed analysis of the detailed regional data (employing
only relatively simple statistical techniques) will relate the above-mentioned
variables to price variations by location and over time and indicate the
implications for storage requirements and stock levels.

7. Private Sector Study

As indicated in Part A above, it seems necessary that the private
sector must be induced and helped to play a much more active role in
Bangladesh's development if the ambitious targets of the SFYP are even to
be approached. Yet, the Government is still ambivalent, uncertain and even
contradictory in its policies concerning the private sector. The proposed
study would aim first to provide a more adequate information base concerning
the present status of private sector economic activity (and constraints
thereto) than is now available. It would then proceed to appraise alterna-
tive policy options (e.g., incentive packages) and make recommendations to
both GOB and donors concerning the kinds of investments and technical assist-
ance that might best stimulate private sector initiatives and channel them in
socially desirable directions. Considerable additional work needs to be done
to design this task. Much of the required research might be carried out by
local researchers (e.g., the Institute of Business Administration) financed
through IDA's technical assistance credit. It is envisaged, however, that the
study would focus on some of the following issues: the sources and uses of
existing private savings, and the flow of funds between the public and private
sectors; the composition of existing private investment activity, and deter-
minants thereof; capital and credit markets and the structure of interest
rates in both the formal and informal sectors; legal and bureaucratic impedi-
ments to private sector activity; fiscal incentives and disincentives to
private sector investment; requirements for an expanded private sector role
in the distribution of agricultural inputs; determinants of monopoly/monopsony
conditions in the trading sector; political constraints to the emergence of a
resurgent entrepreneurial class and to private foreign investment; import
licensing criteria and procedures; price controls and distortions, and other
determinants of discrepancies between social and private profitability; ways
and means to foster the adoption of appropriate technologies, especially in
small-scale manufacturing and transportation; and identification of poten-
tialities for joint ventures with foreign investors.

Although this is only a very preliminary listing of important
issues, it may readily be seen that SW requirements would greatly exceed
prospective availabilities -- even if most of the work were subcontracted to
Bangladeshi institutions. A partial solution might be to induce IFC, USAID
and other interested donors to undertake some of this work.
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8. Rural Roads Study

This (desk) study would comprise a review of available documents concerned
with the rural roads subsector, with a view to identifying projects suitable
for IDA financing.

9. Minor Irrigation Review

This would be a continuation of a study which is to begin in FY80.
Key study objectives are to: strengthen the capacity of GOB to plan and
execute small-scale irrigation schemes; improve the utilization and coor-
dination of public and private entities to enhance subsectoral performance;
and improve on farm water use efficiency and distribution of benefits from
minor irrigation facilities. To achieve these objectives, the study would
operate intermittently, over two to three years (embracing FY80-82) to:
identify institutional and socioeconomic constraints to minor irrigation
development; propose remedies; and monitor results and propose adjustments.

10. Water Development Board Review Follow-up

The Joint GOB/World Bank Review of the Bangladesh Water Development
Board (Report No. 2327-BD) recommended two sector studies to be funded by UNDP
with the World Bank as Executing Agency. Project documents are being prepared
following general GOB/UNDP/World Bank concurrence on details. These sector
studies are identified as: Improving Water Sector Planning; and BWDB Task
Force on Organization and Implementation.

11. Engineering/Leather Industries Study

This study, to follow up on our work on the Machine Tool Factory,
would extend our knowledge of the engineering goods industry (e.g. GEM plant,
dock year, diesel plant, etc.) and its problems. The study would also focus
on the potentialities of the leather industry created by changed incentives
and the work of the Leather Committee; the latter may be covered partly by
supervision of Imports Program Credit VIII.

12. Intermodal Container Study

At present, few containers are entering Bangladesh. However, a project is
now under preparation for the construction of two multipurpose berths which
will allow for the possible future development of container traffic. In
order to obtain the full benefits of using containers, arrangements will be
needed to handle containers to or near their final destination. This will
involve railroad and road transport and storage facilities. What is needed
is a phased program which will minimize expenditure for the handling of con-
tainers, yet allow Bangladesh to participate economically in trade with the
developing countries, It is therefore proposed that an intermodal study be
undertaken which would encompass transport, handling and storaae of containers
through the port to inland destinations, with a view to identifying priorities
and a phased development program.
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13. Tariff Structure Review

This follow-up on the Boston University Study of DRCs and trade policy would
comprise a review of the tariff structure, with an aim to improve the uni-
formity of effective protection. Such a review was previously recommended
in the 1978 Industry Sector Report (2191-BD). The final design of the review
will depend upon the quality of the final report submitted by the Boston
University Group. GOB's receptivity to such a review will also have to be
ascertained. (GOB has already done a "review" of nominal tariffs, mainly
for revenue purposes).

14. Study of Agrarian Structure and Agricultural Growth

Recent analyses of Bangladesh agriculture have given increasing
emphasis to the constraints imposed on growth by the prevailing agrarian
structure in the country. Patron-client relationships, based on a skewed
land distribution and reinforced by differential access to factor and product
markets, are conjectured to dominate the rural social structure and claimed
to be key obstacles to better utilization of the country's agricultural
potential. Most existing analyses are, however, impressionistic, i.e., based
on fragmentary and questionable empirical evidence. The nature as well as
the magnitude of the problems related to agrarian structure -- not to mention
the policy options for overcoming/circumventing the related constraints --
are at best only partially understood. The objective of the study, there-
fore, will be to develop a better understanding of the problems and policy
options concerning the agrarian structure. The study should also be useful
for sharpening our lending strategy for Bangladesh agriculture. The first
phase of the study would largely be a desk review involving a critical assess-
ment of the available evidence concerning land distribution, landlessness,
sharecropping and tenancy, tenurial arrangements, farm and non-farm employment,
rural wage rates, and the extent of inter-relatedness in factor and product
markets. Differences in productivity, input usages rates and production
incentives among various farm sizes and tenurial arrangements will also be
reviewed and analyzed. Areas of agreement and disagreement as well as gaps
and definitional ambiguities will be identified. Subsequent work would largely
depend upon the results of Phase I. It is tentatively expected that Phase II
would involve some field data collection work to fill critical data gaps for
resolving disagreements on the nature and magnitude of the problems, (The
data collection work could possibly be combined with surveys for some ongoing
projects in Bangladesh.) The last phase will concentrate primarily on analysis
of the policy options for dealing with the constraints related to the agrarian
structure. Given the sensitive nature of the underlying issues, the study
will have to kept "low-key" and will preferably involve local institutions
and agencies.
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FY82

1. CEM
2. Program Lending/Domestic Resource Mobilization Follow-up
3. Agricultural Sector Taxation Study
4. Regional Development Study
5. Statistical Review
6. Public Administration Review
7. Public Enterprise Pricing
8. Fisheries Sector Survey
9. Minor Irrigation Review

10. Engineering/Leather Industry Study
11. Intermodal Container Study
12. Tariff Structure Review
13. Foreign Investment Act Review
14. Agrarian Structure Study
15. Country Boats Study
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BANGLADESH: POPULATION BASIC DATA

Total Population (January 1, 1978, estimate) 84.8 million
Area 144,000 sq. km.
Density of Population (1976)

per km2 of total area 558
per km2 of agricultural land 795

Birth Rate (1978 estimate) 44
Death Rate (1978 estimate) 19
Growth Rate (1978 estimate) 2.5
General Fertility Rate 200
Total Fertility Rate (1975) 6.3
Total Eligible Couples (1974 estimate) 15.7 million
Life Expectancy (1975) 42 years
Infant Mortality (1975) 140
Population Rural as Percentage of Total Population (1975) 91%
Population Below Age 15 as Percentage of Total Population

(1975) 46%
Dependency Ratio (1975) 95
Per Capita Income (1977 estimates at current prices) US$91
Labor Force (1972/73 estimate) 26.2 million
Unemployment Rate 30%
Labor Force Engaged in Agriculture (1975) 77%
Adult Literacy Rate (1974) 23%
Primary School Enrollment as Percentage of Age Group (1975) 73%
Population per Physician (1976) (000) 9.6
Population per Hospital Bed (1976) (000) 2.0
Population per Nurse (1976) (000) 62.7
Percentage of Population with Adequate Protein Intake (1977) 50%
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0 1 C E IVI` "D R A N ID U v 1
Mr. Robert S. McNamara March 24, 1980

TO: DAIL.
(Through Mr. E. Stern, VPO)

f0m: W. David Hopper, VP, South Asia

BAITGLADESH: Your Meetirig ,.,itb the Conimerce MinisterSUBJECT-

You are meeting Mr. Saifur Rahman, the Bangladesh

Mi nister of Ccii7ierce, a,,: 6:30 p. n_, Tuesday, Narch 25. 1,1r. Stern will

meet the Minister at 11:30 a. m., V cdnesday. Marcli 26. Mr. RAhman will

have opened a ' ar,,',Iladesh Trnde 'n Nev York the. previous Sunday. Ile

is a close friend and advisor o 'Pi-csident Ziaur Rahman. Although we

have no close dealings with his lie has been used on occasion as

an ezissary of the Preside. .t to the Fresident's views. I went to

Dacca in early February at the of the Aid Group to convey some

concern about the overly a_-,zb_itJoL-,_ Second Five Year Plan targets, and

especially about the levels of aid requested in the President's letters

to heads of state. The Presi& i,.t had by then received many replies

(including yours) to his letters. L,los-t of the replies were noncommittal,
at best, and the Presidentwas disappointed. Ile told me that he intended

to send personal envoys to all of the original recipients of his letters

to seek more affirmative state--mcnts. Apparently, that is the purpose of

Mr. Rahman's meeting with you.. Ve are informed by the Embassy that the

Minist , er wishes to discuss the Plan with you and to explain to you some

of the "political necessities" which underlie the President's goals.

Since my visit, Yr. Stern has been in Bangladesh, and once again reiterated

that the Bank Group could increase its lending to Bangladesh if project

implementation imp-roved. t1r. Stern said that in such circumstances the

level of $600 million per annum requested by the President could be

approached in the last year (F73')) of the GOB Second Five Year Plan, a

figure you mentioned to AmbassaCor Husain when he delivered the letter,

but which was omitted in your written reply to President Zia.

2. An official GOB descripti'e biography of Mr. Rahman is attached,

as is a copy of the President's letter to you, your reply, and the back-

ground note I sent you at the time. When the Aid Group met in Paris in

January (on food aid and policy) a quick survey of heads of delegations

revealed that the total aid commitment requested in the President's letters

for the five years was over $30 billion. The Plan draft is still not

available but our latest information is that the targets are likely to be

increased, if anything, beyond.those indicated so far.

3. Finally, may I remind you that Wednesday, March 26, is Bangladesh

Independence Day.

attachments

Cleared with & cc: Mr. Wiehen

DADunn:c
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Mr. Robert S. McNamara F March 12, 1980

[V Ernest Stern, VP, Operations

My Recent Visit to Bangladesh

My visit to Bangladesh left me with an unusually encouraging view of the
economic management and prospects. The development problems are obviously
as immense as ever, the Government service on the whole as inadequate, and
the political situation only slightly more stable. But there is now a
reasonably clear set of priorities. There are managers in major ministries
and agencies which are more capable and action-oriented than before. There
is a strong drive from the President to act expeditiously and to focus
efforts, and there is a new sense of confidence - perhaps slightly excessive -
created by recent achievements. The political institutions are being shaped
with appropriate emphasis on local government and on getting central
ministries into field operations. The development priorities focus on
foodgrain production, population control and education. In-agriculture,
there is a long overdue focus on minor irrigation, quick-yielding investments,
motivating farmers to undertake land improvement and canal clearance, and
on broadening the services to the farmer by, on the one hand, strengthening
research and extension through reliance on the T & V approach and, on the
other, by shifting the distribution of pesticides and small pumps to the
private sector. The result is that a scenario which includes an agricultural
growth in foodgrain output of 5.5% is considered feasible, albeit optimistic.

There is also a much improved willingness on the part of the Government
to take advice. The dispute about the realization of the Plan targets,
particularly for agriculture, seems to be satisfactorily resolved.

In population, the targets may not yet fully reflect the objectives of
the President and the Planning Commission. The Health Ministry staff, which
is new, promised to review them to see what obstacles there might be to more
rapid progress. Our own contribution to this exercise and to the establishment
of very ambitious family planning objectives needs to be strengthened. There
is, at the moment, no lack of political emphasis on family planning, but the
Ministry is weak. It is being reorganized in an effort to strengthen it.

Absorptive capacity has improved, both as measured by disbursements and by
better economic management. Our willingness, as expressed in your letter to
President Zia, to gradually increase our lending is fully warranted. However,
we shall have to keep progress under careful review and be sure that the progress
remains focused on high priority investments. But within that, I believe it may
now be timely to broaden our investment in the economy. There are major
institution-buildingobjectives with which we might be able to assist but have
not yet done so. These certainly include the oil and gas exploration program
(on which work has started), energy planning, power system maintenance and
transportation.

As I mentioned to you, the Government is looking forward to your visit and I
think this can be structured in such a way to strengthen the momentum which
is being built up.

cc: Mr. Hopper
EStern/1ms
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Memorandum for the Record " January 15, 1980

FROM. W. David Hopper J a71

SUBJECT: BANGLADESH: Meeting with His Excellency, Ambassador Husain, and
Mr. Al-Hussainy, Member of the Planning Commission

1. Mr. McNamara met with His Excellency, Ambassador Tabarak Husain, on Monday,
January 7, at 6:00 p.m. Mr. S.M. Al-Hussainy, a member of the Planning Commission,
was also present at the meeting. He was here to negotiate the Bangladesh Eighth
Imports Credit.

2. After appropriate New Year's greetings, Ambassador Husain indicated that he
hoped 1980 would be a better year for South Asia than the close of 1979, but that he
was apprehensive of the present circumstances. He went on to indicate that since
Mr. McNamara's last visit to Bangladesh the nation had attained modest economic gains
and the Government was appreciative of the assistance and support it had received
from the World Bank.

3. The Ambassador then turned to the main purpose of his visit which was to
give Mr. McNamara a letter from President Ziaur Rahman, of Bangladesh, seeking
assistance of $600 million-per year for the next five years at the Bank's
constitution to the proposed Bangladesh Second Five Year Plan. The proposed plan
calls for external assistance of approximately $10 billion over the Plan period.
The Ambassador pointed out that the new Five Year Plan had a targeted rate of growth
of approximately seven percent. He indicated that this was regarded as a "modest"
rate of growth for a nation of 85 million people whose present per capital income is
very low. He further added that in the past year the Marshall Law regime in
Bangladesh had given way to the establishment of a Parliamentary democracy based on
adult franchise, and that there is strong political support in Bangladesh for rapid
economic progress. The Second Five Year Plan, which is still under preparation,
will have a target investment level of between $15 billion and $18 billion. He
added that the Plan is within the range of the guidelines suggested by UNCTAD.

4. The Ambassador said that while the external assistance required by Bangladesh
in support of their Plan would be sizeable, Bangladesh has a substantial resource base
upon which to found a strong economy. He pointed out that his nation has adequate
supplies of surface and general water for an advanced agriculture, proven reserves of
natural gas, coal and limestone, and that the development of these resources is the
central feature of the Plan. He indicated that the Plan will have as its objective
the creation of employment opportunities that would reduce the present high rates of
under- and unemployment in the nation; that the Plan will strive to build urban and
rural industry to improve conditions in the rural areas and to provide both urban
and rural job opportunities.

5. He then passed Mr. McNamara President Ziaur's letter expressing the hope it
would receive the consideration it deserves.

continued .....
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6. Mr. McNamara assured the Ambassador that he would give the letter every
possible consideration. Mr. McNamara went on to point out, however, that it was
inconceivable that the Bank could provide an average of $600 million per year over
the next five years, particularly as the present level of Bank assistance to
Bangladesh is only $225 million. Nevertheless, Mr. McNamara indicated that the
Bank would, with the authorities in Bangladesh, strive to develop a program to
move from present levels of Bank lending to, say, $600 million in 1985-86, the last
year of the Plan. Mr. McNamara pointed out that he has given assurances to the
Government of Bangladesh many times that if good projects were forthcoming, the
Bank would not hesitate to provide more IDA assistance for the nation's economic
development. He made the point that project implementation problems seemed greater
in Bangladesh than in many other countries, and for Bank levels of lending to reach
$600 million by mid-1985 would depend upon the Government of Bangladesh developing
a suitable pipeline of projects and improving its present implementation capability.
He added that if these improvements are made he would be willing to try to reach
levels of assistance requested in President Ziaur's letter.

7. Mr. McNamara gave the Ambassador his assurance that the Bank would do all
it could to assist Bangladesh in developing projects suitable for Bank assistance.
But he emphasised expanded Bank assistance rested on the work to be done by the
people and Government of Bangladesh.

8. After a brief discussion of the general problems facing developing
countries, the Ambassador turned to seek Mr. McNamara's assistance in discussions
with the U.S. on additional food for Bangladesh to be supplied under PL-480.
Mr. McNamara indicated that he would provide what assistance he could in this matter.

9. In closing the meeting, Mr. McNamara assured the Ambassador again that he
would consider President Ziaur's letter most carefully. He added that he was
disappointed in the present level of aid which is too low for a country of the size
and poverty of Bangladesh. He said it was his desire to do all that is needed to
respond to the efforts of the Government of Bangladesh to open the way for economic
improvement with Bank help.

The meeting concluded at 6.30 p.m.

c.c. Messrs. Stern, Wiehen, Dunn

WDHopper#pve
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO Memorandum for the Record DIT October 15. 1979

' OM Michael H. Wiehen, Director, ASA

ir-(FT 1979 Annual Meetinrs - Meeting of Banglndesh Delegation wvith Mr, Mc0'n--rn1

1.The head of the Ergladr-sh Delegaticn, M ini!7.tcr of StzateC : ,r

Fi4n anr -c a-n d Ccrn(_r of t-lc,rfr I Lr O? O ., ci ld

co- r c %r. oa-ra oc -e rcr rco. rd' r trt . ?t1-",P ZcL

Sveuzzr~n cc:thc- 1:ang7l de riorsdr Lcl,yr-cc. Aliso p-ri-sen.t

2. M r c Mea T,;-r e. star tcd t hnkr tic rv adr cvrrr

vctirg for the CC ,t an o r mo.

3. Fe then as!-ed thc x!4½icter wha.Ft hie could! tel'l Hi rabotth

country arc Kst_ cccnc!r-., CIE2t~ - fcccc rrc

Th.e 14inister efr' bycotaut .'.; K$ or, 'ris O'p c:Th

address. Kc e:-V-a-"-ee that his country hadfiretared a first15-y

right after- IreerEndcence bitt becln unzible to z'_'C-'C -ts goLas. is

Govern=ent was nov preparing a net 'ilan., an d he LNT.rcssedhieraltc

for the Barl's ass-istan-ce In, thifs prccess. The: rot tw.porta1ntt:otf

the new Plan w-as to, double food p:rc6ductio,n arc to increase intErnal

resource mobilization substantiallv.

4. Mr. McNam-ara said a doubl: ng in five years would require an 
annual

increase of__14%L;', whb,ich _noc coun,t ry has evercdone and which was ne0tlie

to be achieved, but any increase in food predu'ct ion was so ipratthat

th e Bank would welcor-e and suppoyrt any tncoct rra cwards tha.-t

end_,. He added that it wais absoluto> esCtn htIasaei rrcF

its efforts at mobilizing, m-ore doetcsavings, even, thogi ti-Lqie

a tuuction in ddr.estic consumption, an id offered- again that the Bank would

give any advice desired by the Gov%ernment in this regard.

5. Regarding the levels of IDA lending, Mr. MNrr ugse

that the IDA pro-gram could,,be- expanded -provided (i) exist Ing' cotmmittients

were carried out well and (ii) the project pipeline were strc-cgth6.nnd.

Re said the Bank, through the Aid Group, was also putting pressureOn_f

other donors to increase their co=ti-tments to Bangladesh. hiowever, hie

remnarked that even in the IDA replenishment discussions Bangladesh w.'as being

cited as a bad example as regards the utilization of aid and therefore

tremendous efforts had to go into improving that past record. In response

to Mr. Syeduzzaman who thought that the project pipeline for IAY80 and 81

was all right, Mr. McNamara said he hoped Mr. Syeduzzaman was correct, but

that Bangladesh in general should prepare at least 50% more projects than

they thought the Bank Group could finance, and thus put the pressure on us.

6. Mr. Muhith expanded further on the Plan target of doubled focod

production, admitting that it was extremely ambitions (the highest increase

Bangladesh had yet achieved in any one year was 8%) but stating that the
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Government had to try for it. Even if they achieved 20 million tons rather
than the 26 million tons targeted, they would be pleased. On this Mr. McNamara
commented that an overambitious target could easily lead to serious arr
costly imbalances in the investment program, e.g. storage capacity being
built tor 26 Millio, Lonf while irriUgt1n ine¶tmets VCei te t a
production level c rnl 15 million tens, etc. Mr. Mubith Yuhnitli,r

this danger but assured Mr. VcNaiara that his Government would continue tc
work closely with bank Staff toward a total intcgrated inve setent prcr1r
which would be adjusted on a five year rolling basis.

th at !a st year F.G ric!> ad rc: t, zr-c: -1 t- ' a§e10F tr, 1"!
progra-, and that the target was to reach 207 in five years. In the last
six mcnths alone, burder en a faril earning I00 zz :-rnt'-
been increased by 271. All subsidies on rooc were to be eliminate b
the end of the Plan.

8. As regards Use project pipeline . Iu sai th 'r. werE ing
hard on it, and he expressed his hope that Er7pladesh vculd net be he-d
back, due to shortrze of .DA funds, if projects were ready for financing.
Ee stated his dis-av that the lending prograr- in 7F80 was scheduled tc go
down to $175 million, from $275 million in FY79. Mr. McNarara raspcrded
that he would favor a larger prograrm in FY80, and asked Mr Cterr to fnd

the funds", provided sufficient projects are ready tor financing.

9. Mr. Muhith also commented on project implementation performance
and acknouledged that there were problc-s. However, he argued that
Bangladesh was a new country and that, apart fron these inherited fre the
previcus Government, new erojects were only 3 years old or younger. A
disbursement percentage of 20% was low, and they were trying for 25i, but
he thought some improverents were already visible, and Mr. McNamara agrece
that there were.

10. Mr. Muhith further argued that despite strong efforts at accelerating
disbursements his Government would have a net transfer problem in FY8O and 81

and he asked the Bank Group to assist with a higher level of program lending.

He pointed at the recent TMF' agreement with Bangladesh and suggested that that
agreement merited additional program lending support. Mr. McNanara responded

that an TF agreement was a necessary but not the only element in a case
for program lending, and that the absence of a comprehensive development

program was a major problem. He said that, as he had stated i,nthe
Development Committee, the Bank would like to increase program lending

in general but that there was resistance from Germany and Japan. Besides,
the Articles of Agreement limited program lending to "exceptionalcIrcum-

stances", and he did not wish to see the whole Bank program for program
lending endangered because ofa disproportionately high level of such

lending in Bangladesh.
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At the conclusion of the meeting, the Minister, on behalf of
the President of Bangladesh, extended an invitation to Mr. McNamara to
visit Bangladesh again and expressed the hope that Mr. McNamara could come
before the end of the year. Mr. McNanara thanked the Minister for the
invitation and replied that he would gladly visit Bangladesh, thouph he
would be unable to do so in the ner future, due to (ther ce,T tnts

cc: Messrs. Stern
Fopper
Picciotto
Yocl-Ieser
Storrar

Bangladesh Division -

MEWiehen:ad
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OFFICE MEMöFRANDUM
TO: Fi1c5 DATE September 21, 1979

R Mr. Michael Ii. Wiehen, Director, LSA

SUBJECT ZANGLADSMtin of Petroloum binister 1t r Mr. Stern

Lt.Ccl.(Retd.) Akbar Hossain, Minis,ter for Petroleum and

Mineral Reiisources ,met with Mr. Stran on ednexday, September 19, 1979;

til MlUnisc;ter was accompanijed bv Messrs. A.S.11.-1 Sadinne, Secretary,

Miii st ry of Pet rc I eu t; Nau1. T 1lam, Cha rin, letcrthang; a; Sirajul

Ma J m_ oon, Ser ior ExecAtivC, Petroban;la; TLe ha desh AE 1 dor

Washington, D.C.; 2nd Mr. SvŽduzzaian, Alte:nate Executive Diretor.

2. The inis ter cn]fined to Mr. Sterin the present at titude

of Gorn:en1 on the util.toln of the co.ntry' gas reoouryclses

I l.. ta; ( L t - natua-LI 5t as i r- mor rcsourc' eaIrnlct

for li- econoIg andlus cc anning to pu5 ahead u:t u x i ation af

en'o1 tion 1 as juickly as poSsible. uti be sceI in whiJtever

fork" c domestic user (icnc Ing t ndle ector and rny

other 1oer tlkt couild be deve<lope) anad rho rt ci gas in the

- of 1 IJ X:oul 1 al 1 be co:.sidered. li echni )u7 e d that utL investrnt

for th tlintic ot natural gas træ capi;l-ntasive but

t I L 1 e t duc to the verv !uicy nnv-o f f of ,'ny cä sehetnes the

U,iLS71rc jveb tified ad investovs could bo un Mr S eri

cx,prescscd his agv:eet with the 1iister s stnatet tha ue

of1Jcarnens yas; a mantter of inteirnationafl rother'i tihanI simpIly int bio

inte-rest and lie reiterated the Bark's off er te bangladsh to as:ist the

Gover ent in both exploring and exploiting its oil and natural gas

Iesources. ile only cautioned the Minister that gas, being the only
lic uld1 bcalioiteover

significant natural recource Et the country, should Ibe oited very

carefully, balanced, and should not be -sed ur too fast. Ile pointed

at the noplaticn growth problem, the inereasing laber. pool and the

traditionally lev proeuctivity in agricultore and said that these

obvious]y long-t erm proclcis required very cai eful utilization of a

depletab?e resokrrce such as gas. The Ministei responcicd that he

underst ekd the ]angt erm nature of Bnglades: s develcopmae,nt problems

but that in viev of the high rate of und ernou: Ists-t and poverty in

Bangladesh , the nced for resources was now, ai d le could not afford

the lu:sury of c reiully phasing the use of gx. resources.

3. The Minijis ter alsto made reference i o ti forthcomi> pipeline

t i i 1 , 1 i 1 ;1 u; 1 t won tl m; ' nd Bang1ll h on

11- i, in Iie i a - 11L c,1 l - 11,

i t f per s$5 ">imilion in the tot.L] t c's1t

ro t sh i ouildJ not catus' n dLiy i cnsut onl to

lo~. .11. ~nit tlL 1 fior out;eid~ ho be >nsibe tavings'. lie
lossý af "-)nkl tr th,aig tl"c ) r)s, )c- av i l

Snt t hi t the cove rint v i ening to terconOt

that tiii. objec ivu shol ~Do be t in liti (d in u i illIkti ipe I1c-
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4. The met w broke up before Mr. Stern had the opportunity

to respond on this lnt p"int; suhnuquontly he called me to urge us

to procend with the appraisal as quic;lv no pEqihlv nnd, no the pipeline

size issue, to bear in mind the-foreone bonO s which a protracLted

discussion on des:gn criteria might cause.

cc: Mr. Stern

Mr. Hopper

Mr. Dunn

NiIichen : h



OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Memorandum for the Record DATE: September 21, 1979

FROM: W. David Hopper, VP, South Asia (

SUBJECT: BANGLADESH - Meeting with Dr. Fasihuddin Mahtab,
Minister for Planning

Mr. McNamara met with Dr. Mahtab on Tuesday, September 4, 1979
at 5.30 p.m.

Dr. Mahtab informed Mr. McNamara that Bangladesh had managed
to ride through the consequences of a severe drought that had lowered
domestic food production and reduced availability to a critically
low level. He added that though the stock position was presently
low, frod aid arrivals were running ahead of offtake and the Government
was overcoming many of its internal transportation problems. The
monsoon this year has been fairly good after a slow start, and it
looks as if the main crop, about to be harvested, has been reasonably
good. There is the promise that the harvest and the Government's
stock position will carry the nation satisfactorily through the dry
season ahead.

Dr. Mahtab went on to explain that the drought this year has
emphasized the importance of agricultural development to the President
and the Cabinet. He pointed out that at present only eight percent Qf
Bangladesh's land is irrigated and it is planned that this percentage
should rise to 25 or 30 percent under the new Five Year Plan now under
preparation. The Minister mentioned that in a simulation study of the
Northwestern Region of Bangladesh it was found upwards of 75 percent
of the land could be irrigated from appropriately located and designed
tubewells. To facilitate the expansion of irrigation, Bangladesh was
turning to collaboration with the German firm of Deutsche for the
manufacture of diesel engines within the country. Plans were also
under way to use a machine tool factory for production of pumps and
engines (as well as equipment needed by the jute and textile industries).
The Minister pointed out that with an expansion of irrigation there
will be a simultaneous need to meet a larger demand for agricultural
inputs, such as, fertilizer, seed, extension services, credit, etc.,
and that the nation's ability to provide these inputs will depend very
much on the building of a stronger, more comprehensive institutional
base servicing agriculture.

The Minister then turned to the population question. le pointed
out that Bangladesh's own projections are that population will reach
212 million people by the year 2005, a year when they expect the net
reproduction rate to have fallen to 1.0. The Minister indicated that
this was very much larger than they hoped. Indeed, it was hoped that
Bangladesh could stabilize its population around 100 million. lie
expressed his concerns that population control had not been given the
priority in the past that it should have received and pointed out
that it was now "high time to tackle this problem". le commented that"the situation is grim, with more and more people unemployed, and
with stagnant agricultural investment there is little chance for them
to find work". The Minister pointed out that in the last few years
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there has been little investment in agriculture and that there "must
be a break-through in the next 5 years or Bangladesh will not
survive - it is simply a question of survival". The Minister went
on to point out that the needs of the country are for the e;irly
development of its infrastructure. This meant irri gation, poser

'by electricity produced by using domestic gas resources; it meant
also fertilizer and the manufacture and distribution of modra plint
nutrients and plan production materials; in turn, this requi.red the
development of agricultural support industries and an extensive network
of rural electrification. lie stated that the Bangladesh marketable
grain surplus is about 10 percent and that the transportation of this
small proportion of domestic output (1.3 million tons) is even now a
problem. If agricultural production is to increase, investments must
be mad& in transport facilities, storage facilities, the production
of assured inputs to farmers and the assurance of an economic incentive
to farmers,to encourage output growth. lie pointed out that the
Government's procurement program in the past had been focused on benefits
accruing to urban consumers through cheap food, and that while this
program has provided the nation and the farm community with some price
stability, the price level to cultivators has not been high enough to
provide the incentive to expand output. lie indicated tha Eniadesh
would need at least another half million tons of high quality food
storage to add to its present facilities of a little over one million tons.

Returning to irrigation, the Minister pointed out that crop intensity
on irrigated land is close to the factor of 3.0, whereas on non-irrigated
land it is about 1.5, but that the expansion of irrigation will depend
very much on the availability of locally manufactured pumps and engines
and spare parts.

The Minister turned from agriculture to a discussion of small scale
industry where the GOB plans to promote the use of handlooms as noon
as more industrial spinning facilities are available to provide the yarn
for the weavers. He indicated that with the help of ILO and UNtDP, a
Human Resource Study is under way that is to complement an experimental
project in the Comilla area where a T&V approach to seal1l industry
development extension is being undertaken. It is anticipated that this;
experiment will lead to a package prograM of price supports, of technology,
of tools and other hardware, and of skill training that will be made
available to small entrepreneurs to complement credit facilities now being
extended by various Bangladesh institutions.

From small industry he turned to the need to build local leadership
and to revitalize local institutions. le pointed out that little cfh)rL
had been made for many years to encourage local planning and to assist
the Union (a circle of about ten villages) and the Thana (a circle of
about ten unions) Councils in undertaking local development programs.
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The Union and Thana Councils should be more effective in raising

domestic resources, including resources in kind, for the planning

and execution of local development. The Minister referred to resource
constraints and promised Lhit Lie GOi 'd 1o i ts ben;t to increas
the availability of local ruosource:, but that tLlri aL li
because of the extent of the non-menuet;trization of the (ColOJ1y.

The Minister indicated that this was the thinking providing
the foundation of the present approach to developing a second Five
Year Plan. He asked for Bank help in both the planning process and
in Plan implementation.

Mr. McNamara responded that he was delighted with the directions
that the Minister indicated that the planning process in Bangladesh was
taking. The President went on to point out the development of sound

projects of the kind the Minister was referring to would justify an
expansion of IDA assistance for Bangladesh. The President also pointed
out that domestic resource constraints were a major problem that would
have to be overcome soon if the Plan targets were to be met.
Mr. McNamara also pointed out that he hoped the planning process in
Bangladesh was not going to result in targets that were overly ambitious
and incapable of attainment. 'le took the position that targets should
be established that would put the nation under some stress as it reached
for the projected goals, but that the targets should not be so far
beyond attainment that national morale was made cynical or destroyed.
The President also indicated the importance of developing in Bangladesh
well prepared projects for submission to the Bank and other donors.

Minister Mahtab responded that Bangladesh was attempting to initiate
its own project designs and he cited the Northwest Tubewells Project
as an example of the Bangladesh conceived and prepared project. He
pointed out that this project was now with the Bank for its consideration.

In closing, the Minister acknowledged that Bangladesh had not done
an outstanding job in impleIenting projects. le said that Bagladesh
would have to improve its implementation capacity in the years ahead,
but he was sure this would be done. He pointed out that very frequently
Bangladesh's projects were built around one conception, but that the
donors had a different conception or point of view and the resulting
project was an unhappy compromise that was difficult to bring to fruition.
He hoped that this would not constrain project development and implemuntation
in the future. He conceded that internal discipline within Bangladesh
was the most needed aspect of their economic development implementation,
and thAt this included discipline at the project site, as well as discipline

between ministries and Government agencies involved in the project inplmentatLon.

The meeting adjourned at 6.30 p.m. with Mr. McNamara extending his
good wishes to the Minister and to President Zia.

cc: Messrs. Wiehen, Dunn

WDHopper/vm


